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CONSTRUCTION AND APPLICATION OF A LANDSCAPE DYNAMICS  

ASSESSMENT TOOL 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Landscapes are shaped and influenced by a dynamic balance of ecological processes and 

anthropogenic activity. Substantial changes may disrupt the natural balance of ecosystems, 

jeopardizing their capacity to provide essential services for the population. Landscape changes, 

often measured via land cover variations, are pointed out as a major cause of biodiversity loss 

and, thus, a central topic in Conservation Biology. Some authors warned that key concepts like 

‘habitat loss and fragmentation’ are often misused, causing misinterpretations and erroneous 

conclusions. The central aim of this work is to develop an analytical method of assessing 

landscape dynamics and a conceptual framework capable of clarifying the spatial patterns of 

land transformation. The conceptual framework, the associated terminology, and the method 

called Landscape Dynamic Typology, were developed based on the landscape composition and 

configuration variations. To complement and enhance the methodological approach, two tools 

were built: i) LDTtool, an ArcGIS toolbox and ii) LDT4QGIS, a group of scripts for QGIS. The tools’ 

multiple features and settings were demonstrated in illustrative examples and case studies as 

distinct as grasslands preservation in Slovenia, invasive plants removal in a mountainous Natura 

2000 site, or the characterization of montado loss in Portugal. The use of these software by other 

authors in urban studies in places like Romania and Indonesia further attests to their usefulness 

and acceptance by the community. Both tools are freely available and can be adapted to fulfil 

analysts’ needs. New versions will be released whenever a relevant update or improvement is 

implemented. In specialized or in more comprehensive approaches, complementing or 

complemented by other software, Landscape Dynamic Typology has shown to be useful in 

analytical procedures involving land use or land cover changes. By allowing iterative simulations, 

assisting in change detection and in spatial pattern classification and visualization, it contributes 

to more informed decision-making. 

 

Keywords 

Land Use; Land Cover; Spatial Patterns; Landscape Ecology; GIS; Habitat Fragmentation; 

Software 
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CONSTRUÇÃO E APLICAÇÃO DE UMA FERRAMENTA DE AVALIAÇÃO DE 

DINÂMICAS DE PAISAGENS 

 

RESUMO 

 

As paisagens são moldadas por um equilíbrio dinâmico de processos ecológicos e actividade 

antropogénica. Alterações substanciais podem perturbar o equilíbrio natural dos ecossistemas, 

diminuindo a sua capacidade para fornecer serviços essenciais à população. As alterações 

paisagísticas, geralmente medidas através da variação da ocupação do solo, são uma das 

principais causas da perda de biodiversidade e um tópico central em biologia da conservação. 

Alguns autores alertaram que conceitos como ‘perda e fragmentação de habitats’ são 

frequentemente mal aplicados, originando interpretações e conclusões erradas. O objectivo 

central deste trabalho é desenvolver uma estrutura conceptual para clarificar os padrões 

espaciais de transformação e um construir um método de análise de dinâmicas paisagísticas. O 

enquadramento conceptual, a terminologia associada e o método, Tipologia de Dinâmicas de 

Paisagem, foram desenvolvidos com base na variação da composição do mosaico de ocupação 

do solo. Para complementar a abordagem metodológica foram construídas duas ferramentas: i) 

LDTtool, uma toolbox para ArcGIS; e ii) LDT4QGIS, um grupo de scripts para QGIS. As suas 

funcionalidades foram demonstradas em exemplos e casos de estudo tão díspares como a 

conservação de prados na Eslovénia, remoção de plantas invasoras num sítio da Rede Natura 

2000 em ambiente montanhoso ou a caracterização da perda de áreas de montado em Portugal. 

O uso deste software por outros autores, nomeadamente em estudos urbanos na Roménia e na 

Indonésia, atesta a sua usabilidade e aceitação pela comunidade. As ferramentas estão 

disponíveis gratuitamente e podem ser adaptadas para fazer face às necessidades do analista. 

Serão lançadas novas versões quando novas funcionalidades forem desenvolvidas. Em 

abordagens especializadas ou generalistas, a Tipologia de Dinâmicas de Paisagem, mostrou ser 

útil para procedimentos analíticos envolvendo alterações de ocupação do solo. Auxiliando na 

detecção de alterações, classificação e visualização de padrões espaciais e permitindo fazer 

simulações, contribui para uma tomada de decisão informada.  

 

Palavras-chave: 

Uso do Solo; Ocupação do Solo; Padrões Espaciais; Ecologia da Paisagem; SIG, Fragmentação 

de Habitat, Software.  
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CHAPTER 1.  Introduction 
 

 

1.1. Landscapes, their changes and impacts 

 

The concept of landscape is hard to define due to its complexity and because it allows a 

wide range of approaches, usually determined by the user’s expertise (Cancela D’Abreu et 

al. 2004). For some, the landscape may represent the amount of territory a person can see 

from a certain point. Others may add a sense of aesthetics. It is, however, in modern 

technical approaches, inevitable to include an ecosystemic dimension and to focus on the 

role of humans in the definition of landscape. Forman (1995) defines landscape as ‘a mosaic 

where the mix of local ecosystems or land uses is repeated in similar form over a kilometers-

wide area.’ According to the Swiss Federal Office for the Environment, landscapes result 

from the dynamic interplay of natural variables (e.g., bedrock, soil, water, air, climate, 

fauna and flora) with cultural, societal and economic factors. The most used definition is 

probably the one that resulted from the European Landscape Convention signed in 

Florence, Italy, on October 20th, 2020: ‘Landscape means an area, as perceived by people, 

whose character is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors’ 

(Article 1a) (Arsic 2015). Aware of the importance of sustainable landscapes at several 

levels, the Council established the promotion of ‘landscape protection, management, and 

planning’ as the main aim of the Convention. 

Landscape pattern is linked to biodiversity and other ecological values (Uuemaa et al. 

2013); therefore, understanding how landscape characteristics affect ecological processes 

and species’ distribution is central to ecology (Kupfer 2012). The discipline of Landscape 

Ecology is essentially based on the notion that environmental patterns greatly influence 

ecological processes (Turner 1989) and, thereby, tries to describe and quantify landscape 

characteristics (Turner 2005). This is essential to understand and predict ecosystem 

services’ sustainability and resilience, the availability of food resources, habitat suitability 

for animal species, and for the overall environmental assessment of landscapes (Lausch et 

al. 2015). 

Significant and quick changes in landscape patterns often disrupt ecosystem 

functioning, interfering with critical ecological processes and, thus, jeopardizing their 
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capacity to provide vital services for the population and maintain biodiversity and overall 

ecosystem health (With 1997; Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005). Landscape 

changes can have such an impact that habitat loss and fragmentation are often pointed out 

as major causes of biodiversity loss (Jaeger et al. 2011) and, therefore, regarded as a central 

issue in Conservation Biology for some time (Wilcove et al. 1986; Saunders et al. 1991; 

Wiens 1996).   

Landscapes are shaped and altered by ecological and anthropogenic processes (Lausch 

et al. 2015), and substantial changes, regardless of the origin, affect and may disrupt the 

natural balance of ecosystems. Human activity is almost always brought into the narrative 

not only due to its magnitude but also because it can be highly impactful in a short period 

of time. Moser et al. (2002) stated: ”Human influence changes landscapes significantly, and 

this significantly impacts biodiversity”. There is also a pragmatic reason for focusing on 

human-caused changes, in the sense that those are the ones we can influence the most. 

While it is possible to prepare for natural disasters, it is only possible to design and plan 

extensively for anthropic landscape changes.  

When considering landscape changes, one usually addresses the land cover or land use 

types. Although ‘cover’ refers to the type of occupation the site has, and the term ‘use’ 

adds information regarding the magnitude of the activity (e.g., agriculture as a cover may 

have an intensive or extensive use), both terms are often used interchangeably or 

complementarily as land use/land cover (LULC). 

 

 

1.2. The Patch-Corridor-Matrix Model, Composition and Configuration 

 

Empirically, it makes sense to assume landscapes consist of delimited patches of 

different LULC. The patch-corridor-matrix model (PCMM) created in the 1980s does exactly 

that by considering that three basic elements form a landscape: patches, corridors, and 

matrices (Forman and Godron 1986). Every point in the landscape belongs to a patch, a 

corridor, or a background matrix, regardless of which LULC it falls in (Forman 1995a).    

The reality is more complex than that, since there are also gradients with variation over 

space, without distinct boundaries. Under the PCMM, a forest may be represented by a 

discrete patch (or matrix) overlooking the internal and multidimensional variations, while 
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the Gradient Model (Müller 1998; McGarigal and Cushman 2005) would seek other aspects 

(measurable variables) that could portray different characteristics, such as the gradual 

change in the assemblage or density of tree species. A remote sensing-based analysis may 

uncover variations within an apparently homogeneous patch, indicating the spatial 

variability of potentially relevant features (e.g., physiological state, hydric stress, etc.). 

Although some landscapes may be better described by such a gradient-based concept 

(McGarigal et al. 2009), the majority is still well-suited to the PCMM framework, which 

despite its simplicity has many benefits and remains the dominant paradigm (With 2019). 

In human-dominated landscapes, the LULC classes tend to have clear boundaries (Lausch 

et al. 2015), making them especially fit for the PCMM. Regarding map production, 

multifunctional land use systems, such as the Portuguese montado and the Spanish dehesa, 

can constitute exceptions. They are human-shaped and, thus, require active management 

to endure, but their forest component is characterized by fuzzy boundaries and varying 

densities (Van Doorn and Pinto-Correia 2007; Godinho et al. 2016b). Within the PCMM 

framework, landscape structures can be described by quantitatively assessing their spatial 

patterns, which is valuable for the quantification of landscape functions (Bolliger and 

Kienast 2010) and for the quantification of ecosystem services (Syrbe and Walz 2012), 

among other uses.  

To assess and interpret landscapes as discrete patches of different LULC classes (Forman 

1995a), there are two main types of changes to consider: composition and configuration 

changes. Composition relates to what constitutes the landscape and its amounts (e.g., land 

cover types and how much) – What exists in the landscape. Configuration has to do with 

the shape and location of the elements – How it is distributed (McGarigal and Marks 1995). 

In other words, the analysis must consider both quantitative and geometric variations. 

 

 

1.3. Landscape metrics and the concept of scale 

 

Landscape patterns influence ecological processes (pattern-process relationship; Turner 

1990; McGarigal et al. 2012), and numerous metrics have been developed to assess the 

composition and configuration of landscapes (Gustafson 1998, 2019). Moreover, the 

ecological significance of such metrics is a key topic in Landscape Ecology (Turner and 
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Gardner 1991). These tools enable us to compare different landscapes, quantify how they 

change over time, and investigate their relationships with other ecological processes 

(Uuemaa et al. 2009). 

The thoroughness of the analysis and the complexity of some landscapes may dictate 

the need to use several metrics to capture the different qualities of spatial patterns 

(Tischendorf 2001). In fact, any given metric can only partially describe (one or two aspects 

of) the spatial patterns but cannot achieve a full description of the reality (Li et al. 2005).  

However, using many metrics increases the risk of correlation between them, which in turn 

may negatively affect the interpretation of the results (Li and Wu 2004). Given the large 

number of metrics available, it is a serious challenge for analysts to determine which 

metrics should be used to understand the different components of landscape structure. In 

order to prevent redundancy, it is advantageous to select the smallest number of 

(relatively) independent metrics that contribute sufficiently to the landscape structure 

quantification and description (Hargis et al. 1998; Cushman et al. 2008). Since there are no 

perfect metrics, drawbacks should be expected, acknowledged, and minimized as much as 

possible. For instance, scale dependence (Gustafson 1998) or the fact that different aspects 

of the landscape structure are correlated (Cushman et al. 2008) could be hard to overcome. 

Not being fully aware of what the metrics are actually measuring and how they respond to 

variations in landscape patterns (Hargis et al. 1998) is a well-known issue that can only be 

tackled with more theoretical and empirical understanding. Nevertheless, landscape 

metrics have many advantages, such as their simplicity and versatility, which allow rapid 

calculations of useful indicators, and the testing or simulation of LULC scenarios derived 

from environmental policies (Uuemaa et al. 2013). 

Many metrics have been developed to assess the spatial arrangement of habitat 

patches, classes of patches and landscape characteristics like dominance, diversity, 

contagion, and fractal dimension (Haines-Young and Chopping 1996), but few were 

specifically suited to measure fragmentation. Exceptions to that are the metrics introduced 

by Jaeger (2000) and the ‘proportion of landscape displacement from configuration’ 

developed by Long et al. (2010). Jaeger (2000) characterises landscape fragmentation in a 

geometric perspective, using concepts such as the ‘degree of landscape division’, ‘splitting 

index’, and ‘effective mesh size’. Long et al. (2010) quantify the relative contributions of 
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forest loss and configurational change (fragmentation or aggregation) to the overall 

impact. 

The concept of scale is one of the most used yet probably less understood, as it is prone 

to confusion. Scale is often used to refer to absolute size, relative size, resolution, 

granularity, and detail (Montello and Golledge 1998). For instance, the scale of a natural 

phenomenon has to do with the dimension it reaches; the analysis scale refers to the size 

of the analytical unit (AU) being used by the researcher; and the cartographic scale is the 

ratio between the dimension in a map and the actual dimension (Montello 1998). In 

cartographic language, the terms ‘small scale’ and ‘large scale’ refer to space reductions. 

‘Small scale’ reflects a big reduction (e.g., 1:1.000.000), while ‘large scale’ means a small 

reduction (e.g., 1:2.000). In Landscape Ecology, scale can also concern the spatial and 

temporal dimension in which an organism, a pattern, or a process is identifiable (Farina 

1998). 

Taking the LULC as the study object, the methodological approach is often a function of 

the scale we intend to work with, depending on the concrete study goals. For instance, one 

or more phenomena may be analysed by considering a patch, all the patches of that LULC, 

or all the landscape patches in the study area. The analysis can be conducted at the patch 

level, the class level, or the landscape level, which entails different spatial ranges and has 

implications on the detail of the analysis. The case studies in this thesis vary in study area 

size (some consider countries, such as Portugal, Slovenia, or Germany, one considers a 

particular protected area) and in analytical scale (parishes and squares with different sizes). 

 

 

1.4. Spatial processes in land transformation 

 

Regarding its amount, a LULC category can remain unchanged, increase, or decrease. 

The configuration is more complex to assess, as the spatial arrangements of a certain 

amount of a LULC are virtually unlimited. However, whether through observation in real 

life or via simulation, it is possible to narrow the possibilities to a limited and workable 

number of spatial patterns. 

Forman (1995a) identified five major spatial processes in land transformation (Figure 

1a):   
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1. Perforation: the process of making holes in an object such as a habitat or land type; 

2. Dissection: the carving up or subdividing of an area using equal-width lines (roads 

or other linear infrastructures); 

3. Fragmentation: the breaking up of a large habitat or land areas into smaller parcels; 

4. Shrinkage: the decrease in size of objects, such as patches; 

5. Attrition: the disappearance of objects such as patches and corridors.  

 

 

Figure 1 – Spatial processes of land transformation (a) list and graphical representation; (b) 

general spatial-process model indicating common phases of maxima and overlaps. (Adapted after 

Forman 1995a) 

These processes are presented in the sequence in which they are likely to occur, given a 

habitat loss dynamic (Figure 1b). Starting with a delimited area or an AU totally covered by 

forest (which in this context is equivalent to the habitat), the most common way of 

beginning land transformation is to open clearings. The most common alternative is 

dissection. While perforation can happen by human hand (e.g., logging activity) or due to 

natural causes (e.g., storms or blowdown clearings), dissection is exclusively anthropic as it 

involves the removal of a linear strip of forest and conversion to other LULC (roads, 

railroads, irrigation channels, etc.). Next comes fragmentation, which conceptually does 

not differ much from dissection but produces a more uneven separation of the resulting 

pieces. In other words, instead of a clear, linear cut, it creates more complex patterns. In 

this line of thought, dissection can be considered a particular case of fragmentation. 
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Perforation and dissection are more important in the early stages of habitat loss, but once 

the habitat is already perforated or dissected, further losses have a higher probability of 

producing fragmentation and shrinkage, which become the most relevant processes. If the 

amount of habitat keeps decreasing and approaches zero, patches disappear, making 

attrition the most relevant process in the final stage. Note that, although we can place 

these processes in a logical sequence, they overlap through the period of land 

transformation.  

Based on Forman’s work, Jaeger (2000) developed a similar approach. The first 

difference is at the conceptual framework level (hierarchical semantics), by using the 

expression ‘phases of fragmentation process’ instead of ‘spatial processes of land 

transformation’. ‘Fragmentation’ is then used as a more comprehensive notion that 

comprises different phases and not as a single land transformation process. Other 

differences lie at the process level, where the spatial process originally designated 

‘fragmentation’ became a phase called ‘dissipation’ and it was made clear it represents a 

combination of the phases ‘dissection’ and ‘shrinkage’. There is a total of six fragmentation 

phases, as seen in Figure 2.  

 

 

Figure 2 – Fragmentation phases (Jaeger 2000). 
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Phase 2, ‘Incision’, is similar to phase 3, ‘Dissection’, as the original habitat suffers a 

linear ‘cut’, but in this case, the cut is not long enough to provoke a subdivision. The 

author’s statement that ”From a purely geometric point of view, the dissipation phase has 

no separate meaning relative to the phases dissection and shrinkage.”’ can be disputed, as 

it depends on how geometry is assessed. In regard to the number of patches (NP), for 

instance, dissection and dissipation increase the NP, while shrinkage leaves the number of 

existing patches unchanged. Regardless, the author points out that a phase like dissipation 

makes sense to accommodate situations when dissection and shrinkage take place 

simultaneously and cannot be regarded as separate processes. This pertinent observation 

can stimulate further thinking on how to face special cases involving other phases besides 

these ones. It is worth to highlight that the number of different phases detected in the 

same place depends on how big the place is (AU size). The smaller the territory analysed, 

the less probable it is to identify several phases. Nevertheless, more than one phase can be 

detected in the same analysed area, and this should be addressed properly. First, every 

combination of phases should be considered; there could simultaneously be perforation 

and dissection, or incision and attrition, and so on, not to mention more than two phases 

at the same time. Would it be possible, and would it make sense, to come up with a 

designation for each combination? It is probably more appropriate to rely on a broader 

nomenclature able to promptly accommodate all variations and reserve the use of more 

specific designations for when such detail (added information) is necessary. Secondly, it 

would have to go beyond the problem of habitat loss and embrace a wider vision that also 

considers habitat gain. 

 

Bogaert et al. (2004), in a more comprehensive approach, defined ten processes 

responsible for pattern change (Figure 3), looking not only at aspects related to habitat loss 

but also considering changes related to habitat gain: 

1. Aggregation: the action or process of collecting units or parts into a whole; to bring 

or gather together into a whole; to fill gaps or open space; 

2. Attrition: the reduction or decrease in the number of patches; the disappearance of 

patches; 

3. Creation: the formation of new patches, which results in an increase of the total 

number of patches; the act of creating new patches; patch genesis; 
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4. Deformation: the change of patch shape, without patch size change; patch 

disfigurement; 

5. Dissection: the carving up or subdividing of an area or patch using equal-width lines; 

sectioning of an area or patch; area or patch (sub)division; 

6. Enlargement: the increase of patch size; patch size expansion; 

7. Fragmentation: the breaking up of an area into smaller parcels, resulting in 

unevenly separated patches; the breaking up of extensive landscape features into 

disjunct, isolated, or semi-isolated patches; 

8. Perforation: the process of making holes in an area or patch; gap formation; 

interruption of land cover continuity by the formation of openings; 

9. Shift: patch repositioning; patch translocation; 

10. Shrinkage: the decrease or reduction in the size of patches, without ‘attrition’; 

progressive reduction of the initial land cover patch, ideally maintaining its original 

shape. 

 

 

Figure 3 – Spatial processes in land transformation: (a) aggregation; (b) attrition; (c) creation; (d) 

deformation; (e) dissection; (f) enlargement; (g) fragmentation; (h) perforation; (i) shift and (j) 

shrinkage. (Modified after Bogaert et al. 2004) 
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In the list, besides the five processes by Forman (1995a) and shared by Jaeger (2000) 

despite minor semantic differences, there are three new processes equivalent but 

symmetric to others, which occur in a situation of habitat gain. ‘Aggregation’ is the opposite 

of ‘fragmentation’, ‘enlargement’ is the opposite of ‘shrinkage’, and ‘creation’ is the 

opposite of ‘attrition’. Two more processes, strictly geometric (neutral towards habitat 

area), were included: ‘deformation’ and ‘shift’. In comparison, the previous approaches 

contain spatial processes all involving habitat area change with a negative variation (habitat 

loss), while this proposal adds positive variation in habitat area (habitat gain) and the idea 

of configurational change without variation in the habitat area. 

 

 

1.5. The importance of terminology 

 

“Is a conceptually ambiguous and empirically multifaceted term fruitful as a generic 

description of human effects on landscapes?” (Haila 2002) 

 

A semantic issue with relevant implications has been around in the Landscape Ecology 

sphere for some time (Farina 1998). It has even been pointed out that a new conceptual 

framework is needed because some terms and concepts in ecology have become vague 

due to incorrect use (Lindenmayer and Fischer 2007). Although assuming a part of the 

problem has to do with the loose application of metrics (Jaeger 2000), it seems that a major 

factor for confusion and misunderstandings lies in terminology. The vastly used expression 

‘habitat fragmentation’ is one of, if not, the most problematic for two main reasons. First, 

often the study object may not be a habitat according to the proper ecological definition; 

second, there may be more than a single spatial process involved and yet it is usually called 

‘fragmentation’. Fahrig (2003) warned that looking at a single measure of change without 

separating the contribution of the composition from the contribution of the configuration 

makes studies difficult and sometimes impossible to compare. Although both types of 

changes co-occur, interact and even depend on each other (Lindenmayer and Fischer 

2007), separating their independent effects is necessary to better understanding the 

impacts. According to Fahrig (2003, 2017), fragmentation is majorly understood as harmful 

for biodiversity because it is often assessed together with habitat loss, whose impacts are 
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stronger and mask the sometimes positive impacts of fragmentation. Related or not, actual 

habitat loss that always has negative impacts on the species under study and is considered 

by many to be the leading cause of decline in native species (Fahrig 1997; Foley et al. 2005) 

has received less research attention than expected (Fazey et al. 2005). 

There will always be inconsistencies and room for progress, but a clear conceptual 

framework articulated with coherent terminology would ease the researchers’ work, 

improve the communication among the community of experts and allow proper 

comparisons of methods and conclusions.  

 

 

1.6. Nomenclature proposal 

 

Despite the need for terminology clarification most researchers are aware of the 

importance of distinguishing between the effects caused by composition and configuration 

changes and have been conducting their studies accordingly. Some examples are the 

following: (i) the measure ‘proportion of landscape displacement from configuration’ that 

quantifies the relative contributions of forest loss and configurational change to the so-

called forest fragmentation (Long et al. 2010); (ii) the comparison of separate landscape 

composition and configuration influence in aphid-parasitoid-hyperparasitoid interactions 

(Plecas et al. 2014); (iii) the study on the effects of habitat loss, fragmentation, and 

degradation on small mammals (Johnstone et al. 2014); (iv) the distinct contribution of 

landscape composition and configuration to catchment hydrological flows and variations 

(Liu et al. 2020); and (v) the structural connectivity of Protected Areas, which depends on 

their distribution besides other simple metrics such as the proportion of national territory 

classified (Ward et al. 2020). Nevertheless, it has been recently pointed out that the 

language associated with much of the habitat loss and fragmentation literature is still 

leading to erroneous conclusions (Fahrig 2017), with many authors still assuming in 

advance that the effects of fragmentation are generally negative. 

Landscape dynamics are often equated to LULC changes and, for that reason, should be 

assessed considering both composition and configuration. A spatial process in land 

transformation, here also called Type of Dynamic (ToD), is a combination of the amount 
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and geometric change. Thus, its designation should be formed using the terms 

fragmentation, aggregation, gain and loss. 

The problems are not limited to the ToD. The definition of the study object has also been 

inconsistent. The term ‘habitat’ has been used loosely to the point that it has become a 

vague concept (Mitchell and Powell 2003). ‘Habitat’ is a species-specific concept and 

therefore should be used in species-specific studies (St-Laurent et al. 2009). If the work is 

not focused on a particular species and consequently on the resources and conditions 

required for its presence (Hall et al. 1997), the term ‘habitat’ should be avoided. A common 

mistake is to consider ‘habitat’ the same as native vegetation (Fischer and Lindenmayer 

2007) or immediately equivalent to a particular biotope or LULC category. Although the 

core definitions should remain clear, some variations could be accepted as long as they are 

explained. For instance, the Habitats Directive describes natural habitats as “terrestrial or 

aquatic areas distinguished by geographic, abiotic and biotic features, whether entirely 

natural or semi-natural” (European Union 2013). Therefore, these areas are not necessarily 

species-specific, but delimited to encompass relevant faunistic and floristic values. 

 

Ultimately, the landscape, land cover, ecosystem or otherwise object of interest to the 

study should be correctly identified to prevent the recurrent misuse of the term ‘habitat’. 

• Example 1: If the study focuses on an individual species and the study object is its 

habitat, the composition changes may reflect habitat gain or loss, while the 

configuration changes may reflect habitat fragmentation or aggregation.  

• Example 2: If the study is about a forest and the change process occurring is 

fragmentation, the outcome is forest fragmentation, not habitat fragmentation.  

• Example 3: If the study is about agricultural land area increment, the outcome is 

agricultural land gain, not habitat gain.  

However, suppose that the type of forest or agricultural system constitutes the habitat 

of a certain species. In that case, it is correct to state that a habitat fragmentation occurred 

in the former case and habitat gain occurred in the latter. 

 

The landscape dynamics designations are formed by the study object followed by the 

type of dynamic: 

i) ‘study object’ + ‘type of dynamic’ 
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The type of dynamic consists of configuration change and composition change:  

ii) ‘type of dynamic’ = ‘configuration change’ + ‘composition change’ 

 

Thus, the resulting designation is formed according to the following structure: 

iii) ‘study object’ + ‘configuration change’ + ‘composition change’ 

 

Basic structure and examples: 

‘Study object’ + ‘type of dynamic’ 

= ‘Study object’ + ‘configuration change’ + ‘composition change’ 

 

Example 1: Habitat + fragmentation + loss = Habitat fragmentation by loss 

Example 2: Habitat + 0 + gain = habitat gain 

Example 3: Agricultural land + 0 + loss = Agricultural lands loss 

Example 4: Agricultural land + aggregation + gain = Agricultural lands aggregation by gain 

Example 5: Forest + fragmentation + loss = Forest fragmentation by loss 

Example 6: Urban area + 0 + gain = Urban area gain 

 

Notes:  

1. The broad nomenclature suggested here does not imply the abandonment of more 

accurate designations that add interpretative value. For instance, perforation is a 

particular case of loss, and it could make sense to use that designation to distinguish 

that unique pattern of loss in a given analytic context. 

 

2. Because we are not used to regard aggregation and fragmentation as purely 

geometric phenomena, the ToD ‘Aggregation by loss’ and ‘fragmentation by gain’ 

can seem weird. It may be hard to associate fragmentation to habitat gain or 

aggregation to habitat loss. I suggest the alternative designations ‘NP decrement by 

loss’ and ‘NP increment by gain’. 
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1.7. Goals and thesis outline 

 

The main goal of this thesis is to build a landscape assessment tool that considers and 

distinguishes composition and configuration and whose outputs are spatial patterns 

formed by combinations of metrics. As secondary goals, contributing to the main one, there 

was the need to i) establish a framework and a precise nomenclature, ii) develop a method 

on top of which to build the tool and iii) demonstrate via concrete applications the tool’s 

function and usefulness.  

The goal structure of the thesis is as follows: 

1. Conceptual framework and nomenclature 

2. Method 

3. Tool 

4. Application 

 

This first section (Chapter 1. ‘Introduction’), introduces the main theme of the thesis 

addressing specific topics and contains a nomenclature proposal for landscape dynamics, 

i.e., a system of names or terms and the rules to form them, which can be useful to promote 

a common terminology.  

Chapter 2. ‘Landscape Dynamic Typology – A method to assess land use / land cover 

changes’ presents an analytical method in line with the conceptualization and the 

nomenclature proposed in subchapter 1.6. It consists of a sequence of geoprocessing 

operations that lead to a landscape assessment based on spatial processes of land 

transformation.  

Chapter 3. ‘Tools to implement the Landscape Dynamics Typology’ introduces software 

tools to facilitate and automate the method application. A toolbox for ArcGIS, LDTtool, is 

introduced in subchapter 3.1., and a QGIS equivalent, LDT4QGIS, is presented in the 

subchapter 3.2. Both subchapters include descriptions of the tools and illustrative 

examples on how to operate them.  

Chapter 4. ‘Applications’ is dedicated to real case studies that used the method or the 

tools. It is divided in four subchapters: 4.1. concerns the management of invasive species 

in Portugal; 4.2. is about a study on grasslands dynamics in Slovenia; 4.3. involves the 
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montado land use system in Portugal; and 4.4. reports on the use of these tools by other 

researchers elsewhere.  

Chapter 5. ‘Conclusions’ is the final main section and summarizes the major conclusions 

stemming from the previous chapters, with a special focus on methodological and tool-

related topics. Potential use cases for the tools are highlighted, known limitations are 

presented and future work is unfolded. The published papers directly related to this thesis 

can be found in the appendices. 
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CHAPTER 2. Landscape Dynamics Typology: A method to assess 

land use / land cover changes 

 

 

This chapter is based on the article published in Landscape Research as: 

Machado R, Godinho S, Pirnat J, Neves N & Santos P (2018) Assessment of landscape 

composition and configuration via spatial metrics combination: conceptual framework 

proposal and method improvement, Landscape Research, 43:5, 652-664. 

https://doi.org/10.1080/01426397.2017.1336757  

 

Authors’ contributions: 

Rui Machado: Conceptualization, Analysis, Writing the original draft; Sérgio Godinho: Review; Janez Pirnat, 

Nuno Neves, Pedro Santos: Review and Supervising. 

 

 

2.1. Background 

 

Landscape transformations have been a central topic in Landscape Ecology due to their 

influence on ecosystem services and biodiversity conservation. Landscape dynamics can be 

very complex and difficult to analyse. A particularly difficult issue to assess is the 

contribution and the effects of landscape composition and configuration changes to the 

overall impact. 

This work was inspired by the paper of Bogaert et al. (2004) as the goals are similar and 

the methodological approach follows theirs. By combining their foundations and the 

conceptual framework and nomenclature presented in subchapter 1.6, we obtained an 

improved method for landscape dynamics assessment. The main goal was to propose a 

method for assessing habitat composition and configuration changes considering and 

identifying the processes of habitat loss/gain and habitat fragmentation/aggregation. 

  

https://doi.org/10.1080/01426397.2017.1336757
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2.2. Materials and Methods 

 

2.2.1. Landscape Dynamics Typology establishment 

 

Landscape Dynamics Typology is a classification system in which landscape changes are 

aggregated according to the processes that originate them. It uses binary landscapes, 

imposing a simplification in which a landscape is composed by two classes only: the LULC 

under study and other class that encompasses the remaining LULC. The dynamics are 

obtained by considering how changes in composition and configuration are depicted by 

certain metrics. Following the advice by Cushman et al. (2008), of using a smallest number 

of appropriate metrics to quantify landscape structure, we used the LULC class area to 

measure composition and the number of patches (NP) to assess configuration. Class area 

is a measure of landscape composition which reveals how much of the landscape is 

comprised by a particular patch type and NP represents a measure of the subdivision of the 

patch type and is linked with a number of ecological processes (Cumming and Vernier 2002; 

McGarigal et al. 2012).  

Some dynamics are relatively easy to understand: 

i) If the amount remains the same and the NP increases, we are facing a 

fragmentation per se event (pure geometric variation). 

ii) If the amount increases and NP decreases, it reflects an aggregation of patches 

due to an amount gain (geometric variation caused by an amount variation). 

However, there are other patterns that reflect different metric combinations that are 

conceptually difficult to interpret. To answer simple questions that arise after the analysis, 

such as ‘How far can this trend go?’ or ‘How will the landscape look like if the agro-forestry 

areas increase?’ it is necessary to develop a protocol/tool able to perform simulations.  

Using sampling units such as squares, we assume, for convenience, that the squares with 

amount gain will continue gaining, leading to a ‘total cover’ scenario, and the squares with 

amount loss will keep losing, eventually reaching a ‘no cover’ situation. In each of these 

two paths towards the extremes, the squares can pass through different dynamics. Finally, 

a dichotomous key was also created to assist the user to easily and promptly classify a 

dynamic. 
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2.2.2. Case study, land cover data and procedures 

 

We conducted a spatiotemporal analysis focused on the dynamics of the agro-forestry 

areas in the Portuguese mainland territory between the years 1990 and 2006. Agro-forestry 

areas were obtained using ArcGIS 10.2 (ESRI 2013) software and three shapefiles available 

online: two CORINE land cover shapefiles (years 1990 and 2006) (Caetano et al. 2009) and 

the Portuguese Administrative Boundaries Official Map - 2014 version. According to the 

CORINE land cover nomenclature, the agro-forestry areas encompass annual crops or 

grazing land under the wooded cover of forestry species. This makes this land cover 

category not completely equivalent, but greatly coincident to one of the most important 

ecosystems in the Iberian Peninsula, the montado, in Portugal and dehesa, in Spain. The 

montado has suffered a decrease in the last decades (Godinho et al. 2016c), which make it 

suitable to demonstrate the Landscape Dynamics Typology  (LDT) method. 

Aiming to identify dynamics not only globally (at the landscape scale) but also at a more 

detailed scale, a sampling scheme was needed. For that, we built a 10 km x 10 km grid and 

used each square as AU, where area and NP of agro-forestry category were calculated. The 

task involved the following steps: building a 10 km x 10 km grid; extracting the agro-forestry 

areas from both CORINE land cover shapefiles; calculating agro-forestry area and NP, for 

the two dates, in each square; joining the results of both calculations into a single table; 

calculating the variation between years for each metric in each square; and assigning each 

square to a dynamic (Figure 4). Selection and calculation tools (e.g., ‘select by attributes’ 

and ‘field calculator’) were used to automate the process avoiding the need to replicate 

the steps for each square. Note that for conceptual reasons and for better understanding 

we mentioned binary landscapes but operationally only the LULC of interest is analysed 

while the other category is discarded or ignored.  
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Figure 4 – LDT implementation steps. 

 

 

2.3. Results and Discussion 

 

There are two major categories of results: those concerning the LDT and those regarding 

the practical implementation.   

 

 

2.3.1. Landscape Dynamics Typology 

 

The LDT is a list of possible landscape changes, defined by the metrics’ behaviour. 

Besides the metrics’ combinations, it contains the ToD, designations, and spatial pattern 

representation of the change (Table 1). These elements were also integrated into a 

dichotomous key useful for a quick analysis of the transformation processes acting in the 

landscape (Appendix 1).  
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Table 1 - Landscape Dynamic Types. ∆A – area variation; ∆NP – number of patches variation.  

(A) amount related dynamics; (G) geometric related dynamics. 

If and Type of Dynamic Spatial representation  

∆A=0 ∆NP=0 

A - No change 

 

 

˄   Symmetrical difference = 0 

∆A=0 ∆NP=0 

A1 - Spatial shift 

 

 

˄   Symmetrical difference > 0 

∆A=0 ∆NP>0 
B - Fragmentation 

per se 

 

(G) 

∆A=0 ∆NP<0 
C - Aggregation per 

se 

 

(G) 

∆A>0 ∆NP=0 D - Gain 

 

(A) 

∆A<0 ∆NP=0 

E - Loss 

 

(A) ˄   Symmetrical difference output is not completely 

contained in the original patch(es) 

∆A<0 ∆NP=0 

E1 - Perforation 

 

(A) ˄   Symmetrical difference output is completely 

contained in the original patch(es) 

∆A>0 ∆NP>0 
F - NP increment by 

gain 

 

(A,G) 

∆A>0 ∆NP<0 

G - Aggregation by 

gain 

(NP decrement by 

gain)  

(A,G) 

∆A<0 ∆NP<0 
H - NP decrement 

by loss 

 

(A,G) 

∆A<0 ∆NP>0 

I - Fragmentation by 

loss 

(NP increment by 

loss)  

(A,G) 
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Besides the ToD A, that symbolises a situation where no changes occurred in the LULC 

of interest, the dynamics can be divided in three classes: i) geometric related, ii) amount 

related and iii) both geometric and amount related. The ToD A1 – Spatial shift represents a 

patch translocation (same area, same patches but in a different place). The ToD B 

(fragmentation per se) and C (aggregation per se) represent pure geometric changes. These 

are not easy to find in nature because they are supposed to occur without any amount 

change. Nevertheless, we kept them in the LDT because they have theoretical justification 

as a landscape could be fragmented without amount change if the patches could be 

physically rearranged (Wang and Cumming 2009). A possible use case for such ToDs is 

scenario building for environmental compensation or ecosystem/habitat impact mitigation 

or enhancement. ToD D (gain) and E (loss) regard pure amount changes. These are 

expected to occur frequently and constitute the basis for the dynamics that display both 

composition and configuration dynamics. ToD E (Perforation) is a particular case of Loss in 

which the lost amount originates a clearing. ToD F (NP increment by gain), G (aggregation 

by gain), H (NP decrement by loss) and I (fragmentation by loss) reflect geometric changes 

prompted by amount variations. 

The LDT forecast scheme shows how the dynamics are interconnected in a trajectory of 

amount gain or loss (Figure 5). In the presence of area gain: ToD G (aggregation by gain) 

will continue eventually until it reaches a ‘total cover’ situation; ToD F (NP increment by 

gain) can progress to a point when the amount is such that it will trigger the ToD G 

(aggregation by gain); ToD D (gain) has two possible trajectories before it reaches total 

cover: if there is only one patch, it can continue growing to the maximum extent; if there 

are multiple patches, their expansion will at some point create aggregation (ToD G) and 

after that evolve to total cover. In the presence of area loss: ToD H (NP decrement by loss) 

is going directly to a ‘no cover’ scenario when the last patch disappears; ToD I 

(fragmentation by loss) is a predecessor of the ToD H, meaning that the fragmentation 

produces small patches that will disappear thereafter; ToD E (loss) can go directly towards 

a ‘no cover’ situation if there is a single patch in the area, or towards the ToD H before that, 

if there are multiple patches. Finally, aggregation per se (ToD C) and fragmentation per se 

(ToD B) are not mentioned in the LDT forecast scheme because both processes only occur 

when ∆A=0. 
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Figure 5 – LDT forecast scheme. D - gain; E - loss; F - number of patches incremented by gain; G - 

aggregation by gain; H - number of patches decrement by loss; I - fragmentation by loss. 

 

LDT is not a sophisticated scenario simulation tool and cannot thoroughly predict what 

the metrics values will be on a given date. Instead, the forecast scheme is useful to preview 

a trajectory of a LULC class, assuming the trend will continue and ignoring external drivers 

of and obstacles to land transformation, like what neutral landscape models do. Neutral 

landscape models (also called null models or random models) generate random habitat 

patterns, not accounting for drivers that might affect landscape pattern. These are useful 

to predict how a landscape would look like if no processes affected the distribution of a 

particular LULC (Donovan and Strong 1997) and provide a reference point against other 

considered alternatives (Gotelli and Graves 1996). Forman (1995) organized the spatial 

processes of land transformation in a temporal axis because some processes precede 

others (Figure 1b). The forecast scheme is the equivalent in the LDT framework. 
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2.3.1.1. Limitations 

 

Although the dynamics considered here are realistic, such an exercise is necessarily a 

simplification of reality because landscape dynamics can be very complex and thus hard to 

fully replicate with this or any other approach. The LDT can provide valuable outputs and 

information but has limitations (e.g., uses binary landscapes, oversimplifying reality) and 

should only be implemented within its range of applicability.  

 

 

2.3.1.1.1. Modifiable Areal Unit Problem 

 

Despite the advantages provided by the use of AU, we must highlight the modifiable 

areal unit problem (MAUP) (Gehlke and Biehl 1934; Openshaw 1984). The MAUP is a long-

standing issue in geography and spatial analysis related to the fact that the areal units can 

be set arbitrarily. Thus, results based on aggregated data following areal units can change 

if aggregated under different areal units (Waller and Gotway 2004). It has no optimal 

solution and is usually addressed according to the study context. Openshaw (1984) 

proposed that areal units should match the optimal spatial variance or maximize a given 

statistic.  Swift et al. (2008) reported that areal units generated from Voronoi tessellations 

(Thiessen polygons) can be effective to reduce aggregation bias. Butkiewicz et al. (2008, 

2010) introduced a geospatial visualization method to help mitigate the MAUP effects and 

(Long et al. 2010) suggested a multiscale approach to minimize scale-related bias. 

In our example, we used squares as AU to study agro-forestry areas. If the squares had 

a different size and/or a different location, the content in terms of agro-forestry areas 

would also be different (scale effect and zonation effect, respectively). In an actual study, 

rather than an illustrative example like this, this issue would have to be addressed whether 

by trying to minimize the differences or testing the results to find out if the discrepancy is 

acceptable to carry out the analysis. Examples and further discussion about MAUP can be 

found in ‘3.1.3.2.1. Square size selection – Tackling MAUP’ section. 
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2.3.1.2. Strengths and implementation scope 

 

LDT’s more visible strength is that it is based on ordinary tools and concepts like 

landscape metrics and transformation processes well established in the literature. 

Concerning its applicability, LDT is versatile in the sense that it systemises a procedure but 

does not imply the use of specific data formats or software. Besides that, the steps are 

editable and the parameters adjustable. For instance, when using squares, they can be 

designed in terms of size or location to fit the user’s purpose. Finally, it is important to 

stress how the results are easy to interpret because it all rests on metric values, their 

variations, and even more pragmatic, actual spatial patterns (ToD). Moreover, geographic 

information software allows the visualization and representation of the information while 

preserving its spatial attributes. 

The LDT was designed to detect landscape transformation processes and thus its range 

of application is vast. The two most evident applications for LDT are monitoring tasks in a 

diagnosis context or forecasting in a territory planning framework. Whenever the LDT is 

well adapted to a certain study subject and context (e.g., a certain land cover class from a 

specific region, obtained from a given cartography, etc.) it can be chosen as a monitoring 

tool for that territory. Depending on the scope and depth of the analysis outline, LDT can 

either provide the final information required or, can be the first step to evaluate more 

detailed processes related to biodiversity, resource planning, ecosystem services, among 

others. The principles and methods of Landscape Ecology have been used by landscape 

planners and architects to preserve, restore and enhance biological diversity (Collinge 

1996) and LDT can help in that mission. 

 

 

2.3.2. Case study 

 

From the total 1.012 squares, agro-forestry areas in 1990 or 2006 were found in 417. 

They were present in 416 squares in 1990 and in 413 squares in 2006. Agro-forestry areas 

were present in both 1990 and 2006 in 412 squares. In the 1990 map, there were 2977 

patches of agro-forestry systems with a total area of 634.862 ha and in the 2006 map these 

values were 3028 patches and 621.495 ha. The global balance shows a variation of +51 
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patches and -13.358 ha, suggesting the occurrence of fragmentation due to a loss of agro-

forestry amount at the study area scale.  

The use of AU provides more detailed data such as the number of squares with area loss, 

gain or maintenance (Figure 6a) and the number of squares with NP loss, gain or 

maintenance (Figure 6b). The number of squares displaying negative area variation was 

much larger than that displaying positive area variation. Almost half the squares showed 

an agro-forestry areas loss between 1990 and 2006. Regarding the NP variation, most 

squares remained unaltered. Besides those, more squares revealed NP increment than 

decrement, which suggests more fragmentation than aggregation.  

Regarding agro-forestry areas variations among squares, an analysis based on area size 

classes provided new insights about the studied land cover dynamics (Figure 6c). The 

number of squares with loss is much larger than those with gain (200 against 104), which 

suggest the loss was not confined to a certain region but instead was spread throughout 

the study area. An additional perspective is provided by Figure 6d), which shows the 

number of squares assigned to each dynamic. More than a quarter of the 417 squares with 

presence of agro-forestry systems showed no changes between the two dates (ToD A). Pure 

geometric variations (‘aggregation per se’ - ToD B and ‘fragmentation per se’ - ToD C) were 

not found at all. There were more squares classified as dynamics related to loss (NP 

decrement by loss – ToD G, Loss – ToD H and Fragmentation by loss – ToD I) than related 

to gain (NP increment by gain – ToD D, Gain – ToD E and Aggregation by gain – ToD F). The 

implementation of the LDT using AU also revealed where each dynamic was acting in the 

study area (Figure 7).  
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Figure 6 – a) Number of squares vs. area variation, (b) number of squares vs. number of patches 

variation; c) number of squares vs. area variation in classes and (d) number of squares vs. 

assigned type of dynamic. 
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Figure 7 – Spatial distribution of different types of agro-forestry systems dynamics identified 

between 1990 and 2006. 

 

From 1990 to 2006, both an amount decrement and a NP increment of agro-forestry 

areas occurred, at the study area scale, suggesting the landscape transformation was 

characterised as fragmentation due to area loss. This conclusion reflects an 

oversimplification of the transformations present in the territory because it hides several 

dynamics masked by the dominant one. When we look at study area global values, the 

expectable transformation processes are fragmentation by loss, NP decrement by amount 

loss, aggregation by amount gain or NP increment by amount gain. This leaves out the raw 

gain and loss, which are only traceable at larger scales as they usually concern single 

patches. If a patch expands or compresses, but not enough to merge it to or split it from 

another patch, this is a composition related process without relevance in the configuration. 

A gain, if big enough, can lead to an aggregation and a loss, if big enough, can lead to 
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fragmentation. To sum up, the use of a single value for an entire landscape or study area is 

not viable to track the pure gains or losses, because of its aggregate effect. 

In this example we used maps from two dates only. The observed variations between 

1990 and 2006 reveal a loss of agro-forestry areas. However, an intermediate map could 

show us that the agro-forestry areas were even less on that date and in 2006 were 

recovering. The values would be right, but the trend would not. Searching other works to 

verify our results and interpretations we confirmed that the agro-forestry areas decrement 

in the Iberian Peninsula in the last decades (Plieninger 2006; Godinho et al. 2016c) is a well-

known phenomenon. 

It is possible to use AU such as squares, hexagons or even irregular forms to identity 

dynamics at a local level. The form and size of the AU can be defined by operational criteria 

(e.g., other data or variables are available in a defined format and a consistent approach is 

needed), ecological criteria (e.g., the unit must be big enough to accommodate the 

phenomena under study), administrative-related (e.g., relationship to land management 

planning units or ownership.), etc. This can be understood as a type of spatial generalization 

with the purpose of better representing the data for a specific analytical purpose. Data is 

often collapsed and aggregated to make it more workable, to gain understanding of the 

studied phenomenon and to uncover patterns masked by the noise usually found in 

observations. Although the use of AU is neither risk-free nor always recommended, it is 

frequently used because it can be useful to some extent (e.g. Cumming and Vernier 2002).  

The analysis based on squares reinforced what was revealed by the overall values for 

the entire study area, a trend of agro-forestry amount loss and a NP increment. Based on 

the raw values for the whole landscape we could only speculate this combination would 

result in fragmentation due to loss. Using squares, we can achieve more detailed results 

because we can identify not only fragmentation by loss (ToD I) but also NP decrement by 

loss (ToD H) and pure loss (ToD E), not considering the squares with gain. There were 92 

squares with loss, 45 with NP decrement by loss and 63 with fragmentation by loss (Figure 

6d). NP decrement by loss and fragmentation by loss are more likely to occur in the 

presence of greater losses. The larger number of squares with loss (ToD E) when compared 

with those of ToDs H and I indicate that in most squares the losses were small. It is more 

likely for small landscape changes to take place than big ones, thus it is expected to find 

fewer squares showing big changes and more squares showing small changes. This pattern 
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is identifiable, although with some exceptions, in the different size classes represented in 

Figure 6c).  

Long et al. (2010) were able to demonstrate that their metric Py, can differentiate 

between landscapes primarily experiencing forest loss, concurrent forest loss and 

configurational change, and those primarily experiencing configurational change. In their 

study significant forest loss occurred more frequently than configurational change. Our 

results are similar in the sense that we detected pure amount changes, a variety of 

configuration changes originated by amount changes but no strictly geometric 

transformations. 

The case study is demonstrative and does not involve an actual deep analysis of the 

agro-forestry areas or the drivers that are influencing them. A thorough study could use 

the information provided by the LDT and consider the ToD locations and probable 

evolutions, study them, relate them with other variables of interest and come up with 

valuable insights and practical recommendations for management. 

 

 

2.4. Conclusions 

 

We enhanced an existing approach designed to assess landscape transformation via 

metrics combination. This new method produces detailed results concerning the location 

of the different dynamics in a landscape, providing actionable knowledge relevant in topics 

such as biodiversity preservation, invasive species management, and overall LULC related 

planning. The main achievements of this work are: 

• The establishment of a ‘Landscape Dynamics Typology’. This is a list of possible 

types of dynamics (transformation patterns) that can take place in a landscape. 

• The supply of a diagnostic tree, which is a valuable tool to easily find out which 

dynamics are taking place in a given area. 

• A case study regarding agro-forestry systems in Portugal, illustrating how the LDT 

can be applied in landscape analysis. 
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Future improvements can include the adoption of new paradigms or fitting the LDT 

approach in broader analytical contexts. Through practical experiments it will be possible 

to evaluate the MAUP effects, to test operational specifications like the minimum mapping 

unit and to include other metrics.  

Applying the method to the case study was a long and iterative process that involved 

testing several geoprocessing tools and feature settings. The case study was 

operationalized using ArcGIS’s model builder and during the process it became clear that 

the transition of LDT as a protocol to an ArcGIS toolbox was needed to facilitate its usage 

and increase its reproducibility. 

 

 

2.5. Landscape Dynamics Typology and other frameworks 

 

In the ‘Introduction’ section, different approaches to spatial patterns and landscape 

dynamics were presented and briefly analysed. It was also explained why a common 

framework with a clear terminology could help prevent the misuse of concepts and 

contribute to harmonizing approaches and methods in order to obtain comparable 

outputs. LDT is a method that emerged from an iterative and interactive essay of idealizing 

a framework and a terminology. It is relevant to understand what LDT’s place in the global 

picture is and how it relates to the existing paradigms. LDT is broad enough to 

accommodate Forman’s five spatial patterns, Jaeger’s six phases, and Bogaert et al. ten 

spatial processes (Table 2). For convenience, I will use the designation ‘ToD’ to refer to all 

of these. LDT is the only one considering strictly geometric changes like fragmentation per 

se and aggregation per se, which can only be done if there is an underlying intent to 

disentangle the composition and configuration aspects. The most similar approach is the 

one by Bogaert et al., since it also considers gain of habitat. Forman’s and Jaeger’s are 

focused on the specific problematic of habitat loss and do not include any ToD involving 

habitat gain. For this reason, some LDT’s ToDs have no equivalent in these two approaches. 

LDT has 11 ToD but since ‘Perforation’ is a specific case of ‘Loss’, it is correct to assume that 

LDT is composed by ten main ToD, that can be reduced to nine if the user finds ‘No change’ 

pointless. ‘Perforation’ emerged, as an extra feature, while software was being developed, 

and not as a pure ToD derived from the basic algebraic operations based on the variation 
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of area and NP. More ToD can be added in the same way, to include other patterns or 

processes described by other authors. Being comprehensive may imply losing some 

accuracy, and that explains why LDT does not automatically include specific ToD such as 

‘Deformation’, ‘Incision’ and ‘Dissection’ and instead classifies them as ‘Spatial shift’, ‘Loss’, 

and ‘Fragmentation by loss’, respectively. 
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Table 2 – Correspondence between Landscape Dynamic Typology’s types of dynamics, Forman’s spatial patterns of land transformation, Jaeger’s phases of 

fragmentation process and Bogaerts et al. spatial processes in land transformation. 

Machado et al, 2018 

LDT 

Forman, 1995 Jaeger, 2000 Bogaert et al, 2004 

No change - - - 

Spatial Shift - - Shift, Deformation1 

Fragmentation per se - - - 

Aggregation per se - - - 

Gain - - Enlargement 

Loss Shrinkage Shrinkage, Incision2 Shrinkage 

Perforation Perforation Perforation Perforation 

NP increment by gain - - Creation 

Aggregation by gain - - Aggregation 

NP decrement by loss Attrition Attrition Attrition 

Fragmentation by loss Dissection3, Fragmentation Dissection3, Dissipation Dissection3, Fragmentation 

1 Deformation is a particular case of ‘Spatial Shift’ in which the number of patches and area remain the same, but the patch shape changes. 

2 Incision is a particular case of ‘Loss’ in which the number of patches remain the same and area was lost in a linear form, like a corridor, but does not go 

further enough to subdivide the patch. 

3 Dissection is a particular case of ‘Fragmentation by loss’, in which area is lost in a linear form subdividing the original patch and increasing the number of 

patches. 
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CHAPTER 3. Tools to implement the Landscape Dynamics 

Typology 

 

 

This chapter introduces the developed software tools that apply the LDT principles to 

geospatial data and automate the method implementation. The subchapter 3.1. 

presents LDTtool, a toolbox for ArcGIS. The subchapter 3.2. concerns LDT4QGIS, its 

equivalent for QGIS (www.qgis.org). 

 

 

3.1. LDTtool: a toolbox to assess landscape dynamics 

 

This subchapter is based on the article published in Environmental Modelling and 

Software as: 

Machado R, Bayot R, Godinho S, Pirnat J, Santos P, Sousa-Neves N (2020)  

LDTtool: a toolbox to assess landscape dynamics. Environmental Modelling and 

Software, 133, 104847. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envsoft.2020.104847 
 

 

Authors’ contributions: 

Rui Machado: Conceptualization, Software, Testing, Writing the original draft; Roy Bayot: Topic 

expertise (Python); Sérgio Godinho: Validation; Janez Pirnat, Pedro Santos, Nuno de Sousa-Neves: 

Review and Supervising. 

 

 

3.1.1. Background 

 

The focus on accounting for both amount and geometric changes in landscape 

assessment procedures is the foundation of the Landscape Dynamic Typology method 

(Machado et al. 2018). LDT, although simple to understand, requires a heavy workload 

to implement manually. To tackle that, we introduce the LDTtool, an ArcGIS toolbox 

designed to facilitate and automate the application of the LDT method.  

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envsoft.2020.104847
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Many metrics, methods and software with distinct specificities have been developed 

to measure landscape characteristics. Some examples of well-known software are 

FRAGSTATS (McGarigal et al. 2012), Conefor Sensinode 2.2 (Saura and Torné 2009), 

Patch Analyst (Rempel et al. 2012), Circuitscape (McRae et al. 2013), Graphab (Foltête 

et al. 2012) and Land-metrics DIY (Zaragozí et al. 2012). Despite the variety of landscape 

software available (Steiniger and Hay 2009; Steiniger and Hunter 2013), new ones keep 

being developed in order to improve the existing analytical capabilities (e.g. 

landscapemetrics by Hesselbarth et al. (2019); gDefrag by Mestre et al. (2019)). LDTtool 

was built exclusively to assist with the LDT implementation and does not aim to replace 

any of this software. We provide a comprehensive description of the toolbox as well as 

an illustrative case study concerning the olive grove dynamics that have been occurring 

in southern Portugal. 

 

 

3.1.2. LDTtool description 

 

The LDTtool is a python-based (www.python.org) add-on ArcGIS toolbox operational 

in ArcCatalog and ArcMap as well as in ArcGIS Pro. It was developed using the 10.6 

version and updates to future versions will be assured to keep the toolbox usable. It 

comprises eleven scripts (Figure 8):  

• The tool 1 – “Landscape Dynamic Types” is composed by eight scripts and runs 

the core LDT steps to calculate the ToD. Those whose name contains ‘2M’ 

perform analysis between two analytical moments and those whose name 

contains ‘3M’ do so for three analytical moments. The suffixes ‘Squares’ and 

‘Districts’ indicate the AU will be automatically generated squares or user-

provided boundaries. For each of these tools there is a similar one which only 

difference is that it searches for the ToD ‘perforation’ inside the AU. This is 

optional and not standard because when it is assigned to an AU, it means that it 

occurred but does not mean it was the only area loss that occurred, so extra 

caution is needed to avoid misinterpreting the results. This is not a problem 

when the same procedure is applied to the entire LULC class, using the tool for 

perforation calculation, mentioned below.  
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• The tool ‘2 – Forecast’ calculates a hypothetical scenario assuming the ongoing 

trends will persist. The forecast tool considers how the ToD can evolve from one 

to the other (Machado et al. 2018).  

 

• The tool ‘3 – Perforation’ is an accessory tool to geoprocess, at the class scale, 

the spatial pattern ‘Perforation’. It shows where perforation happened between 

two analytical moments. 

 

• The tool ‘4 – Gained and lost patches’ is an accessory tool to identify and locate 

the places where amounts of the LULC category of interest were gained and lost 

between two analytical moments, including new individual patches or individual 

patches that disappeared. It produces four output feature classes (FC): all gains, 

gained patches, all losses and lost patches.  

 

Additionally, two pre-arranged symbology files are provided and can be loaded and 

applied to the output files. 

 

Figure 8 – LDTtool structure in ArcToolbox. 
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3.1.2.1. Preliminary steps, inputs and settings 

 

Relevant recommendations to prevent errors or malfunctioning are: (i) to use the 

same Coordinate Reference System (CRS) in the data frame and all the input elements; 

(ii) to use FC (requires a geodatabase) instead of shapefiles and (iii) delete unnecessary 

attribute fields. The landscape FC must contain only one class with the polygons 

representing the object under study (habitat, biotope, LULC category, etc.). The inputs 

quality also affects the overall quality of the analysis. For that reason, spatial and 

temporal resolution should be adequate to assess the phenomena under study and 

represent accurately the landscape evolution. 

 

The following preliminary steps are essential to ensure the toolbox correct 

functioning:  

1. Create a File Geodatabase. 

2. Select it as the default geodatabase. 

3. Import the FC/shapefiles into the geodatabase. The FC should be the landscape 

moment 1, landscape moment 2 and landscape moment 3 (optional). Regarding the 

analytical units, the FC are districts or the study area boundary (for automatic square 

generation). 

4. Add the LDTtool toolbox to ArcToolbox. 

5. Select the Geodatabase as “Current workspace” and “Scratch workspace” in 

Geoprocessing menu, Environments, Workspace. 

6. Select the Geodatabase as “Current workspace” and “Scratch workspace” in the 

ArcToolbox Environments, Workspace. 

7. Confirm the paths are correct within each tool by Right-clicking; Properties; 

Environments; check the Workspace box, Values button. 

 

The inputs and settings required to run the tools are the following:  

Tool 1 – Landscape Dynamics Types 

• Study Area Polygon: Polygonal FC containing the study area boundaries. 

• Districts: Polygonal FC containing the districts’ boundaries. 

• Landscape Moment 1: Polygonal FC of the landscape in moment 1. 
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• Landscape Moment 2: Polygonal FC of the landscape in moment 2. 

• Landscape Moment 3: Polygonal FC of the landscape in moment 3. 

• Squares width and height (meters): Analytic square size. 

• Keep patches equal or larger than (square meters): Minimum patch size to be 

analysed. 

• Output Feature Class: Name and path of the output file. 

 

Tool 2 - Forecast 

• Landscape to forecast (Output of tool 1) 

 

Tool 3 – Perforation 

• Landscape Before: Polygonal FC of the landscape in the earliest moment of 

analysis. 

• Landscape After: Polygonal FC of the landscape in the latest moment of analysis. 

• Perforation Output Feature Class: Name and path of the output file. 

 

Tool 4 – Gained and lost patches 

• Landscape Before: Polygonal FC of the landscape in the earliest moment of 

analysis. 

• Landscape After: Polygonal FC of the landscape in the latest moment of analysis. 

• Gained Area Output Feature Class: Name and path of the output file. 

• Lost Area Output Feature Cass: Name and path of the output file. 

• Gained Patches Output Feature Class: Name and path of the output file. 

• Lost Patches Output Feature Cass: Name and path of the output file. 

 

 

3.1.3. Demonstration 

 

3.1.3.1. Background 

 

Traditional olive groves are a characteristic element of Mediterranean landscapes. 

Besides its historical and cultural value, traditional groves often host a multitude of 
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species, making them relevant in terms of biodiversity. In Portugal, new high-yielding 

intensive groves have been fast expanding and replacing several other LULC, among 

them the biodiversity-rich but low-yielding traditional olive groves (Morgado et al. 

2020). Two of the most noticeable negative impacts originated by the way the activity 

has been conducted are the abusive use of agrochemicals close to the villages and the 

nocturnal mechanical harvesting that leads to mass bird mortality (Silva and Mata 2019). 

This analysis, however, focuses on the major land transformations that can lead to 

landscape homogenization provoked by large-scale plantations. Detecting and 

identifying the recent olive groves spatial pattern dynamics and being able to make 

scenarios can contribute to minimize the negative environmental impacts of the modern 

groves, capable of high yield production. 

 

 

3.1.3.2. Material and methods 

 

A File Geodatabase was built using ArcCatalog and the FC were imported into it. Next, 

a blank ArcMap project was created, and both the  current workspace and the scratch 

workspace were pointed to the built geodatabase. Then the LDTtool toolbox was added 

to the ArcToolbox and the FC were loaded into the project. 

We used the mainland Portuguese Administrative Boundaries Official Map (2018 

version) as study area and the Olive Groves of 1990 and 2018 extracted from the CORINE 

Land Cover (CLC) maps. The analytical square size was defined as 10 km and the 

minimum size patch (to discard spurious polygons resulting from intersect operations) 

as 50.000 m2. It is important the dimensions are appropriated relative to both the base 

maps and the phenomena under study. Since CLC uses a minimum size patch of 25 

hectares (250.000 m2), selecting smaller minimum size patches does not to improve the 

spatial resolution. Also, we knew beforehand the landscape changes in Portugal 

involving olive groves are primarily due to large scale plantations, often larger than 

50.000 m2. 

 The output FC was named “LDT_OliveGroves” (Figure 9a). This FC was then used as 

input for ‘Tool 2 – Forecast’ (Figure 9b). 
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Figure 9 – Filled dialog boxes. a) Tool 1.1 – Landscape dynamic Types 2M (Squares); b) Tool 2 – 

Forecast. 

 

3.1.3.2.1. Square size selection – Tackling MAUP 

 

The LDTtool allows the use of districts and squares as AU. Commonly used in 

population-focused studies, data aggregation is often based on boundaries such as zip 

codes, census tracts and census block groups (Moon and Farmer 2001). Regular grids 

are extensively applied in spatial analysis to reduce bias caused by administrative 

divisions (Swift et al. 2008) and/or to include the vast amount of data that is available in 

that format, such as remote sensing data, biological atlas or simply because there is a 

preference for working with squares (e.g., UTM) or hexagons as a reference. The use of 

an artificial sampling grid requires caution to make sure the sampling scheme itself is 

not adulterating the raw data. Since there is not a single solution for this problem and 

there are a multitude of contexts and applications, users often must find a way to assess 
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quality and establish tolerance levels. One important aspect to consider is how well the 

sampling scheme preserves the integrity of the base data. For instance, in our case 

study, a single patch can be recognized by the software as being multiple patches 

because it crosses several squares (or districts). Since the final calculations are based on 

the AU and not on the patches themselves, the same patch can be counted multiple 

times. A good compromise would be a grid size that minimizes patch intersection and 

still offers an adequate spatial resolution to assess the phenomenon being studied. The 

olive groves maps show 1.613 patches in 1990 and 1.974 in 2018. After intersecting the 

grid composed by 1.011 100 km2 squares, the NP was 2.220 and 2.685, respectively. This 

represents 607 artificial extra patches for 1990 and 711 for 2018. The intersections per 

square were 2,2 for 1990 and 2,7 for 2018. To increase the spatial resolution requires 

smaller squares that would make these numbers higher, and therefore worse. On the 

opposite direction, to lower these numbers we would have to enlarge the squares and 

lose interpretative spatial resolution.  

As to patch size, the average olive grove was 1,72 km2 in 1990 and 1,76 km2 in 2018. 

Thus, a 100 km2 square would be large enough to fit several patches and to minimize 

the original patches crossing several squares. Only one patch in 1990 and 2018 is larger 

than 100 km2, which suggests that the grid size is not too small. It could be larger but 

the larger the square is, the more patches it can fit and that increases the risk of hiding 

some ToD by losing spatial resolution. Overall, these values seemed acceptable for the 

task in hands, but could the square size influence the output too much? To answer this 

question, we ran the tool using 8 km, 9 km, 10 km, 11 km and 12 km squares that differ 

10% and 20% from the original 10 km grid. This allowed us to assess the MAUP’s scale 

effect. Having different sizes, the grids are distinct, the squares are not in the same 

place, and with that we were also assessing the MAUP’s context or zoning effect. With 

the 10 km x 10 km squares as a starting point, we used R software (R Core Team 2018) 

to run Chi-Squared tests against all the other grid sizes, based on the ToD counts (Table 

3).  
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Table 3 – Number of squares with each type of dynamic (ToD) in different size squares. 

ToD 
Square size (km x km) 

8 9 10 11 12 

A 9 11 8 6 7 

D 76 68 49 43 34 

E 116 95 71 61 39 

F 296 239 227 202 174 

G 26 25 16 16 15 

H 153 102 101 77 74 

I 60 66 55 47 49 

Absent 803 627 484 389 327 

 

 

3.1.3.3. Results and discussion 

 

All the Chi-squared tests had the same result: Do not reject the null hypothesis that 

assumed the values are similar / equivalent (Box 1). Knowing that no significant 

difference existed between the results (in terms of ToD counts) we continued the 

analysis using the 10 km x 10 km squares. 

 

Box 1 – Chi-squared tests for squares with different sizes. 

maup_10vs8<-table(type,size) maup_10vs11<-table(type,size) 

maup_10vs8 maup_10vs11 

chisq.test(table(type,size)) chisq.test(table(type,size)) 

X-squared = 9,2028; df = 7; p-value = 0,2384 X-squared = 1,5007; df = 7; p-value = 0,9823 

  

maup_10vs9<-table(type,size) maup_10vs12<-table(type,size) 

maup_10vs9 maup_10vs12 

chisq.test(table(type,size)) chisq.test(table(type,size)) 

X-squared = 6,8288; df = 7; p-value = 0,4469 X-squared = 4,8826; df = 7; p-value = 0,6743 

 

A complementary visual analysis of the ToD spatial distribution for different square 

sizes also reveals that despite some variation, the major patterns are recognizable in all 

maps (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10 – Maps of types of dynamics for squares with different sizes. 

 

The outcome is a FC containing the squares that comprise the study area, each one 

with the metrics calculated for both dates, their variations and assigned to a ToD (Figure 

11 and Figure 12). 
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Figure 11 – Output attribute table. a) Output of Tool 1.1 - Landscape dynamic Types 2M 

(Squares); b) Field originated by Tool 2 – Forecast. 

 

Figure 12 – Olive Groves in Portugal (1990-2018); a) Map produced by "Tool 1 - Landscape 

Dynamics Types 2M (Squares)" showing mainland Portugal divided by 10 km x 10 km squares 

with Types of Dynamics (ToD). b1) Detailed view of a square showing TOD G - Aggregation by 

gain. b2) Detailed view of a square showing ToD E – Loss. 

 

Although other drivers may be responsible for local changes occurring all over the 

country, it is hard to ignore the process of rapid agricultural intensification going on in 

the Alentejo Region (Southern Portugal) and its relevance to the landscape 
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transformation. The traditional extensive, multi-functional agricultural systems, 

adapted to the Mediterranean climate are being replaced by more intensive and 

irrigated cultures. This was made possible due to public investment in the Alqueva dam 

and its integrated irrigation system, together with national and European agricultural 

policies (Silveira et al. 2018). As a result, large scale intensive and super-intensive olive 

groves have been implemented in the last years in the region. According to CLC (CHA00, 

CHA06, CHA12 and CHA1218) the land covers that have been replaced the most by olive 

groves are ‘non-irrigated arable land’ and ‘permanently irrigated land’, presumably land 

that was not irrigated before but has now access to water, and land that was already 

irrigated but was used for other cultures. Morgado et al. (2022), studying the 

municipalities holding most olive farms in Alentejo, reported a large-scale expansion of 

irrigated olive groves between 1990 and 2017, made mostly by replacing open dry 

farmland (63%) and traditional groves (21%). 

We verify an olive grove area increment of 692,84 km2 and a NP increment of 361 

between 1990 and 2018. These overall values suggest the ‘ToD F – NP increment by gain’ 

has been the main change pattern taking place at the study area. The results based on 

the 100 km2 grid provide more detailed results. The number of squares assigned to each 

ToD is present in Figure 13a).  
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Figure 13 - a) Number of squares assigned to each Type of Dynamics; b) Olive grove area 

variation associated to each Type of Dynamics. 

 

The ‘ToD F - NP increment by gain’ was the most represented with a total of 227 

squares which is in line with the global trend previously mentioned. It represents new 

olive groves not adjacent to existing ones (new patches) and the magnitude of ToD F 

reflects how vigorous the olive grove implementation has been. The second most 

identified ToD was the ‘H - NP decrement by loss’, present in 101 squares. It shows 

squares where the main dynamic was the shift from olive groves into other land covers. 

Looking at the number of squares it seems quite significant with almost half of the ToD 

F (101 vs 227). However, the relation does not stand when we compare olive grove area 

variation as ToD F involved an area gain of 817,57 km2 while ToD H involved an area loss 

of 159,61 km2 (Figure 13b). ToD H occurred on several locations but did not involve large 

amounts.  

The other two ToD with variation in both configuration and composition are ‘G – 

Aggregation by gain’ that reflects situations where new plantations or expansion of 

existing ones originated the fusion of patches (groves), and ‘I – Fragmentation by loss’, 

where the loss of area provoked the division of patches. ToD G was identified in only 16 
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squares but totaled an area gain of 143,82 km2, while ToD I was identified in 55 squares 

and implied an area loss of 118,05 km2. Focusing on the ToDs that reflected only 

composition and had no influence in the NP, ‘D – Gain’ was found in 49 squares and 

involved an area gain of 57,18 km2, while ‘E – Loss’ occurred in 71 squares with a total 

loss of 47,83 km2. No squares were assigned to the ToD B or C, that represent pure 

geometric changes (without amount variation). Overall, the olive grove area increased 

despite some local losses and most of the amount changes had geometric implications.  

The LDT forecast scheme allows us to see that if the olive groves area keep increasing, 

in time, the existing groves may expand so that they bridge the gaps between them and 

merge together (ToD D evolves to ToD G). New groves may follow the same path (ToD F 

is followed by ToD D which evolves to ToD G). It is important to highlight this is a 

theoretical simulation, useful to scenarize and compare alternatives rather than a 

prediction, that would require additional data and several variables, such as natural 

impediments to the trend and the importance of human intervention. Olive groves will 

not expand by natural dispersal; instead, they are highly managed, and their dynamics 

are almost exclusively dependent on human decision. For instance, Morgado et al. 

(2022) pointed out the joint effect of farm size and inclusion in public irrigation systems 

as key factors behind the transition to irrigated olive groves in the period 1990–2017. 

Identifying the drivers of LULC change is beyond the scope and aim of this analysis which 

focuses on detecting major spatial patterns. However, more thorough results are 

possible to obtain using LDTtool if the inputs have higher spatial, temporal (to search for 

different pace in the changes), and thematic (to distinguish between traditional rainfed 

and modern irrigated olive groves) resolutions. 

 

 

3.1.4. Conclusions 

 

The LDTtool can add value to studies in a wide range of topics related to biodiversity 

conservation, invasive species, ecosystem services and natural resources planning, 

mainly if LULC (or habitat) changes are a key aspect. The LDTtool is an ArcGIS toolbox 

and therefore is expected to be user-friendly. The configuration is straightforward, and 

it runs smoothly and fast mostly because it uses the vectorial format. It is implemented 
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in Python, which is a versatile language widely used in geoprocessing and additionally 

the source-code is available allowing users to modify it to their needs. The possibility to 

adjust parameters such as the minimum patch size and the AU also add versatility to the 

process. The fact that it uses binary landscapes may be considered a weakness as it may 

oversimplify the reality for certain types of studies such as those involving habitat 

suitability or functional connectivity assessed by resistance surfaces.  

Besides its usefulness and user-friendliness, LDTtool represents an integrated and 

methodologically supported vision of the whole process (concept-method-tool). As a 

tool, LDTtool is not a final product; it was already updated and enhanced since its 

inception and will continue to be so. The original version released together with the 

paper “LDTtool: A toolbox to assess landscape dynamics” (Machado et al. 2020) 

contained only four LDT core tools and the ‘Forecast’ tool. The ‘ToD A1 – Spatial Shift’, 

the ‘ToD E1 – Perforation’, as well as the tools ‘Perforation’ and ‘Gained and Lost 

Patches’ were integrated later. One potential improvement that was identified in an 

early stage is the possibility to expand the analysis beyond binary landscapes. However, 

the most relevant step to increase the tool’s usability has already been taken and is the 

topic of the next subchapter: integration in other Geographic Information System (GIS) 

platforms. 
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3.2. LDT4QGIS: a free and open-source tool to assess landscape 

dynamics. 

 

This subchapter is based on the article: 

Paixão, L & Machado R. LDT4QGIS: a tool to enhance landscape analysis in QGIS. 

(submitted) 

 

Authors’ contributions: 

Luís Paixão: Software, Validation, Writing – Review and Editing; Rui Machado: Conceptualization, 

Methods, Testing, Writing the original draft. 

 

 

3.2.1. Background 

 

The conceptual framework and nomenclature establishment (subchapter 1.6) paved 

the way for a method development (LDT) (Chapter 2), automated in ArcGIS by a tool 

(LDTtool) (Chapter 3.1.). This subchapter introduces LDT4QGIS, a similar tool for QGIS. 

Most overall traits remain like the use of vectorial and not raster format as in most 

landscape analysis software. The raster format is particularly useful for storing data that 

varies continuously (e.g., temperature, elevation, etc.), which is not the case here. For 

land cover maps in which thematic classes needs to be distinguished and limited by 

boundaries, the choice is between a discrete raster, that consists of integers used to 

represent classes, and a vectorial data model. However, given that LDT4QGIS uses binary 

landscapes (only one land cover category is geoprocessed) and considering that the 

typical raster advantages no longer apply, it makes sense to use a vectorial format since 

it may provide more geographic accuracy, as it is not dependent on the pixel size, and 

usually performs better in terms of data storage and processing speed. Besides these 

operational aspects, the use of a vectorial format is also convenient since most official 

land cover maps are available to the public in vectorial format. 

However, the most distinctive feature of this method and associated tools is the fact 

that it goes beyond metric calculations and focuses on the spatial processes in land 

transformation. Metrics and indices are undoubtedly useful to describe landscapes and 
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their changes, but since certain variations in particular metrics reflect determined 

spatial processes, it makes sense to go one step further and provide those processes as 

outputs of the analysis. 

 

 

3.2.2. LDT4QGIS description 

 

LDT4QGIS consists of three python scripts that allow the application of the LDT 

method in QGIS.  

• Script 1 - “LDT4QGIS.py“: This is the main script that performs the LDT steps to 

identify the ToD in the landscape. The analysis can be conducted using two or 

three analytic moments (2M or 3M) and be spatially represented in a regular 

vectorial grid built during the analysis (Squares) or in an irregular polygonal study 

area provided by the user (Districts). There is also an option to include ‘E1 – 

Perforation’ as an assignable ToD to the AUs. 

o Landscape Dynamic Types 2M (Squares) 

o Landscape Dynamic Types 3M (Squares) 

o Landscape Dynamic Types 2M (Districts) 

o Landscape Dynamic Types 3M (Districts) 

 

• Script 2 - "perforation.py": This is an accessory script to geoprocess, at the class 

scale, the spatial pattern ‘perforation’. It shows where perforation happened 

between two analytical moments. Within the LDT framework, it is accurate to 

state that perforation is a particular case of ‘ToD E – Loss’ in which the lost 

amount originates a clearing. 

 

• Script 3 - "gained and lost patches.py": This is an accessory script to identify and 

locate the places where amounts of the LULC category of interest were gained 

and lost between two analytical moments, including new individual patches or 

individual patches that disappeared. It produces four output shapefiles 

containing all gained areas, all lost areas, gained patches and lost patches. 
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3.2.2.1. Preliminary steps, inputs and settings 

 

To prevent errors or malfunctioning, all the inputs elements should share the same 

CRS and avoid unnecessary fields in their attribute tables. The outputs are only as good 

as the inputs that generate them, therefore proper spatial and temporal resolutions are 

required to correctly assess landscape changes. The scripts are simple to use but some 

details regarding data pre-processing are worth mentioning: 

1. A projected CRS should be used, and the coordinates should be displayed in meters. 

2. The input land cover shapefiles must contain only one category with the polygons of 

interest. Hence, depending on the base maps available, it may be necessary to export 

the category under study to a new shapefile and use it in the analysis. 

3.  Scripts should be stored in the QGIS script folder. The path to the folder is shown in: 

Processing Toolbox – Options – Processing – Scripts (Figure 14). Exiting and restarting 

QGIS will ensure that the scripts are automatically loaded to the Processing Toolbox. 

4. Two symbology files (suited for 2 or 3 analytical moments) are provided. If stored in 

the same folder along with the scripts the symbology is automatically applied.  

 

 

Figure 14 - Path to the QGIS script folder (Processing Toolbox – Options – Processing – Scrips). 

 

The inputs and settings required to run the scripts are the following: 

Script 1 - “LDT4QGIS.py” 

• Moments: Choose whether the analysis should be based on two or three moments. 
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• Type of Analysis: Choose whether the analytical units should be squares or districts 

(Polygonal shapefile containing the districts’ boundaries, provided by the user.)  

• Study Area Polygon: Provide a polygonal shapefile containing the study area 

boundaries. 

• Landscape Moment 1: Provide a polygonal shapefile of the landscape in moment 1. 

• Landscape Moment 2: Provide a polygonal shapefile of the landscape in moment 2. 

• Landscape Moment 3: Provide a polygonal shapefile of the landscape in moment 3. 

• Keep patches equal or larger than (square meters): Choose the minimum patch size 

to be analysed. 

• Squares width and height (meters): Choose the analytic square size (for a square-

based analysis only). 

• Perforation: Check the box to include the ‘ToD E1 – Perforation’ to the analysis.  

• Output Shapefile: Provide the name and path of the output file. 

 

Script 2 - "perforation.py" 

• Landscape Before: Provide a polygonal shapefile of the landscape in the earliest 

moment of analysis. 

• Landscape After: Provide a polygonal shapefile of the landscape in the latest 

moment of analysis. 

• Output Shapefile: Provide the name and path of the output file. 

 

Script 3 - "gained and lost patches.py": 

• Landscape Before: Provide a polygonal shapefile of the landscape in the earliest 

moment of analysis. 

• Landscape After: Provide a polygonal shapefile of the landscape in the latest 

moment of analysis. 

• Output Path: Select the folder in which the output shapefiles will be saved.  

• Output Name: Select a prefix to the output file names. The names are by default 

"GainedPatches", "LostPatches", "GainedArea" and "LostArea". 
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3.2.3. Examples 

 

3.2.3.1. Grasslands in Slovenia 

 

European semi-natural grasslands are often considered to have high conservation 

value due to the unique and highly diverse communities of species they harbor (Veen et 

al. 2009). However, extensive grasslands figure among the most endangered ecosystems 

in the European Union (European Environment Agency 2020). Marginal areas are prone 

to be abandoned and face problems of overgrowth, and the best lands are frequently 

used for more intense agriculture, often associated with increased fertilization, mowing 

frequency and other practices associated with the deterioration of grasslands (Stoate et 

al. 2009; Van Vooren et al. 2018). Some polices, particularly grassland-specific agri-

environmental measures, have been implemented in Slovenia, but the outcomes were 

far from expected (Kaligarič et al. 2019). Better and more informed policies need to be 

designed to prevent further degradation and loss of grasslands. Some grasslands are 

probably lost forever, and others are experiencing an accelerated pace of degradation; 

therefore, it is fundamental to understand the recent trends, model future LULC 

changes, and prioritise which grasslands are most important and worth preserving. This 

example consists of applying LDT4QGIS to Slovenian grasslands using 2.500 ha (5 km x 5 

km) squares. The base datasets are the official landscape land cover maps 

(https://rkg.gov.si/vstop/) for the years 2009 and 2020 (Figure 15). 

https://rkg.gov.si/vstop/
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Figure 15 – Example of inputs and settings for the tool ‘Landscape Dynamic Types 2M 

(Squares)’. 

 

The results reveal dominance of squares related to loss (ToD E, H and I) compared to 

those related to gains (ToD D, F and G) (Figure 16). Squares with ToD I represent areas 

where one or more grassland patches lost area in a way that patches were divided, 

increasing the total NP. That happened nationwide but mainly in the centre of Slovenia, 

around the capital, Ljubljana. Squares with ToD H reflect areas where one or more 

grassland patches disappeared; ToD H can be interpreted as the phase that follows ToD 

I. For reference, in Forman’s framework, this would equate to fragmentation followed 

by attrition, possibly with shrinkage as an intermediary phase (Forman 1995a). The 

process initiated with an area loss that caused the division of large patches, and then 

smaller patches began to disappear. Given that ToD I is the precursor of ToD H, if the 

declining trend continues, it is expected that some (or many) squares now identified as 

ToD I will evolve to ToD H. 

The loss of grasslands represents direct habitat loss for species that highly depend on 

them (specialists). The main spatial pattern in which the area loss occurs (ToD ‘I – 

Fragmentation by loss’) is also likely to be especially detrimental for specialists because 

it promotes the breaking up of patches into smaller patches, bringing more landscape 

heterogeneity, more edge effect, and overall higher levels of disturbance. For generalist 
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species, intermediary levels of landscape fragmentation are often acceptable and even 

beneficial, but if the loss of grasslands continues and triggers ToD H, it would most likely 

represent landscape homogenization (with other composition different than grasslands) 

and therefore a less suitable habitat for some generalists. 

Ultimately, conservation goals are set based on biodiversity values and experts’ 

opinions and the results produced by LDT4QGIS can be combined with other sectorial 

and thematic data to produce more explanatory information. Future projections based 

on current trends provide fundamental insights to design better land-use policies and 

concrete measures to assure a balanced coexistence of agricultural practices and 

biodiversity conservation.    

 

Figure 16 – Map of the case study regarding the grasslands in Slovenia with associated legend 

to identify the types of dynamics and chart showing the number of squares assigned to each 

type. 
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3.2.3.2. Olive groves in Portugal 

 

Traditional olive groves are an historical element of Mediterranean landscapes. 

Besides the sense of belonging derived from the rural culture acquired by several 

generations, olive groves provide food and wood. The balanced management typical of 

the traditional groves makes them relevant as far as biodiversity is concerned since they 

harbour numerous fauna and flora species (Zaccarelli et al. 2008; Fernández-Habas et 

al. 2018). In the Iberian Peninsula, the quest for higher yields has led to a noticeable 

landscape change over the last few decades. In Portugal, high-yield irrigated olive groves 

have been fast expanding often replacing traditional biodiversity-rich groves and other 

land-use types (Morgado et al. 2020, 2022). The main challenge today is to successfully 

implement the more intensive and economically relevant production models while 

mitigating the negative environmental impacts of these large-scale industrial groves. 

To address this topic, it is fundamental to assess olive groves changes, monitor their 

expansion patterns and determine how these dynamics are contributing to landscape 

homogenization. In this example, to differ from the previous example and demonstrate 

a different LDT4QGIS feature, the analysis is conducted based on administrative 

boundaries, using the smallest Portuguese administrative unit freguesia (parish). The 

data used are the Portuguese official land-use map (Carta de Uso e Ocupação do Solo) 

for the years 1990, 2010 and 2018 (Direção-Geral do Território 2019) (Figure 17). 

 

 

Figure 17 – Example of inputs and settings for the tool ‘Landscape Dynamic Types 3M 

(Districts)’. 
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The analysis involved three moments, so three maps were produced: one with the 

dynamics between 1990 and 2000, one between 2000 and 2018, and the one displayed 

in Figure 18, which shows the overall changes between 1990 and 2018. We can see that 

olive groves are not present in most mainland Portugal parishes. There are 383 parishes 

with ToD related to gain and 376 related to loss, but the magnitude of the transitions is 

quite different, with an overall gain of 69.493 hectares. Focusing on the gain side, 275 

parishes display the ‘ToD F – NP increment by gain’, which reflects the emergence of 

new groves isolated from the existing ones. ‘ToD D – Gain’, which identifies areas where 

existing groves increased their size, was assigned to 77 parishes. This suggests that, at 

the parish scale, the increase in area is mostly obtained via new plantations rather than 

through the expansion of existing groves. Finally, 31 parishes increased the total area 

covered by olive groves area while decreasing the NP (‘ToD G – Aggregation by gain’). 

Although olive groves have been increasing significantly, they still represent a small 

percentage of agricultural land, and thus the identification of 31 parishes with ToD G 

seems reasonable, but further area gains will increase the probability of the occurrence 

of this ToD. The area covered by olive groves and other intensive perennial crops is 

expected to increase in the future, pushed by the increasing popularity of 

Mediterranean products (Esgalhado et al. 2021), and although further investment may 

be desired due to the positive impacts on production, the extension and spatial context 

of such plantations should be carefully examined. 

Outputs such as those obtained through LDT4QGIS are useful for diagnosing the 

current situation, as well as for simulating what different land transformation 

alternatives could represent in terms of spatial patterns and the associated 

environmental impacts. Such elements, combined with measurable indicators or 

decisive criteria, can help policymakers to predict the effects of agricultural policies in 

the territory. Some decisive criteria could be: ‘preferentially place olive groves in areas 

highly dominated by other LULC’, ‘do not promote patch fusion (ToD G) if olive groves 

cover more than 40% of the parish, square, or defined proximity neighbourhood’, 

‘establish a maximum plantation size, unless the perimeter-area ratio is ≥ …’, and 

‘preserve or restore x ha of different LULC for each ha of irrigated cultures above the x 

ha threshold’. 
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Figure 18 – Map of the case study regarding the olive groves in Portugal with associated legend 

to identify the types of dynamics between 1990 and 2018, and chart showing the number of 

parishes assigned to each type. 

 

 

3.2.3.3. Forests in Germany 

 

Forests provide several services such as water regulation, carbon sequestration, 

biodiversity conservation, recreation, etc. (Ninan and Inoue 2013) making them systems 

of the utmost importance. Threats to forests such as wildfires, pests, diseases and how 

much and where to harvest should always be accounted for and anticipated. In this 

regard it is useful to assess LULC transitions involving forests, whether purely amount-

related (how many hectares lost or gained), or also considering geometric features (e.g., 

changes comprising patches entirely or partially.) For instance, the spatial process 

known as ‘perforation’, which involves removing (losing) a given amount inside a patch 

originating a clearing, is a common way to trigger land transformations (Forman 1995a); 

these changes can be small at first but can escalate and evolve to more severe processes 

of, in this case, forest loss, fragmentation and overall degradation. In this example, we 

ran the scripts 2 (‘perforation.py’) and 3 (‘gained and lost patches.py’) with CLC maps to 
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identify all the gains and losses, gained and lost patches and perforations that occurred 

in the German forests between 2000 and 2018 (Figure 19).  

 

 

Figure 19 – Example of inputs and settings for the tools ‘Perforation’ and ‘Gained and Lost 

Patches’. 

Between 2000 and 2018, the German forests had a net gain of 420.999 ha 

(10.383.107 ha in 2000 and 10.804.106 ha in 2018). The partial balances are 1.161.929 

ha of new forest and 740.930 ha of lost forest. These numbers show that the area 

covered by forest has been increasing, and the areas converted from and to forest (the 

sum of the partial balances = 1.902.859 ha) represent 18% of the average forest area 

(average of the total areas in 2000 and 2018 = 10.593.607 ha), which suggests that the 

system is fairly stable. 

Going beyond a strictly numerical approach and using the spatially explicit 

information provided by LDT4QGIS, we can see where these changes occurred 

throughout the study area. Identifying the gained and lost individual patches is 

important because the spatial patterns created by forest gains (e.g., natural 

afforestation or planting) or losses (e.g., burnt by wildfire or harvested) may have major 

ecological consequences (Franklin and Forman 1987). 
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Not considering strictly amount variations like ‘ToD D – Gain’ or ‘ToD E – Loss’ and 

looking only to emergence and disappearance of individual patches, we found 22.312 

gained patches and 9.066 lost patches. The analysis also showed 936 perforations 

summing a total of 37.172 ha. Figure 20 shows an overall view of German forests in 2000 

on the left-hand side, and an example of perforation on the right-hand side. The light 

green representing the forests in 2000 can be seen behind the darker green that 

represents the forests in 2018. Although more areas shown in the image were lost, only 

the one that was initially completely contained by the forests of 2000 and is now lost, 

forming a clearing, is classified as perforation (hashed red). 

For simplicity, we considered forest as a single LULC category. Forest segmentation 

by species, age, density, function, or physiological condition would make sense for more 

detailed approaches, and LDT4QGIS would be able to deliver potentially relevant 

outputs (e.g., distinct ToDs for primary forests and managed forests in the same AU) 

concerning the spatial pattern dynamics and their consequences. 

 

 

Figure 20 – Map of the German forests in 2000 and a close view of lost areas (light green) and 

a detected perforation that occurred between 2000 and 2018. 

 

 

3.2.4. Conclusions 

 

The previous demonstrations show how LDT4QGIS works and the type of outputs it 

produces. These are illustrative examples, not exhaustive analysis, that are supported 
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by brief background descriptions and use real data. Therefore, the results are valid, 

although deeper studies on each topic could render these results incomplete. 

Depending on the depth of the analysis, LDT4QGIS outputs can be sufficient, or can 

integrate wider procedures as inputs or variables. For instance, since most official 

statistics are aggregated according to administrative units, the ToD values of an output 

shapefile with districts can be exported to such a database and used for statistical 

analysis together with other relevant and related variables, such as economic or social 

indicators. Another example would be to use the final LDT4QGIS squares shapefile as a 

sampling grid in other specialised software tools for landscape metrics, like FRAGSTATS. 

This would require one to convert the vectorial grid into a raster format, edit the 

attribute values accordingly, and select the new file to be used as a provided sampling 

tile. A multiplicity of metrics could be computed, and after some value extraction and 

table management steps, we would end up with a table containing all the values of the 

metrics, as well as the ToD.  

Despite some variations, LDT4QGIS shares its strengths and weaknesses with 

LDTtool, and some derive from LDT itself. On the upper side there is the simplicity to 

use. It is delivered as a ready-to-use set of scripts, the inputs often do not require much 

preliminary work and the outputs are very straightforward (values variations and maps). 

The possibility of fine-tuning parameters and code customization adds versatility to the 

tool. Moreover, although LDT4QGIS operates based on metric calculations, these are 

instrumental to the end goal of identifying ToDs / spatial patterns, which are real-world 

combinations of landscape metrics. The main weakness or feature that may require 

especial caution is the use of AU due to the MAUP.  

By facilitating the identification and geopositioning of ToDs, LDT4QGIS adds value to 

landscape assessments related to LULC changes. Additionally, LDT4QGIS goes beyond 

summaries and statistics and provides spatially explicit information. These assessments 

may encompass topics as varied as biodiversity conservation, ecosystem services, game 

management, or invasive species control. Quantitative measurements, together with 

spatially explicit maps, are essential for landscape status assessments and ultimately for 

an informed policy design.  

Compared to LDTtool, LDT4QGIS represents an advance regarding accessibility since 

it was developed for non-proprietary software, thus fitting a geospatial free and open-
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source software philosophy. We expect the development and updating of LDT4QGIS to 

be ongoing work. In addition to improving the current QGIS tool, we aim to extend these 

analytical capabilities to other platforms. The growing popularity of R (www.r-

project.org) as an open-source computing environment has made it our highest priority 

regarding the expansion of the tool. 
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CHAPTER 4. Applications 

 

 

This chapter covers studies that used the LDT principles and some of the tools 

developed. Subchapter 4.1. focuses on a study about invasive plants management in a 

Portuguese Natura 2000 Network site. Subchapter 4.2. presents a study case regarding 

the grassland dynamics in Slovenia. In subchapter 4.3. the decline of the Portuguese 

montado is analysed. Finally, subchapter 4.4. summarizes works conducted by other 

authors using these tools; one in Romania and one in Indonesia, both using LDTtool in 

urban growth-related studies, and one in Spain focused on afforestation. 

 

 

4.1. Invasive Species Management 

 

This subchapter is based on the article published in Restoration Ecology as: 

Machado R, Neto Duarte L, Gil A, Sousa-Neves N, Pirnat J, Santos P. (2021) Supporting 

the spatial management of invasive alien plants through assessment of landscape 

dynamics and connectivity. Restoration Ecology. 

 https://doi.org/10.1111/rec.13592  

 

Authors’ contributions: 

Rui Machado: Conceptualization, Methods, Analysis, Writing the original draft; Liliana Neto Duarte: 

Topic Expertise, Review; Artur Gil: Conceptualization, Review; Nuno de Sousa-Neves, Janez Pirnat, Pedro 

Santos: Review and Supervising. 

 

 

4.1.1. Background 

 

Invasive alien species (IAS) rank in the top five direct drivers of change in nature 

(IPBES 2019), being responsible for numerous negative impacts (Kumschick et al. 2015; 

Schindler et al. 2015; Jones 2017; Diagne et al. 2020). Management of IAS is often 

difficult and expensive (Diagne et al. 2021), but with proper planning and resources, 

biological invasions can be managed and mitigated (Pyšek et al. 2020). Invasive alien 

https://doi.org/10.1111/rec.13592
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plants (IAP) can alter basic ecological processes such as nutrient cycling or the change of 

soil biota (Marchante et al. 2008; Vilà et al. 2011). They often benefit from competitive 

mechanisms (Levine et al. 2003) or performance-related traits (Van Kleunen et al. 2010), 

like long-lived seed banks (Gioria and Pyšek 2015), and disrupt intrinsic interactions 

among native species (Callaway and Aschehoug 2000). 

It is crucial to define ‘success’ for each intervention and prioritise the species and the 

areas to act (van Wilgen et al. 2012). According to the current situation and the available 

resources, the goal can be to control, contain, or eradicate the species (Simberloff et al. 

2013). Control aims to reduce the impact and the abundance of an IAS to an acceptable 

level although not necessarily limiting its range, while containment seeks to limit the 

spread by acting mostly at the periphery of the species range (Hulme 2006). Therefore, 

containment is more appropriate for species that disperse slowly and over short 

distances, and control is more realistic when dealing with larger peripheries typical of 

long dispersers with higher expansion rates. Eradication is harder to achieve as it implies 

eliminating all the individuals and viable propagules of a species within the management 

unit (Parkes and Panetta 2009), and also that the species has not been detected for a 

period equal to or greater than its seed longevity.  

Many interventions see the removal of alien vegetation as the final goal (Vosse et al. 

2008), but that alone does not guarantee the natives will come back and restore the 

ecosystem as it was before the invasion (D'Antonio & Meyerson 2002; Harms & Hiebert 

2006). In fact, passive restoration approaches often fail to avoid re-invasions by the 

same species or secondary invasions by other species, that are able to capitalize on the 

disturbance caused by the removal operation (Holmes et al. 2020). Furthermore, 

ecosystem recovery may fail due to the IAP legacy, in the form of reduced biodiversity, 

massive seed banks, altered soil chemistry, etc. (Corbin & D'Antonio 2012). To achieve 

an effective recovery the elimination of the invaders must be complemented by 

strategies to overcome their legacies (Konlechner et al. 2015). Such active approaches 

to restoration that are more complex and may involve revegetation with native plants, 

can be more expensive at the start but tend to deliver better results in the long run 

(Gaertner et al. 2012). 

Because restoring invaded areas is costly, the restoration should be thoroughly 

designed to prevent poor quality implementation that results in the need for larger 
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budgets over time (Cheney et al. 2019). A variety of important factors for IAP 

management are included in comprehensive approaches or procedures introduced by 

several authors. Higgins et al. (2000) developed a broad conceptual model that includes 

parameters such as spread patterns and the time needed for the eradication. To account 

for uncertainty in the analytical procedures regarding the management of woody IAPs, 

Roura-Pascual et al. (2010) developed a framework for a spatially-explicit sensitivity 

analysis including factors related to fire risk. Krug et al. (2010) tested budget scenarios 

and the related efficiency for better prioritize cleaning areas. Prioritization could be 

conducted according to distinct criteria, from biological to economical or logistical. One 

way to help optimize recovery and reduce the costs of restoration is to prioritize patches 

with higher spontaneous succession potential. In terms of logistics, it may be easier to 

have an entire team working on a large patch than having the elements dispersed in the 

territory and thus increasing the need for transportation, gear redundancy, etc.  

It is appealing to remove the larger patches of IAP because they seem more 

threatening than smaller ones, because it produces more noticeable work, or simply 

because the impacts do not become obvious and problematic until the invaders are well-

established and cover large areas (Moody and Mack 1988; Pyšek et al. 2020). 

Nevertheless, because small patches tend to expand more rapidly and cover a greater 

area (Cousens and Mortimer 1995), many authors have suggested that removing smaller 

patches before they reach considerable growth rates is crucial to halt the spreading in 

the future (Moody and Mack 1988; Campbell 1993). An additional reason to clear the 

invaded sites early on is that the intensity of the restoration intervention required 

increases with the invasion duration (Holmes et al. 2000). However, the patch size is not 

the only relevant criterion and not all the IAP clearings should be planned according to 

it alone. 

Patch area becomes particularly relevant when dealing with species with long-

distance dispersal mechanisms because regardless of how well the edge is contained, 

they can always spread long distances and start new foci. If, on the contrary, the species 

expands advancing gradually as a front, the edge length (interface with other LULC) is 

particularly relevant. In that case, the less edge the better, to halt the patch expansion. 

For such species, for which the perimeter is essential, but the area is still important, the 

Perimeter-Area Ratio (PAR) is appropriate to identify the patches to remove first. Using 
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PAR as the main criterion, the smaller patches are expected to be selected first since 

they usually display higher PAR values, but larger and irregular patches may also rank in 

top positions. In this regard, Minor & Gardner (2011) found that species with a high 

probability of random long-distance dispersal are best managed by focusing on the 

largest patches, while species more prone to short-distance dispersion are best 

managed considering the patch configuration.  

This work aims at contributing to halt A. dealbata invasion in a Natura 2000 site in 

Central Portugal. For that, an analysis is conducted based on the species distribution and 

connectivity, leading to a patch prioritization list that informs which A. dealbata patches 

should be removed first to maximize the operation effectiveness. 

 

 

4.1.2. Methods 

 

4.1.2.1. Study area and species 

 

The study area corresponds approximately to the Special Area of Conservation (SAC) 

"Serra da Lousã" (PTCON0060) in central Portugal (Figure 21). Lousã mountain's highest 

peaks range between 800 m and 1.200 m and display some very steep slopes and narrow 

valleys. The rough orography and influences by Atlantic and Mediterranean climates, 

contribute to diversified vegetation and make the site relevant from the landscape 

standpoint. The 15.157 ha of the SAC are almost entirely covered by forest (12.008 ha) 

and shrublands (2.423 ha). The forest is mainly formed by Pinus pinaster (58,5%) and 

Eucalyptus globulus (16,6%). The invasion by alien species is one of the major concerns, 

especially when considered together with the threat of wildfires, from which some of 

these species (e.g., Acacia dealbata, Hakea sericea) can capitalize to increase their 

distribution rapidly.  
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Figure 21 - Study area. a) Iberian Peninsula; b) Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) in mainland 

Portugal; c) SAC ‘Serra da Lousã’ and Acacia dealbata; d) detailed view of the 100m buffer; e) 

integration of the buffer and intersected Acacia dealbata patches in the study area. 

 

Acacia dealbata 

 

The silver wattle Acacia dealbata was first introduced in Portugal in 1850 for 

ornamental reasons and soil stabilization. Nowadays, the species, known for its high 

invasive potential, is present all over the country. The larger patches are primarily 

located in the North and Centre of Portugal, but it grows nation-wide along water stream 

banks and roadsides (Plantas invasoras em Portugal, 2020: Acacia dealbata. 

https://invasoras.pt/pt/planta-invasora/acacia-dealbata (accessed 21 May 2021)). 

Although the strips of IAPs in the stream banks and roadsides may cover small areas and 

appear harmless or least concerning, they have elongated shapes and consequently high 

PAR. They can also act as a reservoir of propagules that can be liberated in disturbance 

events (Parendes and Jones 2000) and are usually important vectors of invasion into 

protected areas (Landres et al. 1998). 

https://invasoras.pt/pt/planta-invasora/acacia-dealbata
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Regarding dispersal processes and patterns, the A. dealbata seed bank is mainly 

located under the tree canopy and its density declines steeply away from canopy (Passos 

et al. 2017). The seeds are mainly ant-dispersed which limits their spreading distance 

(Gibson et al. 2011). Despite casual dispersal by humans (seeds inadvertently 

transported in clothes, tools, machinery, etc.) and abiotic dispersal by water, A. dealbata 

is more prone to advance as a front than to display frequent long-dispersal events. 

 

 

4.1.2.2. Base maps, preliminary steps and scenarios 

 

The invasive species patches were extracted from the official land cover map of 

Portugal of 2018 (COS 2018; Direção-Geral do Território 2019). Due to its detailed and 

heterogeneous land-cover classification scheme, quality, and reliability, this cartography 

is widely used to support the most relevant land planning and management-related 

policy procedures and scientific studies developed in mainland Portugal. The land cover 

category ‘Invasive Species Forest’ includes more than one species but A. dealbata is by 

far the most abundant invasive species (Global Biodiversity Information Facility;  

https://www.gbif.pt/). With a minimum map unit of 1 ha, it is safe to assume that most 

- if not all - the patches classified as ‘Invasive Species Forest’ in the study area represent 

A. dealbata. 

The study area was defined based on the official Natura 2000 Network map, namely 

the SAC shapefile. We extracted the SAC “Serra da Lousã” (PTCON0060), applied an 

outwards 100m buffer, and included the A. dealbata patches intersected by the buffer 

(Figure 21). The decision to include the nearest patches outside the SAC is based on the 

premise that removing the invader within the SAC and leaving patches in the adjacent 

area would probably result in reinvasion in the short term (Landres et al. 1998). This 

way, we avoid overlooking the processes occurring in nearby territory that may be 

influencing the landscape patterns in the SAC (Pauchard et al. 2003).  

The first task was to calculate the PAR for every A. dealbata patch in the SAC. Then, 

three intervention scenarios were defined (Figure 22). The first scenario involves 

removing the largest A. dealbata patch (area = 106,61 ha). The second scenario involves 

removing intermediary PAR patches that total an area as close as possible to the area of 

https://www.gbif.pt/
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the largest patch (n=5; total area = 107,49 ha). The third scenario involves removing the 

highest PAR patches up to an area as close as possible to the area of the largest patch 

(n=25; total area =98,94 ha).  

 

 

Figure 22 – Initial and scenarios’ maps. In all scenarios the area of A. dealbata removed is 

similar.  In scenario 1 the largest patch is removed. In scenario 2, five patches with 

intermediary perimeter-area ratio values are removed. In scenario 3, the 25 patches with 

higher perimeter-area ratio are removed. 
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4.1.2.3. Landscape dynamics analysis 

 

To know what ToD the different interventions would produce we ran the simulations 

using LDTtool in ArcGIS 10.7. Because we did not know beforehand which spatial 

resolution would be appropriate, we ran the tool for each scenario using 500 x 500m, 

1000 x 1000m, and 2000 x 2000m square grids. 

 

 

4.1.2.4. Connectivity analysis 

 

Once there is a set of patches identified for removal, several criteria can be used to 

rank them and help decide where to act first. A valuable assistance would be to know in 

advance how important each patch is for the species’ connectivity in the study area. We 

assessed each patch’s role to connectivity using the Conefor Sensinode software (Saura 

and Torné 2009) via the metric: 

 

𝑑𝑀(%) = 100.
𝑀 − 𝑀𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑀
 

 

Where M is an overall connectivity metric when all patches are present in the 

landscape and Mafter is the metric value after a determined patch is removed. Running 

the simulation for all A. dealbata patches, we obtain each patch contribution to the 

species connectivity in the study area. The higher the dM, the more important the patch 

is for the connectivity and the higher it should be ranked in the removal list. As overall 

connectivity metric (M), we used the numerator of the Integral Index of Connectivity 

(IICnum) (Pascual-Hortal and Saura 2006) given by: 

 

𝐼𝐼𝐶𝑛𝑢𝑚 =  ∑ ∑
𝑎𝑖. 𝑎𝑗

1 + 𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=1

𝑛

𝑖=1
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Where n is the total number of patches in the landscape, ai and aj are attributes of 

patches i and j, and nlij are the number of links between patches i and j. The threshold 

distance used was 100m and PAR was pointed as the patch key attribute. 

 

 

4.1.3. Results 

 

The analytical outcomes are i) basic instrumental data relative to each scenario (area, 

edge, and patches removed and remaining); ii) concrete results regarding landscape 

dynamics; iii) complementary results based on the connectivity assessment and iv) final 

list of patches to remove.  

 

 

4.1.3.1. Scenarios 

 

The existing situation and the resulting scenarios are spatially represented in the 

Figure 22 and the associated values (and variations) of area, edge and NP are present in 

the Table 4. For similar area amounts, the removal of many smaller patches instead of 

fewer larger ones causes the removal of a substantial extra edge length. For instance, 

removing the larger patch (scenario 1) subtracts 13.481m of edge, while removing the 

smaller patches totaling a similar area (scenario 3) leads to an edge decrement of 

29.912m.  

 

Table 4 – Area, edge length and number of patches in the initial situation and in the three 

scenarios. The values in parentheses are the differences between the scenario and the initial 

situation. Numbers in bold show that the edge length and Number of Patches (NP) are more 

affected in scenario 3. 

 Initial Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

Area (ha) 429,76 323,14 (-106,62) 322,26 (-107,49) 330,82 (-98,94) 

Edge length (m) 75.760 62.279 (-13.481) 57.700 (-18.060) 45.848 (-29.912) 

NP 33 32 (-1) 28 (-5) 8 (-25) 
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4.1.3.2. Landscape dynamics analysis 

 

To ascertain which spatial resolution would fit the analysis better, all scenarios were 

run using 500 m, 1.000 m, and 2.000 m grids (Figure 23). The smallest square seemed 

appropriate because the minimum map unit is 1 ha and each square covers 25 ha, 

suggesting that most patches would fit in a single square, avoiding being counted more 

than once. However, the two largest patches are much larger than the majority and 

cross 15 and 12 squares. Using the 2.000 m squares would solve that problem but they 

are so large that important changes could go unnoticed. This grid size is usable, but there 

is no reason to select it if is possible to use a more detailed (analytical) scale without 

compromising the analysis. Based on these reasons, we decided to use the 1.000m grid. 

Looking at the results obtained using the 1.000 m grid, in scenario 1 there is ToD H in 

few contiguous squares (n=6), in scenario 2 there are more H squares (n=13) and more 

spread across the study area, and finally, scenario 3 displays even a higher number of H 

squares (n=22) (Figure 24). Overall, for a similar area of intervention (~106,62 ha), the 

elimination of a large patch constitutes a more localized intervention. In contrast, the 

elimination of multiple smaller patches means a more spatially widespread intervention. 
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Figure 23 – Types of dynamics for scenario 1 calculated using grids with different sizes. 
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Figure 24 – Types of dynamics produced by the different scenarios. 
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4.1.3.3. Connectivity analysis 

 

The connectivity analysis reinforces the spatial aspects and provides information 

about patch importance for the species connectivity. The output is a map where the A. 

dealbata patches are ranked according to how much they contribute to the species 

overall connectivity in the study area (Figure 25). 

 

Figure 25 – Ranking of A. dealbata patches based on their relative importance for the species' 

overall connectivity in the study area. Calculated using perimeter-area ratio as the key 

attribute. From 1 – patch that contributes the most, to 33 – patch that contributes the least. 
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4.1.3.4. Combined analysis 

 

The landscape dynamics analysis showed that scenario 3 produces more squares with 

‘ToD H – NP decrement by loss’ by removing many smaller patches than other scenarios 

where fewer but larger patches would be eliminated. The connectivity analysis showed 

that the patches have different contributes, due to PAR and location, to the global 

species connectivity and may be ranked according to this criterion.  

Combining both approaches, we propose a strategy to aim for scenario 3, which 

involves removing the higher PAR patches (mostly smaller patches), beginning with 

those with higher contribution to connectivity, as depicted in Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26 – Ranking of A. dealbata patches to remove towards scenario 3 and considering 

connectivity aspects. 
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4.1.4. Discussion 

 

Restoring areas invaded by IAP is challenging and to increase the probability of 

success should be a key goal. In a IAP intervention program it is important to remove 

the more relevant patches as early as possible due to the difficulty to correctly estimate 

the required investment needed to succeed (Panetta 2009). But relevant according to 

what? 

Removing one large patch may seem a good approach but removing many small 

patches may be more effective. In this case study, scenario 2 illustrates how an 

intermediate compromise could be a solution. Choosing scenario 2 over scenario 1 

means removing additional 4.689 m of edge by subtracting four more patches. 

Implementing scenario 3 instead of scenario 2 would require the removal of 20 more 

patches to reduce the edge by an additional 11.852m. It is up to the manager to establish 

the cost-benefit threshold for the contexts at hand, and informative elements like these 

are helpful.  

Given the biology of the A. dealbata, preventing the spreading is more efficiently 

achieved by eliminating the higher PAR patches (mostly smaller and younger satellite 

patches) due to their potential to boost the invasion rate. Therefore, one advantage of 

removing satellite patches first is that it prevents them from merging with other 

(satellite or parental) patches in the future (Pauchard et al. 2003). That situation, 

represented by ToD G – ‘Aggregation by gain’, provokes landscape homogenization and 

therefore should be avoided. Conversely, if invasion rate is more worrisome than 

homogenization, removing a patch that belongs to a cluster of patches, even if it highly 

contributes to connectivity, may not be a priority. In such case, the expansion potential 

would be naturally limited due to the proximity to other IAP patches, while isolated IAP 

patches could represent a more significant chance to quickly occupy adjacent territory. 

Such situation is present in the northern part of the study area where some patches are 

clustered and removing some of them can make sense to affect the IAP connectivity but 

do not necessarily represent the major impact in terms of halting the potential 

spreading. 

According to Mack & Lonsdale (2002), ignoring small foci of IAP while focusing on 

major infestations, provides time for the once-inconspicuous satellite populations to 
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flourish. A clear example is Schinus terebinthifolius, which was introduced as an 

ornamental to South Florida but did not spread across the landscape until decades later 

(Ewel 1986). Ghersa et al. (2000), studying johnsongrass Sorghum halepense, found out 

that small foci uniformly distributed over a previously vacant area occupied that area 

more quickly than did the advancing front of an adjacent source population. Our 

proposal for dealing with A. dealbata in the SAC ‘Serra da Lousã’ follows the same line 

of thought of removing the higher PAR, and thus mostly the smaller patches. Among 

them, those potentially boosting ‘ToD G – Aggregation by gain’ should be eliminated 

first. Once the small foci are removed and the probability of rapid expansion is lowered, 

one can focus on the large patches.  

Cadenasso & Pickett (2001) stated that a way to fight invasion expansion is to keep 

forest edges intact to function as a barrier to the flux of seeds while actively removing 

the established IAP on the edge. How deep the edge effect goes depends on several 

factors such as species, age, and density, but it is always influenced by the patch size 

and mainly by its shape (Laurance and Yensen 1991). In our case study, the IAP patches 

were almost surrounded by forest, mostly pine, and only one was completely 

surrounded by shrublands and thus supposedly facing less resistance to expansion. We 

had no further information about the stand age, density, edge composition or other 

variables that could be used as additional criterion to enrich the ranking process.  

Our approach produced results that could be useful for an actual IAP management 

plan in the SAC, but it could be improved with more accurate and updated data. For 

instance, a detailed inventory of the populations is vital to avoid missing isolated patches 

or individuals that can jeopardize the subsequent analysis (Marchante et al. 2019). 

Martins et al. (2016), using remote sensing techniques, mapped A. dealbata patches 

smaller than 0,5 ha in a nearby location. More recently Ferreira et al. (2021) compiled a 

map using several sources, that includes a class of patches smaller than 0,1 ha. These 

works identified patches that we did not consider in our work. Moreover, ground 

surveys play a relevant role in the detection of new source and satellite populations 

(Radosevich et al. 2003) and thus, thorough fieldwork would be fundamental to obtain 

a more reliable representation of the situation in the terrain. 

We suggest this approach for this species in this context and thus the analytical 

procedure here presented should not be seen as a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach. We used 
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a spatially-explicit strategy focused on the satellite populations and incorporated 

connectivity information to enrich the analysis and support better decision-making. This 

method can be applied to large extensions of terrain but that may not be the best 

approach. A national scale ranking of patches is not necessarily more useful than the 

same type of information on a more workable scale, say regional or local. As Krug et al. 

(2010): “The financial resources available determine the extent of the area which can be 

cleared, while the prioritization identifies the location of the areas to be cleared.”. For 

that reason, there is no need to prioritize an area much larger than the area that can be 

managed with the existing resources. 

A useful use case we can anticipate for this method is the screening of large areas in 

early phases to support decision-making. For example, if a graph-based connectivity 

analysis identifies large A. dealbata components or ‘connected regions’ (groups of 

patches isolated from the other patches ((Pascual-Hortal and Saura 2006)) in the 

landscape, it could make sense to define one component as the study area, prioritize its 

patches according to the criteria found relevant and act to prevent ‘ToD G – Aggregation 

by gain’. Weighing the pros and cons and considering the resources and constraints, the 

manager should be able to make an informed decision and adopt an appropriate 

strategy. 

 

 

4.1.5. Conclusions 

 

In a task as challenging and costly as restoring invaded areas, planners need to know 

where the resources can by employed more effectively. Based on the species dispersal 

traits, we argue that not only the area but also the perimeter and location of the patches 

should be considered when fighting the invasion. Addressing an A. dealbata invasion in 

a Natura 2000 site in central Portugal, three scenarios were designed and compared 

using the PAR, a landscape dynamics analysis, and a connectivity index. We conclude 

that removing the patches with higher PAR (mostly small satellite patches) would be 

more impactful than removing the larger patch or removing random intermediary PAR 

patches first. Further connectivity analysis provided an ordered list of patches to remove 

sequentially for higher effectiveness. As main implications for practice we highlight that 
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(i) removing larger patches of invasive plants is not always the most effective way to 

control the invasion, and (ii) patch size, shape and location all contribute to the 

distribution and dispersal of invasive plants and should be assessed to learn where a 

certain amount of work can produce optimal results. 

Managers should adjust the prioritization strategies to the characteristics of each 

region (Roura-Pascual et al. 2010), but provided that the principles and main premises 

apply, this method seems viable for use in different geographic contexts for this species 

(and others with similar dispersal behavior). Since it is based on spatial metrics (NP, area 

and PAR) and their relations, the rationale is transferable to other similar contexts.  

Overall, this approach can be valuable in the early steps of the planning process, 

supporting better decisions regarding the available resources and contributing to 

maximize the effectiveness of the action. In summary, our method for supporting the 

control planning of A. dealbata constitutes a strategy based on landscape dynamics fine-

tuned with complementary connectivity information so that we end up with a clear, 

ordered list of patches to remove.  
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4.2. Grassland dynamics and preservation in Slovenia 

 

This subchapter is based on the article: 

Machado R, Santos P, Sousa-Neves N, Pirnat J. The recent spatiotemporal dynamics of 

grasslands in Slovenia: contribution to their preservation and management. 

(submitted)  

 

Authors’ contributions: 

Rui Machado: Conceptualization, Methods, Analysis, Writing the original draft; Pedro Santos, Nuno de 

Sousa-Neves, Janez Pirnat: Review and Supervising. 

 

 

4.2.1. Background 

 

European seminatural grasslands were created by millennia of low-intensity and 

moderate land use (Hejcman et al. 2013). These systems have a high conservation value 

as they harbour diverse communities of animals and plants, some of which are unique 

and protected (Škornik et al. 2006; Veen et al. 2009; Dakskobler and Seliškar 2016; 

Jugovic et al. 2018; Dakskobler and Poldini 2019). The need to increase livestock 

breeding led to gradual deforestation, and over time more open landscapes with 

pastures were created. The adoption of more intensive agricultural practices, especially 

since the agricultural revolution of the 20th century, such as increased fertilization, 

mowing frequency and drainage, is associated with the deterioration of grasslands 

(Stoate et al. 2009; Van Vooren et al. 2018). Dry grasslands are also threatened by 

abandonment, mainly in marginal and less productive areas, which leads to overgrowth. 

As populations in rural areas age and young people move to cities seeking a different 

life, fewer people are able and willing to work the land (van Vliet et al. 2015). Extensive 

grasslands are an important source of public goods and services (recreation, tourism, 

carbon sequestration, quality meat and dairy products, wool, etc.). However, if these 

benefits remain unnoticed or unmonetized, people tend to avoid the laborious 

traditional ways of working the land.  
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Species-rich grasslands are relevant in Europe but have been rapidly decreasing 

(WallisDeVries et al. 2002) and are now amongst the most endangered ecosystems in 

the European Union (European Environment Agency 2020). Biodiversity preservation in 

agricultural lands is a major environmental challenge in Europe today, and thus, 

conservationists have been working on approaches to maintain the extensive use of 

grasslands and integrate them into modern and more profitable farming systems 

(Simoncini et al. 2019).  

The intensity versus abandonment dichotomy is noticeable in Slovenia. Since 2000, a 

significant share of farms have abandoned livestock breeding or were abandoned 

altogether, while others increased in size and production intensity (Erjavec et al. 2018). 

This abandonment probably contributed to the recently observed deterioration and loss 

of farmland habitats.  

Low-input extensive farming systems that support high levels of biodiversity can be 

considered High Nature Value (HNV) farmlands (Paracchini et al. 2008), which helps raise 

awareness of their importance. Grasslands have benefitted from several policies, from 

European to national, but the results have been far from expected. Kaligarič et al. (2019) 

labelled the results of grassland-specific agri-environmental measures (AEM) 

implemented via the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development from 2007 to 

2013 in Slovenia as an “almost complete failure”.  

Much of the grasslands’ sustainability and capacity to host biodiversity depends on 

their actual use and management. In this regard, it is important to stress that land use 

is not necessarily equivalent to land cover because while the latter may identify a patch 

as grassland the former may provide essential information regarding the intensity, 

mowing frequency, etc. For instance, the grazing of small ruminants slows down the 

overgrowth process, but if too intensive, can impoverish the species composition 

(Dakskobler and Seliškar 2016).  

Landscape structural indicators help understand biological processes and assess the 

habitats’ overall quality or suitability for a given species. While generalists may thrive in 

heterogeneous landscapes (Devictor et al. 2008), specialists tend to respond negatively 

to the high heterogeneity of LULC (Assandri et al. 2019). Heterogeneity can reduce 

habitat availability/accessibility (due to fragmentation) and quality (due to disturbance). 

It is known that more specialized species tend to prefer large patches of grasslands and 
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are likely to suffer from intensified grassland use (Broyer et al. 2017; Tome et al. 2020). 

Šumrada, Kmecl, et al. (2021) recently conducted a study in Slovenia that shows that the 

highest diversity of grassland specialists was found in open landscapes with > 50% 

grassland and very low stocking density and concludes that the negative effects of 

increasing woody vegetation affect grassland specialists the most. Forest succession, 

especially when it occurs at a fast pace, is one of the critical drivers of farmland bird 

declines in Slovenia (Kmecl and Denac 2018). This process involves a gradual 

transformation of grasslands into forests that can occur with different spatial patterns 

in different locations and lead to distinct outcomes. For instance, losing a single 

grassland that acts as a stepping-stone that assures connectivity for several species can 

be worse than losing several closely clustered grasslands that provide redundant 

accessibility and therefore remain connected even if some disappear. In the same way, 

losing X ha of grasslands in a region where they are scarce can be worse than losing 2X 

ha in a grassland-dominated landscape.  

Our concern is to ensure the coexistence of agriculture and biodiversity, and 

therefore we aim at producing useful information for grassland management and 

policymaking. We characterize the recent grasslands spatiotemporal dynamics in 

Slovenia, focusing on the amount and geometry, and discuss how the trends and 

forecasts relate to processes and concepts fundamental for biodiversity preservation, 

such as fragmentation, habitat availability and connectivity. Concretely, we expect to 

identify spatial patterns of grassland change, infer what the trends could lead to in the 

future, and point out specific actions or priorities (based on spatial dynamics) that can 

contribute to grasslands preservation, restoration, and improvement. 

 

 

4.2.2. Methods 

 

4.2.2.1. Overall characterization via landscape metrics 

 

A brief characterization of grasslands’ spatial patterns was made by calculating some 

landscape metrics using the Fragstats software (McGarigal et al. 2012). First, ArcGIS 

10.4.1. (ESRI 2016) was used to merge the land cover categories of natural grasslands 
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and pastures, meadows and other permanent grasslands under agricultural use. The 

data was extracted from CLC maps for 2006, 2012 and 2018. The union of both 

categories was designated as ‘pastures and natural grasslands’ (PNG) and covers around 

6.5% of the country. The CLC’s minimum map unit is 25 ha, but clipping these FC within 

Slovenia’s boundaries originates smaller polygons. We removed the polygons smaller 

than 0,1 ha (1.000 m2) and used the remaining polygons in the analysis. We converted 

the three PNG maps to raster format (GeoTiff; 50 m pixel) and used them as inputs in 

FRAGSTATS with the parameters set as ‘8 cell neighborhood rule’ and ‘no sampling’ 

strategy. The following class-level metrics were computed: 

 

• Largest Patch Index (LPI) 

LPI equals the percentage of the LULC category comprised by the largest patch, which 

makes it a measure of dominance. It is presented as a percent and approaches 0 when 

the largest patch of the LULC category of interest is increasingly small and reaches 100 

if the entire landscape consists of a single patch of that LULC category. 

 

𝐿𝑃𝐼 =
max (𝑎𝑖𝑗)

𝐽=1

𝑛

𝐴
 (100) 

where: 

aij = area (m2) of patch ij. 

A = total class area (m2). 

 

• Shape Index Distribution (SHAPE_MN) 

The SHAPE_MN results from the computing Landscape Shape Index (LSI), that 

measures patch shape complexity, for each patch and calculate the mean. It equals the 

patch perimeter divided by the square root of the patch area and is adjusted by a 

constant for a square standard. It equals 1 when the patch is square and increases 

without limit as the shape becomes more irregular.  

 

𝐿𝑆𝐼 =  
. 25 σ 𝑒𝑖𝑘

∗𝑚
𝑘=1

ξ𝐴
 

where: 
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𝑒𝑖𝑘
∗  = total length (m) of edge in landscape between patch types (classes) i and k; 

A = total landscape area (m2). 

 

• Patch Cohesion Index (COHESION) 

COHESION measures the physical connectedness of the corresponding patch type. 

The index quantifies connectivity in binary landscapes and ranges between 0 and 100 as 

it is calculated as a percentage. The value decreases as the proportion of the landscape 

comprised by the LULC category of interest decreases and becomes increasingly 

subdivided and thus less connected. Higher values reflect a more clumped or aggregated 

distribution. 

 

𝐶𝑂𝐻𝐸𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁 =  

ۏ
ێ
ێ
ۍ

1 −
σ 𝑝𝑖𝑗

∗𝑛
𝑗=1

σ 𝑝𝑖𝑗
∗ ට𝑎𝑖𝑗

∗𝑛
𝑗=1 ے

ۑ
ۑ
ې

. 1 −
1

ξ𝑍
൨

−1

. (100) 

where: 

𝑝𝑖𝑗
∗

 = perimeter of patch ij in terms of number of cell surfaces. 

𝑎𝑖𝑗
∗  = area of patch ij in terms of number of cells. 

Z = total number of cells in the landscape. 

 

• Effective Mesh Size (MESH) 

MESH provides a relative measure of patch structure. It quantifies landscape 

fragmentation based on the probability that two randomly chosen points in a region will 

be connected (Jaeger 2000). MESH ranges between the ratio of cell size to landscape 

area and the total landscape area. The minimum value occurs when only a single pixel 

belongs to the LULC of interest and the maximum when all the landscape consists of a 

single patch of the LUCL of interest. 

 

𝑀𝐸𝑆𝐻 =  
σ 𝑎𝑖𝑗

2𝑛
𝑗=1

𝐴
൬

1

10000
൰ 

where: 

aij = area (m2) of patch ij.  

A = total landscape area (m2).  
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4.2.2.2. Landscape dynamic typology 

 

The analysis was conducted via LDTtool and the first decision to make was which AU 

should be used to avoid the most possible the MAUP effects. An AU too large allows 

existing dynamics to go unnoticed as it calculates all the values and delivers only one 

ToD (e.g., loss for the whole square, instead of located losses and gains). An AU that is 

too small is even more problematic as it does not entirely contain many patches that 

will then be considered again in the adjacent AU. Thus, a small number of intersections 

(polygons partially outside the AU) indicates AU size suitability. For comparison, we 

tested squares of 1 km (100 ha), 2 km (400 ha), 5 km (2.500 ha) and 10 km (10.000 ha). 

The outcome of this preliminary screening, which is thoroughly presented in the ‘4.2.3.2 

Landscape Dynamics Typology’ (Results) section, allowed us to choose the 5 km  squares 

to conduct the rest of the analysis. 

The inputs and settings were the following: Tool – ‘Landscape Dynamic Types 3M 

Squares’; Study Area Polygon – ‘Slovenia’; Landscape Moment 1 – ‘png_slo06’ (pastures 

and natural grasslands); Landscape Moment 2 – ‘png_slo12’; Landscape Moment 3 – 

‘png_slo18’; Keep patches equal or larger than – ‘1000 square meters’; Squares width 

and height – ‘5000 meters’; Output feature class – ‘LDT_3M_Sq5km’ (Figure 27). 

 

 

Figure 27 – Filled dialog box of the tool ‘1.2.1 – Landscape Dynamic Types 3M Squares’. 
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4.2.3. Results and Discussion 

 

4.2.3.1. Overall characterization via landscape metrics 

 

The results obtained in FRAGSTATS are shown in Table 5. The largest patch was the 

same in 2006 and 2012, so the LPI was equal, and the PNG was similar. In 2018, the 

largest patch was smaller and so was LPI. The largest patch represents 1,61% of the total 

PNG area in 2006 and 2012 and 1,29% in 2018, revealing that the largest patch is not 

dominant. The shape index did not vary much, meaning shape complexity was stable 

over time. This number concerns the average of the shape index for all PNG patches; 

therefore, some patches may be particularly irregular, but overall, the complexity was 

low, which matches the empirical experience of PNGs typically being regular patches.  

The aggregation indices reveal no change or little increase from 2006 to 2012 and a 

more noticeable decrease from 2012 to 2018. COHESION and MESH assessed PNG 

fragmentation because they were computed at the class level. COHESION’s advantage 

is that it is displayed as percentages, making it easy to understand when looking at the 

values of around 95–96% where PNG areas are mostly aggregated. This means that most 

of the PNG 50x50 m pixels (n = 543.368 in 2006; n = 543.402 in 2012; n = 506.817 in 

2018) are physically connected. Notice that configuration is assessed here, not 

composition. If there was a single patch of PNG, regardless of its size, COHESION would 

be 100 because all of the existing area would be connected. On the contrary, if two or 

more patches were comprising a larger area, COHESION would be lower because not all 

of the PNG areas would be merged into a single patch. MESH brings a more functional 

character to the analysis. From 2006 or 2012 to 2018, its reduction reflects a decrease 

in the probability that two randomly chosen points in a region are connected. In practice, 

this means that in 2018 it was less probable that two individuals in two different 

locations (within PNG) had access to one another. This suggests that the recent 

dynamics in these systems may be harmful to the species that highly depend on them. 

In brief, the PNGs in Slovenia are mostly aggregated, although not dominated by a single 

large patch, and formed mainly by patches with low complexity (regular edges). The 

recent trend of area loss will likely harm the dependent species by diminishing the 

availability of and accessibility to these areas. 
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Table 5 – Landscape metrics values of Pastures and Natural Grasslands in 2006, 2012 and 2018. 

LPI – Largest Patch Index; SHAPE_MN – Shape Index (mean value); COHESION – Patch 

Cohesion Index; MESH – Effective Mesh Size. 

 LPI SHAPE_MN COHESION MESH 

PNG_06 1,61 2,23 95,63 228,24 

PNG_12 1,61 2,26 95,63 228,35 

PNG_18 1,29 2,22 95,51 196,34 

 

 

4.2.3.2. Landscape Dynamics Typology 

 

The 2006–2012 period shows little change in the grasslands across Slovenia (39 

patches were lost and there was a 10 ha increase). In the period of 2012–2018, PNG lost 

65 patches and 9.249 ha, which is substantially higher. The trend in the second period 

overwhelms the first period’s relative stability and establishes a global change between 

2006 and 2018 of loss of 104 patches and 9.239 ha (Table 6).  

 

Table 6 – Area and number of patches of Pastures and Natural Grasslands in 2006, 2012 and 

2018. Largest patch and Number of Patches overcounts to assess the adequate square sizes. 

 
2006 2012 2018 

Area (ha) 135.929 135.939 126.690 

Number of patches (NP) 1.877 1.838 1.773 

Largest Patch (ha) 1.567 1.567 1.475 

NP using 1 Km Square (100 ha) 9.829 9.787 9.209 

NP overcount 5,24 5,32 5,19 

NP using 2 Km Square (400 ha) 5.568 5.528 5.235 

NP overcount 2,97 3,01 2,95 

NP using 5 Km Square (2500 ha) 3.272 3.232 3.074 

NP overcount 1,74 1,76 1,73 

NP using 10 Km Square (10000 ha) 2.557 2.518 2.400 

NP overcount 1,36 1,37 1,35 
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In the LDT’s framework a lesser amount and fewer patches suggests the occurrence 

of a ToD ‘H - NP decrease due to loss’. Two indicators are important for determining 

which square size is more suitable for the analysis: the largest grassland patch and the 

NP overcount (given by NP count/actual NP). The largest patch of the three maps was 

1.877 ha. Since the patch size displays a left-skewed distribution, the existence of a few 

patches larger than the AU does not necessarily jeopardizes the analysis. LDTtool was 

run four times using 1 km, 2 km, 5 km and 10 km squares. A 1 km x 1 km square covers 

100 ha and the 2 km x 2 km covers 400 ha, and thus should only be used if no better 

alternative is available. A larger AU means fewer patches overlap squares and, 

therefore, a lower value of NP overcount. A balanced selection must consider both 

indicators and never lose sight of the goal of extracting valuable information. After 

discarding 1 km and 2 km squares, the selection was between the 5 km and the 10 km 

squares. Although the latter displays a lower NP overcount, there is not much difference 

between them (~1,36 vs. ~1,75) (Table 6). 

Concerning the analytical scale, the 5 km square with its 2.500 ha seems appropriate 

to assess a dataset composed mostly of small patches with the largest patch covering 

1.877 ha. On the contrary, much activity could happen and remain unnoticed inside a 10 

km square with 10.000 ha. Based on this rationale, we decided to conduct the remaining 

analytical procedures using 5 km squares, which resulted in the outputs presented in 

Figure 28 and Table 7. 
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Figure 28 – Landscape Dynamic Types maps of Pastures and Natural Grasslands in Slovenia 

(periods 2006-2012, 2012-2018 and 2006-2018). 
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Table 7 – Landscape Dynamics Typology results for the three periods analyzed. Number of 

squares assigned to each type of dynamic. 

Type of Dynamic 2006-2012 2012-2018 2006-2018 

A – No change 0 21 0 

A1 – Spatial Shift 0 0 0 

B – Fragmentation per se 0 0 0 

C – Aggregation per se 0 0 0 

D – Gain 382 245 258 

E – Loss 367 206 223 

F – NP increment by gain 0 62 54 

G – Aggregation by gain 0 22 23 

H – NP decrement by loss 24 190 197 

I – Fragmentation by loss 0 27 20 

Absent 158 158 156 

Gain related 382 329 335 

Loss related 391 423 440 

Aggregation related 24 212 220 

Fragmentation related 0 89 74 

 

All analytical periods lack strictly geometric patterns (ToD A1 – Spatial shift, B – 

Fragmentation per se and C – Aggregation per se). There are more squares with ToD 

related to loss (E, H and I) than those related to gain (D, F and G) in all periods, as well 

as a predominance of squares related to NP reduction (C, G and H) compared to those 

related to fragmentation (B, F and I). That is consistent with the overall trend at the 

national scale and suggests a PNG NP decrement due to area loss between 2006 and 

2018. 

In a very simplistic way, we can say that species benefit from habitat gain and suffer 

from habitat loss. The same cannot be said about fragmentation and aggregation per se 

because they can affect different species in different ways (Fahrig 2003). Specialists 

usually suffer from fragmentation (more heterogeneity, more edge effect), while 

generalists do not suffer and may even thrive with reasonable levels of fragmentation. 

If there is enough habitat and a species benefits from edge effects, a loss of habitat could 

be good if it breaks a patch into two or more. Provided that the remaining patches are 
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still accessible, their perimeter is now longer and the edge effect higher. Fragmentation 

can pose challenges to conservation because more patches need to be preserved to 

ensure a certain area is maintained, making patch prioritization more difficult (Pereira 

2018). At the national scale, PNG lost area and patches, which is likely to harm the 

species that rely the most on them. Generalists with good mobility may be an exception. 

Zooming in to the AU scale, specialists are expected to be positively affected in the 

squares with PNG gain and negatively affected in those with PNG loss. Again, such a 

direct conclusion cannot be drawn regarding generalists. It depends on the magnitude 

of the changes and, ultimately, on how much they need PNG to fulfill their needs. 

Because this study focuses on the landscape changes themselves and not on a particular 

species or group of species, this is how far we can go in linking PNG dynamics with 

concrete impacts on fauna. Species-focused studies would require the use of 

parameters such as home range and distance dispersal threshold to calculate habitat 

availability and connectivity for the species of interest. 

Additional information can be extracted from the outputs by projecting the current 

trend into the future. This is not a forecast as there are multiple drivers of landscape 

change, but it still provides insights on which direction the PNG can evolve based on the 

current trends. According to the most recent trend (2012–2018), 27 squares assigned 

with ‘ToD I – Fragmentation by loss’ and 206 squares assigned with ‘ToD E – Loss’ may 

be on their way to becoming ‘ToD H – NP decrement by loss’. That is the final stage 

before a land cover category disappears in that square (Figure 5). A similar rationale 

could be made for the squares that registered PNG gain in the same period, but the 

conclusions are not equivalent for the reasons presented next. The comparison would 

be that the squares with ‘ToD D – Gain’ and ‘ToD F – NP increment by gain’ could keep 

gaining PNG until they reach the ‘ToD G – Aggregation by gain’. This is conceptually 

correct but not likely to happen because pastures maintenance require active 

management but to lose pastures it is enough to abandon them. Unless natural 

succession works in our favor, it is easier to lose than gain the LULC we want because 

inaction leads to loss, and gain is only obtained through intentional action.It may be hard 

to maintain pastures in their current state, but it would be even harder to form new 

pastures or recover them once afforestation occurs. Besides that, in Central European 

grasslands, historical landscape structure seems to be an important predictor of current 
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species richness across different taxa and functional groups (Scherreiks et al. 2022). 

Thus, ecosystem restoration does not imply the immediate recovery of communities. 

 

 

4.2.4. Conclusions 

 

In Slovenia, PNGs are composed of several patches that display simple shapes and 

are not dominated by a single large one. Their recent spatial dynamics vary nationwide 

in direction (loss or gain) and magnitude, but the dominant trend shows area loss and 

NP decreasing (ToD H – NP decrement by loss). Such changes directly impact the more 

specialized and/or less mobile species (e.g., invertebrates, small birds, etc.) that are 

gradually being deprived of these biotopes. 

Kaligarič et al. (2019) warned that the misclassification of grasslands prevents the 

correct application of compensation payments to HNV farms as often rewards others 

that are not. Incorrect classification and poor monitoring contribute strongly to the 

failure of the policies and thus need to be addressed and rectified urgently. An 

alternative (or complementary) approach are result-based schemes (RBS), in which the 

outcomes, not just the measures themselves, are the success criteria to unlock 

payments. Studies conducted in Slovenia show that grassland preservation would 

benefit from a RBS (Šumrada et al. 2021b) and that it would be well accepted by many 

farmers that prefer this approach over the management-based scheme, both in terms 

of payment and monitoring (Šumrada et al. 2022). Whichever funding scheme is in place, 

our results advise halting generalized PNG loss as the highest priority. Therefore, PNG 

maintenance and improvement can benefit from policies and concrete measures that: 

• Prevent the disappearance of small patches and, if possible, increase their area. The 

smaller the patch, the more prone it is to disappear due to outside (matrix) 

influences or stochastic events. In this framework, relevant patches would be the 

smaller ones located in squares with area loss (ToD E – Loss, ToD H – NP decrement 

by loss and ToD I – Fragmentation by loss). 

• Focus on patches that may be stepping-stones keeping other PNGs connected. This 

requires functional connectivity calculations with parameters derived from the 

characteristics of the species of interest. 
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• Allow or incentivize the conversion of other LULC into PNGs, ideally promoting the 

fusion of initially separated patches (promoting ToD G – Aggregation by gain and 

increasing the mean patch size). For increased probability of success, this should be 

attempted where previous PNGs were formerly established. Recently abandoned 

PNGs with overgrowth and earlier stages of afforestation could be appropriate lands 

for PNG restoration.     

 

We provide general recommendations focused on PNGs as a system that needs 

intervention to be maintained and improved. Overall, such recommendations are 

expected to benefit the specialist species that depend on these systems. Nevertheless, 

when the goal is to preserve a certain species, its traits and requirements need to be 

addressed and considered. For example, species with low mobility (e.g., invertebrates) 

or birds such as Alauda arvensis, Anthus trivialis and Saxicola rubetra that require large 

areas of extensive meadows, and whose numbers show a worrisome decline (Kmecl et 

al. 2020),  are greatly affected when their habitat becomes scarcer and divided. Large 

PNG patches are also important because they are probably more resilient and likely to 

harbor more grassland species than smaller PNG patches. For that reason, it is essential 

to prevent area loss, especially in spatial patterns that imply fragmentation (ToD I – 

Fragmentation by loss).  

As a closing remark, we reinforce that PNGs are important for their social and cultural 

history, their ecosystem services, and their well-known biodiversity value. By identifying 

and locating the different spatial patterns of recent PNG dynamics, our work provides 

actionable knowledge to design policies to preserve this land-use system.   
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4.3. Spatial patterns in Montado loss 

 

This subchapter contains elements of the article published in Landscape Ecology as: 

Machado R, Godinho S, Guiomar N, Gil A, Pirnat J (2020) Using graph-theory to 

analyse and assess changes in Mediterranean woodland connectivity. Landscape 

Ecology, 35, 1291–1308. DOI:10.1007/s10980-020-01014-8 
 

 

Authors’ contributions: 

Rui Machado: Conceptualization, Methods, Analysis, Writing the original draft; Sérgio Godinho: Map 

production, Methods, Analysis; Nuno Guiomar: Writing; Artur Gil: Review; Janez Pirnat: Review and 

Supervising. 

 

The montado as study object, the study area and the materials (montado maps) 

remain, but the subsequent analysis differs. The analysis presented in the published 

paper concerns connectivity while the analysis described in this subchapter, and still in 

preparation for submission, focuses on the loss of montado patches, particularly the 

smaller ones.  

 

 

4.3.1. Background 

 

The Portuguese montado is a multifunctional agro-silvopastoral system, similar to the 

Spanish dehesa, that covers most of the Southern region of the country, Alentejo (Pinto-

Correia et al. 2011b). It is a complex system shaped by site variability (soil, climate, 

topography, etc.) and influenced by multiple production activities (agriculture, livestock, 

etc.) that share the same space in the landscape (Pinto-Correia 1993). The system has 

been sustainable for centuries based on a mixture of core products such as cork, cereal 

and livestock, complemented by others like honey, wool, firewood and charcoal, etc. 

(Gaspar et al. 2007). The optimized exploitation of the three pillars, agriculture, forest 

and livestock, requires a balanced management associated with different vegetation 

layers that fosters habitat heterogeneity making the landscape more prone to harbor a 

greater species diversity (Rosenweig 1995; Bugalho et al. 2011; Godinho and Rabaça 

2011). Due to its role in harboring biodiversity, montado is recognised by the European 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10980-020-01014-8
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Environmental Agency as High Nature Value Farming system (Paracchini et al. 2008; 

Pinto-Correia et al. 2018). 

Despite its importance at different levels, montado has been declining in area and 

quality, and its sustainability in the long-term is threatened (Godinho et al. 2016c). In a 

way, montado faces similar threats to those mentioned in the previous subchapter 

concerning the grasslands in Slovenia; system simplification provoked by land use 

intensification in the more productive areas and abandonment of the marginal ones 

(Pinto-Correia and Mascarenhas 1999). Evergreen canopy cover has been decreasing 

rapidly in the recent decades in mainland Portugal, especially in holm oak woodlands. 

This is a worrisome indicator, since canopy loss can be interpreted as a proxy (or 

precursor) of forest degradation. The reasons for this declining trend of montado are 

several, from mismanagement to global change factors such as higher mean 

temperature or the emergence of oak diseases (Acácio et al. 2021). The fruit dispersal 

of the two dominant tree species, Quercus suber and Quercus rotundifolia, occurs 

through barochory and synzoochory mainly by the European jay (Garrulus glandarius) 

and the wood mice (Apodemus sylvaticus) (Gómez 2003; Muñoz and Bonal 2007), but 

the low seedling survival is a constraint to tree recruitment (Leiva and Fernández-Alés 

2003; Pulido and Díaz 2005). Overgrazing and use of heavy machinery are also pointed 

out as factors for the generalized lack of tree regeneration (Dinis et al. 2015; Almeida et 

al. 2016). The accumulation and interaction of ecological and anthropic disturbances 

over a long period have affected significantly the regenerative capacity of 

Mediterranean ecosystems (Blondel 2006). Poor recruitment and tree aging must be 

reversed to guarantee the maintenance of these valuable landscapes (Plieninger et al. 

2010) and the more degraded the system, the less prone it is to recover, due to 

establishment of negative feedback loops. For instance, montado loss leading to 

fragmentation, and thus decreasing the connectivity for some animal species, including 

its seed dispersers, hampers seed dispersion and overall expansion (Herrera and García 

2010; Puerta-Piñero et al. 2012). 

Not all montado is the same as the system can vary a lot in its structure and design - 

tree species, age and density, livestock species and amount, dominance of shrublands 

or pastures, etc. (Pinto-Correia et al. 2011a). Despite the type of montado, it is expected 

that large continuous patches are more resistant to changes, and resilient to 
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disturbances, than smaller scattered ones. We hypothesize that small patches have 

been disappearing more than large ones, which empirically seems evident, but requires 

further investigation. The main goal is to gather information concerning the lost patches 

and their dimensions, look for patterns and, based on the outcome, be able to scenarize 

into the future. That kind of knowledge is particularly valuable and actionable since 

montado is a human-made and maintained system, highly dependent on management 

decisions. That is to say that montado patch dynamics is not only subject to natural 

processes but also and very deeply dependent on human decisions, that should be taken 

with the best and more comprehensive information available. 

 

 

4.3.2. Methods 

 

4.3.2.1. Study area and montado maps production 

 

The study area was selected according to the biogeography boundaries and 

comprises the Alto Alentejano Superdistrict (Costa et al. 1998). The area covers 856.720 

ha in a region where montado is a typical land use system (Bugalho et al. 2009) and 

displays its predominance by occupying about 45% of the area, followed by arable land 

that covers about 28%. In this region, the montado is mostly formed by varying densities 

of cork oaks (Quercus suber) and/or holm oaks (Quercus rotundifolia) (Godinho et al. 

2016a) with natural pastures or cultivated understory (Canteiro et al. 2011). The climate 

is markedly Mediterranean with hot and dry summers and wet and cold winters. The 

mean annual precipitation ranges between 550 mm and 650 mm. The relief is 

predominantly soft and elevation ranges from 40 m to 645 m. 
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Figure 29 – Study area. 

 

Montado is a complex land use system hard to equate to a specific LULC category. It 

can exhibit so much internal variability at multiple dimensions that it is hard to define it 

concisely and map it. The tree density variability and fuzzy boundaries, in particular, 

make the montado map production very challenging (Van Doorn and Pinto-Correia 

2007) but some works have shown that it is possible to obtain fairly accurate maps via 

satellite imagery and machine learning algorithms (Godinho et al. 2016a, b; Allen et al. 

2018). 

In this study, montado maps for the years 1984, 1999 and 2014 were produced using 

satellite imagery from Landsat Thematic Mapper, Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus and 

Operational Land Imager sensors (path 203 and row 33). Spring and summer scenes 

were acquired to optimize inter-class separability based on the seasonal vegetation 

variation (Rodriguez-Galiano and Chica-Olmo 2012; Godinho et al. 2016b). Adjustments 

were made to tackle the absence of cloud-free images in the springs of 1984 and 1999 

(images from 1985 and 2000 were used instead). After atmospheric correction was 

applied using the FLAASH (Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral 

Hypercubes) method, six vegetation indices were calculated: Enhanced Vegetation 

Index (EVI), Short-Wave Infrared Ratio (SWIR32), Carotenoid Reflectance Index 1 (CRI1), 

Green Chlorophyll Index (CIgreen), Normalised Multi-band Drought Index (NMDI), and 
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Soil-Adjusted Total Vegetation Index (SATVI). More information about the calculation 

and effectiveness in semi-arid environments are available in Godinho et al. (2016b). 

The classification was conducted using the Stochastic Gradient Boosting (SGB) 

algorithm (Friedman 2002) based on 1.300, 1.301, and 1.549 sample points (80% for 

training and 20% for validation) for the years 1984, 1999, and 2014, respectively. The 

points were collected through Landsat image-interpretation, following a stratified-

sample approach based on eleven land cover types: (1) montado, (2) pine forest, (3) 

eucalyptus forest, (4) olive groves, (5) vineyards, (6) irrigation agriculture, (7) dry 

crops/pastures, (8) shrublands, (9) water bodies, (10) bare soils and (11) urban areas 

(Table 8). 

 

Table 8 – List of land cover types and number of sample points used for classification. 

Class Name 
Number of sample points 

1984 1999 2014 

Montado 417 417 420 
Eucalyptus Forest 80 83 117 

Shrubland 80 81 81 

Pine Forest 80 80 80 

Water 90 85 89 

Olive Grove 110 102 148 

Irrigation Agriculture 80 81 101 

Dry crops/pastures 123 117 213 

Bare soil 80 80 81 

Urban 80 80 80 

Vineyards 80 95 139 

 

The following cross-validation was performed using auxiliary geoinformation: the 

Portuguese official land-use map (Carta de Uso e Ocupação do Solo) of 1990 (Direção-

Geral do Território 2019) for the 1984 map; high-resolution true-color orthophotomaps, 

dated 2005 (produced by CNIG - National Center of Geographic Information), for the 

1999 map; and high-resolution imagery from 2011-2013 available in Google Earth, for 

the 2014 map. The SGB classification produced moderate agreement and good accuracy: 

1984 (Overall classification accuracy (OA) = 81,85%; Kappa coefficient (K) = 0,78), 1999 

(OA = 75,58%; K = 0,71), and 2014 (OA = 80,07%; K = 0,77). Regarding the montado areas, 

the classification also produced reasonable accuracies: 1984 (Producer’s Accuracy (PA) 
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= 89,2%; User’s Accuracy (UA) = 74,7%), 1999 (PA = 91,6%; UA = 80,0%), and 2014 (PA = 

85,7%; UA = 75,8%). 

 

 

4.3.2.2. Montado dynamics 

 

The LDTtool was used to calculate the ToD for the three analytical moments using 1 

km x 1 km squares. This square size was chosen because we knew beforehand that the 

subsequent analysis would focus on small patches. Since the smallest mapped patches 

cover 1 ha, a small AU was required to detect the influence of such patches on the ToD. 

With a large AU (e.g., 5 km x 5 km or larger) the variation of small patches would be 

diluted in the global changes and remain unnoticed. 

The largest lost patches covered 127 ha and 113 ha, in the first and second period, 

respectively. We built 5ha-range intervals (size classes), with the maximum value of 130 

ha to encompass all the lost patches. Exceptionally, the first interval does not display a 

range of 5 ha due to the 1 ha minimum map unit. 

Although the lost patches were the central topic of the study, their number had to be 

compared to the existing patches, for reference. Therefore, the number of existing 

montado patches in 1984 and 1999 as well as the accumulated area were calculated for 

each size class. Chi-square tests were applied to the existing and lost patches datasets 

to investigate whether the patches of the different size classes have been disappearing 

according to their availability or, on the contrary, some size classes lost more, or less, 

patches than expected. Next, via a few geoprocessing operations (Figure 30), the 

information regarding the ToD that had occurred in the corresponding square(s) was 

attached to each lost patch.  
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Figure 30 – Steps to combine types of dynamic and lost patch data. 

 

 

4.3.2.3. Patch loss simulation 

 

In the 1984-1999 period, 49% of the montado patches smaller than 5 ha were lost. In 

the period 1999-2014, the number was 59% which shows an acceleration compared to 

the earlier period. Based on these numbers, we built a conservative scenario where 50% 

of the montado patches smaller than 5 ha existent in 2014 would disappear next. In 

2014, there were 3.868 patches in that size class, so 1.934 (50%) were randomly selected 

and deleted. This was actually done three times to provide us with more analytical data 

volume and diversity and originated three scenarios that differ in the eliminated patches 

that were randomly selected (Figure 31). The spatial distribution of the lost patches 

(smaller than 5 ha) in the previous periods was scattered, not clustered, in any particular 

region, which allowed us to use a random selection with no additional specific criteria.   
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Figure 31 – Scenario building procedure with randomly eliminated small patches (3 runs). 

 

 

4.3.3. Results and Discussion 

 

4.3.3.1. Montado maps 

 

The montado area has been decreasing and the NP increasing, which suggests an 

overall dynamic of fragmentation due to area loss. This is verifiable between 1984 and 

1999, 1999 and 2014, and consequently along the entire study period 1984-2014 (Table 

9 and Figure 32). 

 

Table 9 – Montado number of patches, area and types of dynamic. 

 1984 1999 2014 

NP 5.411 5.603 6.131 

Area 426.062 401.118 327.178 

General ToD 

Fragmentation by 

Loss 

Fragmentation by 

Loss 

Fragmentation by Loss 
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Figure 32 – Montado maps for 1984, 1999 and 2014. 

 

In both 1984 and 1999 the existing NP display a left-skewed distribution while the 

correspondent area displays a right-skewed distribution. These characteristics are also 

noticeable when the data is aggregated in size classes of 5 ha range (Figure 33). In both 

dates, the five larger patches are much bigger than the rest and the two larger patches 

comprise about 55% of the total montado area in 1984 and 54% in 1999. Using only the 

size classes up to 130 ha (black ellipsis in Figure 33), because no larger patches were lost, 

we have a comparative baseline to assess the losses. Both charts in Figure 34 show that 

most of the patches are smaller than 5 ha and that this size class also holds the higher 

area amount.  
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Figure 33 – Montado number of patches and area per class area; a) in 1984; b) in 1999. 
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Figure 34 – Montado number of patches and area per class area to the maximum of 130 ha; a) 

in 1984; b) in 1999. 

 

 

4.3.3.2. Montado dynamics 

 

In 1984, 97,25% of the patches were smaller than 130 ha, and these patches held 

10,28% of the total montado area. The equivalent values for 1999 are 97,23% and 

11,56%. Regarding the losses, there was a clear trend showing that smaller patches were 

lost in higher numbers (Figure 35), while generally, the bigger patches disappeared less 

often.  
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Figure 35 – Montado lost patches and lost area in the periods 1984-1999 and 1999-2014. 

  

The existing NP and the lost NP of the different size classes are strongly correlated 

(Figure 36), which confirms that there are many small patches and many of them are 

lost and there are few larger patches and few of them are lost. However, the answer we 

were looking for was if patches within a certain patch size were lost as expected. For 

example, there are more smaller patches, more smaller patches are lost, but are they 

disappearing more (proportion-wise) than expected? The Chi-square tests conducted 

with the most relevant five patch size classes (up to 24,99 ha) show there are differences 

between size classes, regarding the proportions of existing and lost patches (Box 3 and 

Figure 37).   
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Figure 36 – Montado patches vs. lost montado patches; a) period 1984-1999; b) period 1999-

2014. 

 

Box 3 – Chi-square test results. 

# Eight Chi-square tests were performed. Four considering only the five most relevant patch size classes 
# and four using all the patch size classes. Using all the patch size classes, one criterion to use confidently 
# the Chi-square test (No expected values should be zero) is not fulfilled. Therefore, Monte Carlo  
# simulations with 1000 iterations were integrated in the test to simulate the p-value. 
 
# For all tests, χ2 > Critical Value, and also p-value < 0,05, which means we reject H0, therefore considering 
the observed and the expected values differ. 

 
# Test 1 – Area1984_5classes 

> chisq.test(Area1984_5classes, correct = TRUE) 
Pearson's Chi-squared test 
data:  Area1984_5classes 

X-squared = 268;45; df = 4; p-value < 2,2e-16 

 
# Test 2 – NP1984_5classes 

> chisq.test(NP1984_5classes, correct = TRUE) 
Pearson's Chi-squared test 

data:  NP1984_5classes 
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X-squared = 76,741; df = 4; p-value = 8,534e-16 

 
# Test 3 – Area1999_5classes 

> chisq.test(Area1999_5classes, correct = TRUE) 
Pearson's Chi-squared test 
data:  Area1999_5classes 

X-squared = 529,34; df = 4; p-value < 2,2e-16 

 
# Test 4 – NP1999_5classes 

> chisq.test(NP1999_5classes, correct = TRUE) 
Pearson's Chi-squared test 

data:  NP1999_5classes 
X-squared = 69,435; df = 4; p-value = 2,988e-14 

 
# Test 5 – Area1984_all values 

> chisq.test(Area1984, simulate.p.value = TRUE, B = 1000) 
Pearson's Chi-squared test with simulated p-value (based on 1000 replicates) 

data:  Area1984 
X-squared = 3463,3; df = NA; p-value = 0,000999 

 
# Test 6 – NP1984_all values 

> chisq.test(NP1984, simulate.p.value = TRUE, B = 1000) 
Pearson's Chi-squared test with simulated p-value (based on 1000 replicates) 

data:  NP1984 
X-squared = 186,59; df = NA; p-value = 0,000999 

 
# Test 7 – Area1999_all values 

> chisq.test(Area1999, simulate.p.value = TRUE, B = 1000) 
Pearson's Chi-squared test with simulated p-value (based on 1000 replicates) 

data:  Area1999 
X-squared = 5253,5; df = NA; p-value = 0,000999 

 
# Test 8 – NP1999_all values 

> chisq.test(NP1999, simulate.p.value = TRUE, B = 1000) 
Pearson's Chi-squared test with simulated p-value (based on 1000 replicates) 

data:  NP1999 
X-squared = 191,9, df = NA; p-value = 0,000999 
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Figure 37 – Percentages of existing NP and Area and Percentages of lost NP and lost Area, 

grouped by patch size class. a) NP in 1984 and NP lost in 1984-1999; b) Area in 1984 and Area 

lost in 1984-1999; c) NP in 1999 and NP lost in 1999-2014; d) Area in 1999 and Area lost in 

1999-2014. 

 

In Figure 37, charts a) and b) refer to the period 1984-1999 while charts c) and d) 

refer to the period 1999-2014. The changing heights in the patch size classes show 

different proportions of existing and the lost patches. In the charts a) and c), concerning 

NP, it is noticeable that the existing NP of the smaller sizes class were around 70% of the 

total NP but the percentage of the same class regarding lost patches in the following 

periods is around 80%. In sum, the smaller patches represented ~70% of the existing 

patches, but ~80% of the lost patches, leading to the conclusion that patches smaller 

than 5 ha disappear more than expected. In the next class (5-9,99 ha) the trend is 

inverted and continues in the next classes, suggesting that patches larger than 5 ha 

disappear slightly less than expected. The charts b) and d), show area instead of NP and 

are visually easier to interpret due to the classes’ heights. When compared to the charts 

with NP, they differ mostly in the percentages but do no change much in terms of trends. 

The patches smaller than 5 ha represent around 30% of the total area but around 40% 

of the lost area, meaning once again that these small patches disappear more than the 

initial proportion would lead us to expect. The next size class still shows the same trend 
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but with a smaller difference, so patches between 5 and 10 ha also disappear more than 

expected but not as much. The trend inverts for the patches larger than 10 ha, whose 

extinction occur in lower percentages than their existence. By applying the LDTtool, we 

obtained additional data regarding local dynamics in 1 km x 1 km squares (Figure 38).  

 

 

Figure 38 – Types of Dynamic montado maps with 1 km x 1 km squares. 

 

Around half (49%) of the patches smaller than 5 ha that existed in 1984 were lost 

until 1999, which represents 35% of the area comprised in that size class (Table 10). 

Although the analysis is focused on the lost patches, it is useful to look at the whole 

picture and realize that other dynamics were at play at the same time. Such a significant 
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loss of patches could lead us to expect that at the end of the period there would be less 

of them, but there were actually more (NP = 3.580), and that size class encompasses 

even more area than before (7.595 ha). Almost half of the small patches disappeared, 

but new ones also appeared, some by area gain but most due to the ‘Fragmentation by 

loss’ suffered by other larger patches. These are two seemingly opposite realities that 

are in fact related and share the same driver: montado loss. In many cases it is the same 

phenomena, just happening in different size classes, in some provoking NP decrement 

(small patches disappear altogether) and in other causing NP increment (larger patches 

break apart). In the period 1999-2014 the percentage of NP and area lost, relative to the 

size class’s total is even higher, reaching 59% and 55%, respectively (Table 11).  

 

Table 10 – Percentage of lost patches and corresponding area in the period 1984-1999 relative 

to the existing in 1984. 

 1984 Lost in 1984-1999 
 

Size class (ha) NP Area (ha) NP Area (ha) % NP % Area 

1 - 4,99 3533 7364 1723 2592 49 35 

5 - 9,99 728 5163 239 1627 33 32 

10 - 14,99 313 3794 90 1087 29 29 

15 - 19,99 171 2910 32 541 19 19 

20 - 24,99 106 2360 18 407 17 17 

 

Table 11 – Percentage of lost patches and corresponding area in the period 1999-2014 relative 

to the existing in 1999. 

 1999 Lost in 1999-2014 
 

Size class (ha) NP Area (ha) NP Area (ha) % NP % Area 

1 - 4,99 3580 7595 2096 4201 59 55 

5 - 9,99 805 5676 366 2583 45 46 

10 - 14,99 315 3811 102 1232 32 32 

15 - 19,99 195 3389 50 871 26 26 

20 - 24,99 113 2539 33 742 29 29 
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4.3.3.3. Patch loss simulation 

 

According to the simulations, losing half of the small patches from 2014 onwards, 

implies losing around 4.000 ha more (Table 12).  

 

Table 12 – Montado loss simulation results. *half of the total NP in 2014, following previous 

periods patterns. 

 

Loss in Scenario 1 

NP Area (ha) % NP % Area 

1934* 4116 50* 50,39 

 2014 Loss in Scenario 2 

Size class (ha) NP Area (ha) NP Area (ha) % NP % Area 

1 - 4,99 3868 8169 1934* 4075 50* 49,88 

 

Loss in Scenario 3 

NP Area (ha) % NP % Area 

1934* 4076 50* 49,90 

 

Limiting the analysis to the lost patches smaller than 5 ha, the losses occurred in 1.665 

squares in the first period, and 2.013 in the second. Six different ToD were assigned to 

the squares where the loss of patches smaller than 5 ha took place. The losses are 

accounted for everywhere but have more influence in some squares than others. 

Ultimately, it depends on the magnitude and on the dynamics in the surroundings 

(within the same AU). If nothing more significant happens besides one or more patches 

being lost, that change causes ‘ToD H – NP decrement by loss’. In other cases, despite 

patches being lost, other spatial patterns mask and overcome that dynamic (e.g., more 

newly gained patches than lost patches). For this reason, lost patches affect every 

square but are more significant for ToD H. In the first period, 44% of the squares where 

these patches were lost displayed ToD H. In the second period, the equivalent value 

reached 55% (Table 13).  

The ToD H counts for the three scenarios are 2.112, 2.090 and 2.077, respectively. 

However, in the previous periods, only half of the squares in which small patch loss 

occurred were assigned with ToD H (44% in 1984-1999 and 55% in 1999-2014; average 
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= 50%). Applying the same proportion, we end up with the ToD H counts being 1.056, 

1.045, and 1.039. These are the numbers of squares where the patch loss is expected to 

be the only or the dominant transformation taking place.  

 

Table 13 – Number of squares assigned to each type of dynamic. 
 

1984-1999 1999-2014 

Type of Dynamic Squares (No.) % Squares (No.) % 

D – Gain 106 6 120 6 

E – Loss 184 11 189 9 

F - NP increment by gain 119 7 141 7 

G - Aggregation by gain 341 20 285 14 

H - NP decrement by loss 736 44 1101 55 

I - Fragmentation by loss 179 11 177 9 
 

Total = 1665  Total = 2013  

 

 

4.3.4. Conclusions 

 

The anticipation, based on the empiric experience, that montado smaller patches 

have been disappearing more than larger ones was confirmed. Moreover, the loss of 

smaller patches is not only disproportionally higher when compared with larger ones 

but has also accelerated during the analysed period. Conservative scenarios, built on the 

premise that the trend remains, point to a value of about 4.000 ha reduction, achieved 

by the loss of patches smaller than 5 ha. If the same amount were lost through large 

patches, the configurational impact would be greatly reduced but via small patches it 

originates significant geometric changes in the landscape. In this concern, the scenarios 

anticipate slightly above 1.000 locations (squares) where the patch loss could be the 

most relevant dynamic, causing ‘ToD H – NP decrement by loss’. This approach is 

exclusively focused on patch loss, modelled based on past statistics and does not 

consider montado gains or other loss related patterns (‘ToD E – Loss’ or ‘shrinkage’). For 

that reason, to draw holistic conclusions regarding the montado dynamics, would be not 

only out of the scope of this work, but also too much speculative. An important 
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improvement to this approach would be to enrich the scenario-building procedure with 

relevant data concerning the lost patches. For instance, patch isolation or the distance 

to the nearest patch can influence the patch lost process; thus, such metrics could help 

unveil some spatial patterns, which in turn would allow us to integrate spatial 

information in the patch selection for remotion, instead of just randomly removing a 

portion of the patches. 

Since montado is a human-made and maintained system, highly dependent on 

management decisions and actively managed, the conclusions extracted should not be 

interpreted only as a diagnostic or loose pieces of information to contemplate, while the 

landscape changes. Notwithstanding more suited proposals for concrete contexts, some 

general recommendations that stem from our analysis are the following: 

• New isolated montado patches should cover at least 10 ha and never less than 5 

ha. 

• If an area increment is smaller than 5 ha, it should be adjacent to existing 

montado patches (Promote ‘Gain’ or ‘Aggregation by gain’, instead of ‘NP 

increment by gain’). 

• If, in a conservation program, other criteria (e.g., interconnectivity being more 

important than intraconnectivity, connector preservation (Saura and Rubio 

2010), etc.)) lead to the preservation of many small patches instead of fewer 

larger ones, be aware beforehand that the operation will be more demanding 

and will require more thorough monitoring. 

 

The complex montado dynamics are not only subject to natural processes but also 

very deeply dependent on human decisions that should be supported by the best and 

more comprehensive information available. Whether it is for montado preservation, 

recovery, or promotion, knowing the patch loss trajectory is vital to outline effective 

approaches and leverage resources. The confirmation that smaller patches do indeed 

disappear more, in a disproportioned way and recently at an accelerated rate, is relevant 

information that should integrate policies and plans, and be reflected in concrete 

measures.  
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4.4. Uses by other authors 

 

The fact that LDTtool was used by other authors soon after being released suggests 

the usability of such tool, if not its necessity. LDTtool was used by Stoica et al. (2021) 

and Jatayu et al. (2022) to study urban growth and associated dynamics, and by Navarro-

Cerrillo et al. (2022) to assess afforestation on agricultural lands. 

 

4.4.1. Built-up area expansion in Romania 

 

The work by Stoica et al. (2021) focuses on urban expansion in the surroundings of 

Bucharest, Romania, and uses LDTtool to identify the types of build-up area dynamics 

that occurred between 2000 and 2018. The following excerpts of their discussion 

highlight the usefulness of LDTtool. 

 

Excerpt 1: 

“In addition, LDTtool provides valuable findings. Through quantitative measurements, 

it identifies the specific dynamics of built-up area and the overall fragmented spatial way 

of development hinted in other studies [57,75]. Still, some interesting differentiations 

were revealed, as the prevailing change pattern was “F—NP increment by gain” before 

2008, but afterwards the “G—Aggregation by gain” type of dynamics became the most 

represented, followed by the previously dominant category. Thus, we notice an obvious 

shift in the last decade toward a spatial homogenization in several places, as the fusion 

of patches fosters this process [106].” 

 

Excerpt 2: 

“For getting deeper insights about territorial transformations, LDTtool has proven 

suitable for detecting the types of local dynamics, as suggested in previous research 

[106,107].” 

 

The outputs produced based on LDTtool were a map (Figure 39) and a chart (Figure 

40). 
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Figure 39 – Built-up area types of dynamics (2000–2018) (Stoica et al. 2021). 
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Figure 40 – Number of cells assigned to each built-up area dynamic type (Stoica et al. 2021). 
 

Reference: 

Stoica, I.V., Zamfir, D., Vîrghileanu, M., 2021. Evaluating the territorial impact of built-up area 

expansion in the surroundings of Bucharest (Romania) through a multilevel approach based on 

landsat satellite imagery. Remote Sensing. 13. https://doi.org/10.3390/rs13193969 

 

 

4.4.2. Urban form dynamics in Indonesia 

 

Jatayu et al., (2022) studied the dynamics of urban form (spatial patterns of human 

activity) in Indonesia. Among other methods, they used the LDT principles, 

operationalised via LDTtool to assess built-up changes in composition and configuration. 

The following excerpt is taken from the subsection ‘2.3.3 Landscape Dynamic Typology 

(LDT) Tools’:  

 

“There are three main interpretations in LDT: 

• In a case where there are no changes in area and NP between two periods, the 

landscape did not experience any dynamics. 

https://doi.org/10.3390/rs13193969
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• In a case where the area remains the same between two periods while NP changes, the 

landscape faces a fragmentation or aggregation event (i.e., pure geometric variation). 

• In a case where both the area and NP change between two periods, the landscape is 

experiencing fragmentation or aggregation due to gain or loss in the specified class (i.e., 

geometric variation caused by area variation).” 

 

Based on these LDT core principles, they applied LDTtool to the build-up land use 

category and obtained the output shown in Figure 41, which includes elements of the 

existing trend and three scenarios. For each one, there is a map dedicated to amount 

variation, showing urban area gains and losses, and another map showing the geometric 

variations in the forms of fragmentation or aggregation.   

 

 

Figure 41 – Spatial distributions of different landscape dynamics identified by trend: BAU, SPP, 

and UCT models. (Jatayu et al. 2022) 

 

Reference: 

Jatayu, A., Saizen, I., Rustiadi, E., Pribadi, D.O., Juanda, B., 2022. Urban Form Dynamics and 

Modelling towards Sustainable Hinterland Development in North Cianjur, Jakarta–Bandung 

Mega-Urban Region. Sustainability. 14. https://doi.org/10.3390/su14020907  

https://doi.org/10.3390/su14020907
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4.4.3. Afforestation in Southern Spain 

 

The work by Navarro-Cerrillo et al. (2022) focused on landscape fragmentation and 

connectivity associated with the afforestation on agricultural land between 1990 and 

2018. LDTtool was one of the tools used alongside Patch Analyst (Rempel et al. 2012) 

and Graphab (Foltête et al. 2012). The outputs produced by LDTtool were a group of 

maps showing the occurred ToD (Figure 42) and a table concerning the area assigned to 

each ToD, for several combinations of dehesa, pine plantation and afforestation.  

 

 

Figure 42 - Dynamic between 1990 and 2018 in dehesas and afforestation in agricultural lands 
in Andevalo (A, B) and Pinus and afforestation in agricultural lands in Guadix (C, D), South 

Spain. (Navarro-Cerrillo et al. 2022) 

 

An excerpt from the article’s Results section (Fragmentation dynamic subsection): 

“… the ToD "Number of patches (NP) increments by gain" was the most prevalent 

change pattern in 2018, and it was also the most represented ToD after afforestation 

(dehesas1990 = 472,43 ha; dehesas + afforestation2018 = 30.399,68 ha). This represents 

the afforestation were established adjacent to existing forest uses (dehesas).” 
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Parallel remarks are made concerning other ToD and land uses. Further analysis 

allowed the authors to draw significant conclusions: 

• Most changes related to afforestation were related to the NP increment by gain while 

fragmentation per se was less relevant, i.e., there was not much fragmentation of the 

already existing patches but there was a significant increase on the number of small 

patches of new forest. 

• New patches have an impact primarily at the landscape granularity level, directly 

adding variability to the landscape and increasing its conservation value. 

 

Reference: 

Navarro-Cerrillo RM, Rivas CA, Quinto L, et al (2022) Afforestation on agricultural land in 

southern Spain : an important driver to improve forest landscape connectivity. New Forests. 

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11056-022-09956-4 

  

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11056-022-09956-4
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CHAPTER 5. Conclusions 

 

 

The conceptual framework and the LDT method were built roughly simultaneously. 

Once the conceptual framework was clear, the nomenclature emerged naturally from 

it. This is a broad nomenclature, not meant to replace more specific ones, but instead 

able to harmonize and provide integrity. With this foundation established, further 

advances occurred downstream at the tool development level, originating an ArcGIS 

toolbox and a set of QGIS scripts. Finally, the LDT’s analytical capabilities were put to the 

test in real studies. This thesis’ outputs are enumerated next and graphically illustrated 

in Figure 43. 

 

Outputs: 

• A conceptual framework 

• A nomenclature 

• A method 

• Two tools 

• Three use cases 

 

Figure 43 – Graphical overview of the thesis content and outputs.  
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Neither LDT nor any of the tools are final products. One can think that LDT is solid as 

it is and requires no further adjustments but any hypothetical improvement in one of 

the tools (e.g., addition of a ToD) may allow or imply changes in the LDT to assure the 

overall consistency. LDTtool and LDT4QGIS embody the entire process since they 

incorporate the conceptual framework, the nomenclature and the method. Their main 

strengths are the overall user-friendliness, straightforward configuration, possibility to 

adjust parameters and source code availability that allow users to make their own 

modifications. The outputs are also easy to interpret as they come in the form of indices 

variations, and spatially-explicit ToDs/spatial patterns. Both tools’ scope of application 

are limited by certain characteristics such as the use of binary landscapes and artificial 

AU, which bring together the MAUP. For instance, studies focused on edge contrast 

metrics or connectivity studies involving resistance surfaces are outside these tools' 

scopes of application. Correct decisions concerning the data and the phenomena spatial, 

temporal, and thematic resolutions are needed to assure correct results and 

conclusions. Caution is also required when interpreting results related to fragmentation, 

because although the ToD are calculated for each AU, fragmentation is a landscape-scale 

process (McGarigal and Cushman 2005). Given the variety of topics in which these tools 

can add analytic and interpretative value (e.g., biodiversity conservation, ecosystem 

services, landscape planning, etc.), it is likely that original approaches may emerge 

leading to the development of new features that we cannot yet envision. 

The presentation of the method and tools includes demonstrations of how they 

operate. These illustrative examples also show the type of outputs one can expect. 

Actual case studies (subchapters 4.1., 4.2. and 4.3.) involved deeper analysis not 

restricted to LDT but instead adopting a comprehensive approach combining the 

methods that better fitted the specific needs of each study. In subchapter 4.1. LDTtool 

was used along with Conefor Sensinode 2.2 (Saura and Torné 2009) to rank Acacia 

dealbata patches based on relevant criteria in order to halt the ongoing invasion. The 

primordial analysis focused on landscape changes, with connectivity aspects being 

added to enhance the selection of Acacia dealbata patches to eliminate. In this study, 

LDTtool was applied to build detailed scenarios at the patch level. The analysis 

performed in subchapter 4.2. regarding the pastures and natural grasslands in Slovenia 

was distinct because there was no emphasis on specific patches. In this study, 
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FRAGSTATS (McGarigal and Marks 1995) was used to provide an overall view of the 

grassland patches nationwide, while LDTtool was used to detect recent changes and to 

help identify spatial patterns. These are ultimately useful for scenarizing and supporting 

decision-making on which grasslands should be preserved and actively managed. In 

subchapter 4.3., the loss of montado patches is addressed via LDTtool. Despite adding 

value through its core capacity of detecting and locating ToDs, the toolbox was 

specifically used to track lost patches. These were then grouped by size classes, 

establishing a helpful baseline for predicting which patches are likely to disappear within 

a short period. In summary, LDT and its associated tools have shown to be able to enrich 

analytic procedures involving landscape dynamics. In a discipline where topics are often 

related and intertwined, LDT is easily integrated into broad methodological schemes 

either feeding from other tools’ products (using other software’s outputs as inputs) or 

providing inputs for subsequent analysis (its outputs being inputs for other software).  

Zooming out from technicalities and expertise jargon, it is important to keep in mind 

the end goal is to contribute with methods and tools to improve people’s lives through 

correct landscape planning and natural resources management. Before the advent of 

GIS, a basic technique of spatial analysis, map overlays, was successfully employed. Map 

overlays allow visual examination of spatially-explicit characteristics or phenomena, and 

possible cause-effect relationships between them. The most famous spatial analysis 

example is the study conducted by the epidemiologist Dr. John Snow on how the cholera 

outbreak of 1854 in London was related to a specific contaminated water pump (Figure 

44).   
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Figure 44 – Dr. John Snow’s map to describe the Broad Street pump cholera outbreak of 1854, 

in London. (https://www.ph.ucla.edu/epi/snow/mapsbroadstreet.html) 

 

While some issues are more specific and sectorial, others are multidisciplinary and 

require more complex approaches. Land policies are essential to safeguard the proper 

use of resources and provide quality of life to populations but can be complicated 

instruments as they to need to consider many variables and tackle the fact that 

landscapes are dynamic. Understanding LULC transformations over time is critical for 

public policies. The opposite is also true since land policies influence land management 

which directly impacts LULC changes. The strong feedback between land management 

and landscape dynamics goes beyond environmental traits and is also relevant in terms 

of socio-economic aspects (Long and Qu 2018). Even intrinsically non-spatial policies and 

seemingly spatially-agnostic market forces may end up influencing spatial solutions, 

unintentionally affecting the mosaic of land uses. LULC changes are a spatiotemporal 

phenomenon and thus can benefit from multiscale analysis. Effective landscape 

planning requires spatial context of the adjacent landscapes in a region. For example, 
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irrigated agriculture can be increasing in one municipality but decreasing in the 

contiguous and stable at the national scale. Even if the study is focused on that one 

municipality with growing agriculture, it is useful to be aware that the trend is exclusive 

to it, while in the surrounding municipalities that particular type of agriculture is 

disappearing. In the same way, landscapes act as sources and sinks, which means, for 

instance, that flows of fauna from and to the only forested landscape present, affect all 

the neighboring landscapes.  

There is no optimum arrangement of land uses in a landscape as it will vary for several 

reasons and depend on specific goals, but some general principles seem to be 

consensual. According to (Forman 1995b), “the aggregate-with-outliers principle states 

that one should aggregate land uses, yet maintain corridors and small patches of nature 

throughout developed areas, as well as outliers of human activity spatially arranged 

along major boundaries”. Garibaldi et al. (2020) advocate to increase native habitats to 

at least 20% of working landscape area where the value is currently lower, claiming that 

such target has benefits for food security and overall nature’s contributions to people. 

Arroyo-Rodríguez et al. (2020) propose landscape scenarios that represent an optimal 

compromise between delivery of goods and services to humans and preserving forest-

dwelling species. To fulfil that goal, landscapes should contain ≥ 40% forest cover 

(probably higher percentages in the tropics), 10% being comprised in a large patch, and 

the remaining 30% in many evenly dispersed smaller patches, embedded in a high-

quality matrix. 

Despite the growing awareness regarding global challenges, local and immediate 

concerns overwhelmingly determine action. Strategic and coherent regional planning 

provide context and can help bridge the gap, since the landscape and the region are the 

central linkage between the global and the local (Forman 1995b). The inherent 

complexity of LULC changes and the demanding task of landscape design, benefit from 

clear conceptual frameworks and can be assisted by tools such as the ones developed in 

this work. 
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5.1. Future work 

 

A study on landscape dynamics is usually the first step in a more comprehensive 

effort to gather knowledge about the territory. Besides identifying and characterizing 

the changes, it is also common to diagnose associated impacts (Alves et al. 2022). In this 

regard, it would be interesting to quantify the effects of composition and configuration 

in changing landscapes. LDT identifies situations where changes are purely 

compositional, purely configurational, or most commonly, a mix of the two, assuming 

that the compositional variation comes first, hence causing the configurational one. It 

assesses landscape changes, contributes to distinguish the effects of composition and 

configuration, but does not offer solutions on how to quantify it. To measure how much 

of the overall change is due to amount or geometric variations is a much harder task 

that different authors would probably address in different ways. Since LDT is based on 

the metrics area and NP, a possible method would be to compare their variations. A 

large amount variation and a small NP variation would mean that the overall change 

would be due mainly to composition. Conversely, if a small area variation produced a 

large NP variation, the emphasis would be put on the configurational part and not so 

much on the composition. An example of a composition/configuration dominance index 

is the ratio between the area variation that is associated to NP variation and the total 

area variation in the AU. The index ranges between 0 and 1: <0,5 - Composition 

dominance; 0,50 - No dominance; >0,5 - Configuration dominance. 

 

𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃/𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐹 𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =  
|∆𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 ∆𝑁𝑃|

|∆𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎|
 

 

Example 1: The changes that occurred in a given landscape caused an 8 ha loss, and 

the 10 patches that were lost covered 6 ha. The major impact is geometrical. 

 

𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃/𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐹 𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =  
6

8
= 0,75 

 

Example 2: There are two new patches totalling 3 ha but the total area gain is 10 ha. 

The major impact is compositional. 
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𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑃/𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐹 𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =  
3

10
= 0,33 

 

More complex ToD probably require more sophisticated conceptualization, but this 

seems to be a good starting point for a line of work that is not necessarily dependent on 

LDT but could easily enrich it.   

Focusing on LDT itself and on the work presented in this thesis, besides the 

adaptation to R software, other ideas for future improvements are currently being 

considered. One of them is to allow the selection of the LULC category even if the 

provided FC/shapefile does not represent a binary landscape. This procedure would 

eliminate preliminary tasks such as selecting the correct LULC according to its attributes 

and exporting the polygons into a new FC/shapefile. Furthermore, it would pave the way 

to expand the analysis beyond binary landscapes or to at least automate it so that it 

would run sequentially for different LULC based on a single FC/shapefile. 

Regarding the delicate task of point aggregation to regularly shaped grids, it is being 

considered the option of using hexagons as AU. It is a habit and almost a standard 

procedure to use squares without further thinking or justification. Besides squares, only 

equilateral triangles and hexagons can tesselate and create a regular grid. However, at 

least for some applications, such as neighbourhood analysis, movement paths and 

connectivity, hexagons are more appropriate (Birch et al. 2007). Sampling bias is 

reduced by low PAR, and since circles and polygons with more than six sides cannot 

tesselate, hexagons are the best choice.  

It has been pointed out that LDTtool and LDT4QGIS, contrary to most landscape 

analysis software, use the vectorial format and not raster; this has even been framed as 

an advantage since it may diminish the processing time. Using vector instead of raster 

happened naturally while the tools were being developed, but there was never a 

decision to avoid raster format; thus, a raster version can be developed in the future. 

 

Other possible upgrades are: 

• Integrate more spatial patterns / ToDs (e.g., dissection, filling (the opposite of 

perforation), etc.) 
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• Export a text file containing relevant elements regarding the results (e.g., a 

summary of ToD counts). 

• Fine-tune specific steps in the procedure, such as filtering out spurious polygons 

caused by overlay operations. A preliminary version of this is actually done but 

is still not integrated because it is not user-friendly and requires significant 

explanation regarding settings and thresholds. A better, simpler version is being 

developed and will be implemented once it is ready. 
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DEVELOPED SOFTWARE 

 

 

The software is available for download in the developers’ GitHub and GitLab pages. 

The repositories contain informative and instructional README files. Updates will 

happen whenever an improved version of the software is ready for release.  

 

LDTtool (Rui Machado’s GitHub page) 

 

LDT4QGIS (Luís Paixão’s GitLab page) 
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APPENDIX I – LDT dichotomous key 

 

(A) If there is no change in an area or in the number of patches (NP) we assume that landscape did not 

change; (A1) If there is no change in area and NP but the patch(es) is/are not located on the same place 

as before, a spatial shift has occurred (B) If the area remained the same but the NP increased, it means a 

fragmentation occurred; (C) If the area remained the same but NP decreased, then an aggregation took 

place; (D) If the area increased and the NP is equal, it represents a gain of area; (E) If the area decreased 

and the NP did not change, there is a loss of area; (E1) Particular case of the previous ToD in which the 

loss amount created a clearing; (F)  If both area and NP increased, it led to new patch creation; (G) If the 

area increased and NP decreased, an aggregation occurred due to area gain; (H) If both area and NP 

decreased, a patch decrement occurred due to area loss; (I) If area decreased and the NP increased, it 

means that fragmentation occurred due to area loss. 
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APPENDIX II - LDTtool for ArcGIS 
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APPENDIX III - LDT4QGIS 

 

Python code 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
 
import os, sys 
import ogr 
from math import ceil 
from qgis.PyQt.QtCore import QCoreApplication 
from qgis.core import (QgsProcessing, 
                       QgsFeatureSink, 
                       QgsProcessingAlgorithm, 
                       QgsProcessingParameterNumber, 
                       QgsProcessingParameterFeatureSink, 
                       QgsProcessingParameterVectorLayer, 
                       QgsProcessingParameterBoolean, 
                       QgsProcessingParameterEnum, 
                       QgsVectorLayer, 
                       QgsProject, 
                       QgsCoordinateReferenceSystem, 
                       QgsFeatureRequest, 
                       QgsProcessingUtils, 
                       QgsProcessingContext) 
from qgis import processing 
from qgis.utils import iface 
from processing.core.ProcessingConfig import ProcessingConfig 
from processing.tools import dataobjects 
 
 
class LDT4QGIS(QgsProcessingAlgorithm): 
    # Constants used to refer to parameters and outputs 
    MOMENT = 'Moments' 
    AREATYPE = 'AreaType' 
    INPUT_SA = 'Study Polygon Area' 
    INPUT_LM1 = 'Landscape Moment 1' 
    INPUT_LM2 = 'Landscape Moment 2' 
    INPUT_LM3 = 'Landscape Moment 3' 
    INPUT_PATCH = 'Keep patches equal or larger than (sq. meters)' 
    INPUT_SQDIM = 'Squares width and height (meters)' 
    OUTPUT = 'Output Shapefile' 
    PERFORATION = 'Perforation' 
    m3 = False 
    dstr = False 
 
    def tr(self, string): 
        return QCoreApplication.translate('Processing', string) 
 
    def createInstance(self): 
        return LDT4QGIS() 
 
    def name(self): 
        return 'LDT4QGIS' 
 
    def displayName(self): 
        return self.tr('Landscape Dynamics Types') 
 
    def group(self): 
        return self.tr('LDT4QGIS') 
 
    def groupId(self): 
        return 'LDT4QGIS' 
 
    def shortHelpString(self): 
 
        return self.tr("""Calculates Landscape Dynamic Types for 2 or 3 moments, using squares or districts as analytical units.\n  
        Study Polygon Area:   Study area boundary\n 
        Landscape Moment 1:   Landscape (LULC category) shapefile in the earliest moment of analysis\n 
        Landscape Moment 2:   Landscape (LULC category) shapefile in the second moment of analysis\n 
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        Landscape Moment 3:   Landscape (LULC category) shapefile in the latest moment of analysis (only valid for 3 moments 
analysis)\n 
        Keep patches equal or larger than (sq. meters):   Minimum patch size in square meters.(All the patches smaller than this 
threshold value will be discarded from the analysis)\n 
        Squares width and height (meters):   Insert square size, width and height, in meters (only valid for squares as analytical unit)\n 
        Output Shapefile:   Select the name of the output shapefile\n""") 
 
    def initAlgorithm(self, config=None): 
         
        # Parameters 
        self.addParameter( 
            QgsProcessingParameterEnum( 
                self.MOMENT, 
                self.tr('Moments'), 
                ["2", "3"] 
            ) 
             
        ) 
        self.addParameter( 
            QgsProcessingParameterEnum( 
                self.AREATYPE, 
                self.tr('Type of Analysis'), 
                ["Squares", "Districts"] 
            ) 
             
        ) 
        self.addParameter( 
            QgsProcessingParameterVectorLayer( 
                self.INPUT_SA, 
                self.tr('Study Area Polygon'), 
                [QgsProcessing.TypeVectorPolygon] 
            ) 
        ) 
        self.addParameter( 
            QgsProcessingParameterVectorLayer( 
                self.INPUT_LM1, 
                self.tr('Landscape Moment 1'), 
                [QgsProcessing.TypeVectorPolygon] 
            ) 
        ) 
        self.addParameter( 
            QgsProcessingParameterVectorLayer( 
                self.INPUT_LM2, 
                self.tr('Landscape Moment 2'), 
                [QgsProcessing.TypeVectorPolygon] 
            ) 
        ) 
        self.addParameter( 
            QgsProcessingParameterVectorLayer( 
                self.INPUT_LM3, 
                self.tr('Landscape Moment 3 (Ignore if 2 Moment analysis is selected)'), 
                [QgsProcessing.TypeVectorPolygon], 
                optional = True 
            ) 
        ) 
        self.addParameter( 
            QgsProcessingParameterNumber( 
                self.INPUT_PATCH, 
                self.tr('Keep patches equal or larger than (sq. meters)'), 
            ) 
        ) 
        self.addParameter( 
            QgsProcessingParameterNumber( 
                self.INPUT_SQDIM, 
                self.tr('Squares width and height (meters) (Ignore if Districts analysis is selected)'), 
                optional = True 
            ) 
        ) 
        self.addParameter( 
            QgsProcessingParameterBoolean( 
                self.PERFORATION, 
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                self.tr('Perforation'), 
                defaultValue = False 
            ) 
        ) 
        self.addParameter( 
            QgsProcessingParameterFeatureSink( 
                self.OUTPUT, 
                self.tr('Output Shapefile') 
            ) 
        ) 
     
    def processAlgorithm(self, parameters, context, feedback): 
         
        QgsProcessingContext().setInvalidGeometryCheck(QgsFeatureRequest.GeometrySkipInvalid) 
         
        # Input and Output variables 
        mmt = self.parameterAsString( 
            parameters, 
            self.MOMENT, 
            context 
        ) 
        atyp = self.parameterAsString( 
            parameters, 
            self.AREATYPE, 
            context 
        ) 
        study_areaS = self.parameterAsCompatibleSourceLayerPath( 
            parameters, 
            self.INPUT_SA, 
            context, 
            ['shp'] 
        ) 
        land1S = self.parameterAsCompatibleSourceLayerPath( 
            parameters, 
            self.INPUT_LM1, 
            context, 
            ['shp'] 
        ) 
        land2S = self.parameterAsCompatibleSourceLayerPath( 
            parameters, 
            self.INPUT_LM2, 
            context, 
            ['shp'] 
        ) 
        land3S = self.parameterAsCompatibleSourceLayerPath( 
            parameters, 
            self.INPUT_LM3, 
            context, 
            ['shp'] 
        ) 
        min_size = self.parameterAsInt( 
            parameters, 
            self.INPUT_PATCH, 
            context 
        ) 
        squares = self.parameterAsInt( 
            parameters, 
            self.INPUT_SQDIM, 
            context 
        ) 
        pref = self.parameterAsBool( 
            parameters, 
            self.PERFORATION, 
            context 
        ) 
        dest_id_name = self.parameterAsFileOutput( 
            parameters, 
            self.OUTPUT, 
            context, 
        ) 
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        # configCheck 
        #m3 = False 
        if mmt == "1": 
            self.m3 = True 
        #dstr = False 
        if atyp == "1": 
            self.dstr = True 
 
         
        # Temporary Folder 
        dirTemp = os.path.join(os.path.dirname(dest_id_name), "tempFolderLDT") 
        if not os.path.exists(dirTemp): 
            os.makedirs(dirTemp) 
        else: 
            for root, dirs, files in os.walk(dirTemp): 
                for file in files: 
                    path = os.path.join(dirTemp, file) 
                    os.remove(path) 
            feedback.pushInfo("Temporary folder already exists") 
         
        #Buffer 0 
        inlyrSD = QgsVectorLayer(study_areaS, 'temp', 'ogr') 
        inlyrL1 = QgsVectorLayer(land1S, 'temp', 'ogr') 
        inlyrL2 = QgsVectorLayer(land2S, 'temp', 'ogr') 
 
        study_areaS = os.path.join(dirTemp, os.path.basename(study_areaS)) 
        land1S = os.path.join(dirTemp, os.path.basename(land1S)) 
        land2S = os.path.join(dirTemp, os.path.basename(land2S)) 
         
        processing.run("qgis:buffer", {"INPUT": inlyrSD, "DISTANCE": 0, "OUTPUT": study_areaS}) 
        processing.run("qgis:buffer", {"INPUT": inlyrL1, "DISTANCE": 0, "OUTPUT": land1S}) 
        processing.run("qgis:buffer", {"INPUT": inlyrL2, "DISTANCE": 0, "OUTPUT": land2S}) 
 
        del inlyrSD, inlyrL1, inlyrL2 
         
        #feedback.pushInfo(m3) 
        if self.m3: 
            inlyrL3 = QgsVectorLayer(land3S, 'temp', 'ogr') 
            land3S = os.path.join(dirTemp, os.path.basename(land3S)) 
            processing.run("qgis:buffer", {"INPUT": inlyrL3, "DISTANCE": 0, "OUTPUT": land3S}) 
            del inlyrL3 
 
        # Fields 
        Fid_Field = "FID" 
        areaInicial_field = "Area" 
        freq_field_1 = "NP1" 
        freq_field_2 = "NP2"  
        area_1 = "area_1" 
        area_2 = "area_2" 
        presence_1 = "Presence1" 
        presence_2 = "Presence2" 
        var_area_12 = "varArea_12" 
        var_NP_12 = "var_NP_12" 
        ToD_12 = "ToD_12" 
        sym12 = "symdif_12" 
        perforation12 = "Perf_12" 
         
        if self.m3: 
            freq_field_3 = "NP3" 
            area_3 = "area_3" 
            presence_3 = "Presence3" 
            var_area_23 = "varArea_23" 
            var_area_13 = "varArea_13" 
            var_NP_23 = "var_NP_23" 
            var_NP_13 = "var_NP_13" 
            ToD_23 = "ToD_23" 
            ToD_13 = "ToD_13" 
            sym23 = "symdif_23" 
            sym13 = "symdif_13" 
            perforation23 = "Perf_23" 
            perforation13 = "Perf_13" 
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        # Temporary Shapefiles 
        fishnet_temp1 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "fishnet_t1.shp") 
        fishnet_temp2 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "fishnet_t2.shp") 
        intersect_temp1 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "intersect_t1.shp") 
        intersect_temp2 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "intersect_t2.shp") 
        multisingle_temp1 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "multisingle_t1.shp") 
        multisingle_temp2 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "multisingle_t2.shp")  
        select_temp1 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "select_t1.shp") 
        select_temp2 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "select_t2.shp") 
        symdif12 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "symdif12.shp") 
        ms_symdif12 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "mu_symdif12.shp") 
        #symdif12_fix = os.path.join(dirTemp, "symdif12_fix.shp") 
        pref12 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "pref12.shp") 
        prefBuff12 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "prefBuff12.shp") 
        fishnet_temp3 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "fishnet_t3.shp") 
         
        if self.m3: 
            intersect_temp3 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "intersect_t3.shp") 
            multisingle_temp3 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "multisingle_t3.shp") 
            select_temp3 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "select_t3.shp") 
            symdif23 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "symdif23.shp") 
            pref23 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "pref23.shp") 
            prefBuff23 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "prefBuff23.shp") 
            ms_symdif23 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "mu_symdif23.shp") 
            symdif13 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "symdif13.shp") 
            pref13 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "pref13.shp") 
            prefBuff13 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "prefBuff13.shp") 
            ms_symdif13 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "mu_symdif13.shp") 
            fishnet_temp4 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "fishnet_t4.shp") 
            fishnet_temp5 = os.path.join(dirTemp, "fishnet_5.shp") 
         
         
        # Functions 
        def create_fishnet(inputSRC,outputGridfn,gridHeight,gridWidth): 
            inDriver = ogr.GetDriverByName("ESRI Shapefile") 
            inDataSource = inDriver.Open(inputSRC, 0) 
            inLayer = inDataSource.GetLayer() 
            extent = inLayer.GetExtent() 
            srsSource = inLayer.GetSpatialRef() 
 
            xmin = float(extent[0]) 
            xmax = float(extent[1]) 
            ymin = float(extent[2]) 
            ymax = float(extent[3]) 
            gridWidth = float(gridWidth) 
            gridHeight = float(gridHeight) 
 
            rows = ceil((ymax-ymin)/gridHeight) 
            cols = ceil((xmax-xmin)/gridWidth) 
 
            ringXleftOrigin = xmin 
            ringXrightOrigin = xmin + gridWidth 
            ringYtopOrigin = ymin 
            ringYbottomOrigin = ymin+gridHeight 
 
            outDriver = ogr.GetDriverByName('ESRI Shapefile') 
            if os.path.exists(outputGridfn): 
                os.remove(outputGridfn) 
            outDataSource = outDriver.CreateDataSource(outputGridfn) 
            outLayer = outDataSource.CreateLayer(outputGridfn,srs=srsSource,geom_type=ogr.wkbPolygon) 
            featureDefn = outLayer.GetLayerDefn() 
 
            countcols = 0 
            while countcols < cols: 
                countcols += 1 
 
                ringYtop = ringYtopOrigin 
                ringYbottom =ringYbottomOrigin 
                countrows = 0 
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                while countrows < rows: 
                    countrows += 1 
                    ring = ogr.Geometry(ogr.wkbLinearRing) 
                    ring.AddPoint(ringXleftOrigin, ringYbottom) 
                    ring.AddPoint(ringXrightOrigin, ringYbottom) 
                    ring.AddPoint(ringXrightOrigin, ringYtop) 
                    ring.AddPoint(ringXleftOrigin, ringYtop) 
                    ring.AddPoint(ringXleftOrigin, ringYbottom) 
                    poly = ogr.Geometry(ogr.wkbPolygon) 
                    poly.AddGeometry(ring) 
 
                    outFeature = ogr.Feature(featureDefn) 
                    outFeature.SetGeometry(poly) 
                    outLayer.CreateFeature(outFeature) 
                    outFeature = None 
 
                    ringYtop = ringYtop + gridHeight 
                    ringYbottom = ringYbottom + gridHeight 
 
                ringXleftOrigin = ringXleftOrigin + gridWidth 
                ringXrightOrigin = ringXrightOrigin + gridWidth 
 
            outDataSource = None 
 
            layer = QgsVectorLayer(outputGridfn, 'temp', 'ogr') 
            lyrCRS = layer.crs().authid() 
 
            return(outputGridfn, lyrCRS) 
 
        def clip_shp(sourceFeature, clipFeature, outputFeature): 
            inlyr_src = QgsVectorLayer(sourceFeature, 'temp', 'ogr') 
            inlyr_clip = QgsVectorLayer(clipFeature, 'temp', 'ogr') 
            processing.run("qgis:clip", {"INPUT": inlyr_src, "OVERLAY": inlyr_clip, "OUTPUT": outputFeature}) 
 
            del inlyr_src, inlyr_clip 
            return(outputFeature) 
 
        def intersect_simple(input_shp, overlay, output_shp): 
            inlyr = QgsVectorLayer(input_shp, 'temp', 'ogr') 
            processing.run("qgis:intersection", {"INPUT": input_shp, "OVERLAY": overlay, "OUTPUT": output_shp}) 
            del inlyr 
            return(output_shp) 
 
        def multi_to_single(input_shp, output_shp): 
            inlyr = QgsVectorLayer(input_shp, 'temp', 'ogr') 
            processing.run("qgis:multiparttosingleparts", {"INPUT": input_shp, "OUTPUT": output_shp}) 
            del inlyr 
            return(output_shp) 
 
        def update_field_area(input_shp, field_area): 
             
            driver = ogr.GetDriverByName("ESRI Shapefile") 
            dataSource = driver.Open(input_shp, 1) # 0 means read-only. 1 means writeable. 
            layer = dataSource.GetLayer() 
 
            new_field = ogr.FieldDefn(field_area, ogr.OFTReal) 
            new_field.SetPrecision(2) 
 
            if layer.GetLayerDefn().GetFieldIndex(field_area) >= 0: 
                for feature in layer: 
                    geom = feature.GetGeometryRef() 
                    area = geom.GetArea()  
                    feature.SetField(field_area, area) 
                    layer.SetFeature(feature) 
                dataSource = None 
            else: 
                layer.CreateField(new_field) 
                for feature in layer: 
                    geom = feature.GetGeometryRef() 
                    area = geom.GetArea()  
                    feature.SetField(field_area, area) 
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                    layer.SetFeature(feature) 
                dataSource = None 
 
        def update_field_fid(input_shp, field_fid): 
             
            driver = ogr.GetDriverByName("ESRI Shapefile") 
            dataSource = driver.Open(input_shp, 1) # 0 means read-only. 1 means writeable. 
            layer = dataSource.GetLayer() 
 
            fc = layer.GetFeatureCount() 
            count = 1 
            for feature in layer: 
                feature.SetField(field_fid, count) 
                layer.SetFeature(feature) 
                count+=1 
            dataSource = None 
 
        def select_att(input_shp, field, operator, value, output_shp): 
 
            select = ("{field1}{operator1}{value1}").format( 
                field1 = field, 
                operator1 = operator, 
                value1 = value 
            ) 
 
            inds = ogr.Open(input_shp) 
            inlyr=inds.GetLayer() 
            inlyr.SetAttributeFilter(select) 
            driver = ogr.GetDriverByName('ESRI Shapefile') 
            outds = driver.CreateDataSource(output_shp) 
            outlyr = outds.CopyLayer(inlyr, output_shp) 
            inds = None 
            del inlyr,inds,outlyr,outds 
             
            return(output_shp) 
 
        def stats_by_AreaFID(input_shp, field_AREA, field_FID, field_AreaFinal, field_CountFinal): 
 
            fidUnique = [] 
            sumA = [] 
            countA = [] 
 
            inlyr = QgsVectorLayer(input_shp, 'temp', 'ogr') 
            fc = inlyr.featureCount() 
 
            list_f = [] 
            for i in range(0, fc): 
                feat = inlyr.getFeature(i) 
                fid_value = feat[field_FID] 
                list_f.append(fid_value) 
            set_fid = set(list_f) 
 
            for f in set_fid: 
                fidUnique.append(f) 
                select = ('"{field1}" {operator1} {value1}').format( 
                    field1 = field_FID, 
                    operator1 = '=', 
                    value1 = f 
                ) 
                inlyr.selectByExpression(select) 
                count = inlyr.selectedFeatureCount() 
                countA.append(count) 
 
                ids = inlyr.selectedFeatureIds() 
                request = QgsFeatureRequest() 
                request.setFilterFids(ids) 
                temp_a = [] 
                for feature in inlyr.getFeatures(request): 
                    reg = feature[field_AREA] 
                    temp_a.append(reg) 
                    del reg 
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                del ids, request, count 
                sumA.append(sum(temp_a)) 
 
            dict_fid = {field_FID: fidUnique, field_AreaFinal: sumA, field_CountFinal: countA} 
            inlyr = None 
            del inlyr 
            return(dict_fid) 
 
        def create_field(input_shp, field_name, field_type, field_precision, field_width): 
 
            if field_type == 0: 
                field_type = ogr.OFTInteger 
                new_field = ogr.FieldDefn(field_name, field_type) 
                new_field.SetWidth(field_width) 
            elif field_type == 1: 
                field_type = ogr.OFTReal 
                new_field = ogr.FieldDefn(field_name, field_type) 
                new_field.SetWidth(field_width) 
                new_field.SetPrecision(field_precision) 
            elif field_type == 2: 
                field_type = ogr.OFTString 
                new_field = ogr.FieldDefn(field_name, field_type) 
                new_field.SetWidth(field_width) 
 
            driver = ogr.GetDriverByName("ESRI Shapefile") 
            dataSource = driver.Open(input_shp, 1) # 0 means read-only. 1 means writeable. 
            layer = dataSource.GetLayer()    
 
            if layer.GetLayerDefn().GetFieldIndex(field_name) >= 0: 
                dataSource = None 
            else: 
                layer.CreateField(new_field) 
                dataSource = None 
 
        def join_FID_AREA(input_shp, input_dict, join_field, field_COUNT, field_AREA): 
 
            inlyr = QgsVectorLayer(input_shp, 'temp', 'ogr') 
 
            fc = len(input_dict[join_field]) 
 
            for f in range(0, fc): 
 
                COUNT_value = input_dict[field_COUNT][f] 
                AREA_value = input_dict[field_AREA][f] 
                select = ('"{field1}" {operator1} {value1}').format( 
                    field1 = join_field, 
                    operator1 = '=', 
                    value1 = input_dict[join_field][f] 
                ) 
                inlyr.selectByExpression(select) 
 
                # get the list of selected ids 
                ids = inlyr.selectedFeatureIds() 
 
                # create the request with the selected ids 
                request = QgsFeatureRequest() 
                request.setFilterFids(ids) 
 
                for feature in inlyr.getFeatures(request): 
                    inlyr.startEditing() 
                    feature.setAttribute(feature.fieldNameIndex(field_COUNT), COUNT_value) 
                    feature.setAttribute(feature.fieldNameIndex(field_AREA), AREA_value) 
                    inlyr.updateFeature(feature) 
                inlyr.commitChanges() 
                iface.vectorLayerTools().stopEditing(inlyr) 
             
            #null to 0 
            inlyr.selectByExpression(('"{field1}" is NULL').format(field1 = field_COUNT)) 
            ids = inlyr.selectedFeatureIds() 
            request = QgsFeatureRequest() 
            request.setFilterFids(ids) 
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            for feature in inlyr.getFeatures(request): 
                inlyr.startEditing() 
                feature.setAttribute(feature.fieldNameIndex(field_COUNT), 0) 
                feature.setAttribute(feature.fieldNameIndex(field_AREA), 0) 
                inlyr.updateFeature(feature) 
            inlyr.commitChanges() 
            iface.vectorLayerTools().stopEditing(inlyr) 
            inlyr = None 
 
        def calcField(input_shp, target_field, target_value, fieldNULL, fieldCalc): 
             
            inlyr = QgsVectorLayer(input_shp, 'temp', 'ogr') 
 
            inlyr.startEditing() 
            for feature in inlyr.getFeatures(): 
                #inlyr.startEditing() 
                #feature.setAttribute(feature.fieldNameIndex(target_field), target_value) 
                #inlyr.updateFeature(feature) 
                feature[target_field] = target_value 
 
                pos = feature[fieldNULL] 
                if not pos: 
                    feature[fieldNULL] = feature[fieldCalc] 
                    #feature.setAttribute(feature.fieldNameIndex(fieldNULL), feature.attributes()[feature.fieldNameIndex(fieldCalc)] ) 
 
                inlyr.updateFeature(feature) 
 
            inlyr.commitChanges() 
            iface.vectorLayerTools().stopEditing(inlyr) 
            inlyr = None 
 
        def calcField_byLocation(in_layer, intersect, target_field, target_value): 
            inlyr = QgsVectorLayer(in_layer, 'temp', 'ogr') 
            inlyrI = QgsVectorLayer(intersect, 'temp', 'ogr') 
            processing.run('qgis:selectbylocation', {"INPUT":inlyr, "PREDICATE": 1, "INTERSECT": inlyrI, "METHOD": 0}) 
 
            ids = inlyr.selectedFeatureIds() 
            request = QgsFeatureRequest() 
            request.setFilterFids(ids) 
 
            for feature in inlyr.getFeatures(request): 
                inlyr.startEditing() 
                feature.setAttribute(feature.fieldNameIndex(target_field), target_value) 
                inlyr.updateFeature(feature) 
 
            inlyr.commitChanges() 
            iface.vectorLayerTools().stopEditing(inlyr) 
            inlyr = None 
             
        def calcField_bySelection_single(input_shp, select_field, select_operator, select_value, target_field, target_value): 
             
            inlyr = QgsVectorLayer(input_shp, 'temp', 'ogr') 
 
            select = ('"{field1}" {operator1} {value1}').format( 
                field1 = select_field, 
                operator1 = select_operator, 
                value1 = select_value 
            ) 
            inlyr.selectByExpression(select) 
 
            ids = inlyr.selectedFeatureIds() 
            request = QgsFeatureRequest() 
            request.setFilterFids(ids) 
 
            for feature in inlyr.getFeatures(request): 
                inlyr.startEditing() 
                feature.setAttribute(feature.fieldNameIndex(target_field), target_value) 
                inlyr.updateFeature(feature) 
 
            inlyr.commitChanges() 
            iface.vectorLayerTools().stopEditing(inlyr) 
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            inlyr = None 
 
        def calcField_bySelection_double(input_shp, select_fields, select_operators, select_values, condicional, target_field, 
target_value): 
             
            inlyr = QgsVectorLayer(input_shp, 'temp', 'ogr') 
 
            select = ('"{field1}" {operator1} {value1} {cond} "{field2}" {operator2} {value2}').format( 
                field1 = select_fields[0], 
                operator1 = select_operators[0], 
                value1 = select_values[0], 
                cond = condicional, 
                field2 = select_fields[1], 
                operator2 = select_operators[1], 
                value2 = select_values[1] 
            ) 
            inlyr.selectByExpression(select) 
 
            ids = inlyr.selectedFeatureIds() 
            request = QgsFeatureRequest() 
            request.setFilterFids(ids) 
 
            for feature in inlyr.getFeatures(request): 
                inlyr.startEditing() 
                feature.setAttribute(feature.fieldNameIndex(target_field), target_value) 
                inlyr.updateFeature(feature) 
 
            inlyr.commitChanges() 
            iface.vectorLayerTools().stopEditing(inlyr) 
            inlyr = None 
 
        def calcField_bySelection_triple(input_shp, select_fields, select_operators, select_values, condicional, target_field, 
target_value): 
             
            inlyr = QgsVectorLayer(input_shp, 'temp', 'ogr') 
 
            select = ('"{field1}" {operator1} {value1} {cond1} "{field2}" {operator2} {value2} {cond2} "{field3}" {operator3} 
{value3}').format( 
                field1 = select_fields[0], 
                operator1 = select_operators[0], 
                value1 = select_values[0], 
                cond1 = condicional[0], 
                field2 = select_fields[1], 
                operator2 = select_operators[1], 
                value2 = select_values[1], 
                cond2 = condicional[1], 
                field3 = select_fields[2], 
                operator3 = select_operators[2], 
                value3 = select_values[2] 
            ) 
            inlyr.selectByExpression(select) 
 
            ids = inlyr.selectedFeatureIds() 
            request = QgsFeatureRequest() 
            request.setFilterFids(ids) 
 
            for feature in inlyr.getFeatures(request): 
                inlyr.startEditing() 
                feature.setAttribute(feature.fieldNameIndex(target_field), target_value) 
                inlyr.updateFeature(feature) 
 
            inlyr.commitChanges() 
            iface.vectorLayerTools().stopEditing(inlyr) 
            inlyr = None 
 
        def calcField_Clear_doubleSub(input_shp, calc_fields, target_field): 
             
            inlyr = QgsVectorLayer(input_shp, 'temp', 'ogr') 
 
            for feature in inlyr.getFeatures(): 
                inlyr.startEditing() 
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                feature.setAttribute(feature.fieldNameIndex(target_field), (feature[calc_fields[1]]-feature[calc_fields[0]])) 
                inlyr.updateFeature(feature) 
 
            inlyr.commitChanges() 
            iface.vectorLayerTools().stopEditing(inlyr) 
            inlyr = None 
 
        def symmetrical_difference(input_shp, overlay, output_shp): 
            inlyr = QgsVectorLayer(input_shp, 'temp', 'ogr') 
            processing.run("qgis:symmetricaldifference", {"INPUT": input_shp, "OVERLAY": overlay, "OUTPUT": output_shp}) 
            del inlyr 
            return(output_shp) 
         
        def joinLocation(in_layer, join_layer, join_field, output_shp): 
            inlyr = QgsVectorLayer(in_layer, 'temp', 'ogr') 
            inlyrJ = QgsVectorLayer(join_layer, 'temp', 'ogr') 
            #context = dataobjects.createContext() 
            #context.setInvalidGeometryCheck(QgsFeatureRequest.GeometryNoCheck) 
            processing.run("native:joinattributesbylocation", {"INPUT": in_layer, "JOIN": join_layer, "PREDICATE": 1, "JOIN_FIELDS": 
join_field, "METHOD": 1,"OUTPUT": output_shp}) 
            del inlyr, inlyrJ 
            return(output_shp) 
         
        def selectPref(in_layer, intersect, buff, output): 
            inlyr = QgsVectorLayer(in_layer, 'temp', 'ogr') 
            inlyrI = QgsVectorLayer(intersect, 'temp', 'ogr') 
            processing.run('native:buffer', {"INPUT":inlyr, "DISTANCE": 0.2, "OUTPUT": buff}) 
            del inlyr 
            inlyr = QgsVectorLayer(buff, 'temp', 'ogr') 
            #processing.run('qgis:selectbylocation', {"INPUT":inlyr, "PREDICATE": 3, "INTERSECT": inlyrI, "METHOD": 0}) 
            #processing.run('qgis:selectbylocation', {"INPUT":inlyr, "PREDICATE": 4, "INTERSECT": inlyrI, "METHOD": 1}) 
            #inlyr.invertSelection() 
            processing.run('qgis:selectbylocation', {"INPUT":inlyr, "PREDICATE": 6, "INTERSECT": inlyrI, "METHOD": 0}) 
            processing.run('native:saveselectedfeatures', {"INPUT":inlyr, "OUTPUT": output}) 
            #driver = ogr.GetDriverByName('ESRI Shapefile') 
            #outds = driver.CreateDataSource(output) 
            #outlyr = outds.CopyLayer(inlyr, output) 
            del inlyr, inlyrI, buff 
            #return(outlyr) 
         
        
         
         
         
         
        feedback.pushInfo("This process may take a long time, please wait.") 
        feedback.pushInfo("If a command window opens, do not close it. It will close automatically.") 
         
        if not self.dstr: 
            # Fishnet Area and CRS 
            fishnet_t1 = create_fishnet(study_areaS, fishnet_temp1, squares, squares) 
            feedback.pushInfo("Fishnet Created") 
             
            my_crs = QgsCoordinateReferenceSystem(fishnet_t1[1]) 
            QgsProject.instance().setCrs(my_crs) 
            QgsProject.instance().setEllipsoid("NONE") 
             
            feedback.pushInfo("Clipping Fishnet...") 
            study_areaS = clip_shp(fishnet_t1[0], study_areaS, fishnet_temp2) 
            feedback.pushInfo("Fishnet Clipped by Study Area") 
             
            # Intersect moment 1, 2 and 3 
            intersect_t1 = intersect_simple(land1S, study_areaS, intersect_temp1) 
            update_field_area(intersect_t1, areaInicial_field) 
            feedback.pushInfo("Intersect 1 Done") 
 
            intersect_t2 = intersect_simple(land2S, study_areaS, intersect_temp2) 
            update_field_area(intersect_t2, areaInicial_field) 
            feedback.pushInfo("Intersect 2 Done") 
            if self.m3: 
                intersect_t3 = intersect_simple(land3S, study_areaS, intersect_temp3) 
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                update_field_area(intersect_t3, areaInicial_field) 
                feedback.pushInfo("Intersect 3 Done") 
        else: 
            # Create FID field 
            create_field(study_areaS, Fid_Field, 0, 0, 10) 
            update_field_fid(study_areaS, Fid_Field) 
             
            # Districts CRS 
            layer = QgsVectorLayer(study_areaS, 'temp', 'ogr') 
            lyrCRS = layer.crs().authid() 
            my_crs = QgsCoordinateReferenceSystem(lyrCRS) 
            QgsProject.instance().setCrs(my_crs) 
            QgsProject.instance().setEllipsoid("NONE") 
             
            # Intersect moment 1, 2 and 3 
            intersect_t1 = intersect_simple(land1S, study_areaS, intersect_temp1) 
            update_field_area(intersect_t1, areaInicial_field) 
            feedback.pushInfo("Intersect 1 Done") 
 
            intersect_t2 = intersect_simple(land2S, study_areaS, intersect_temp2) 
            update_field_area(intersect_t2, areaInicial_field) 
            feedback.pushInfo("Intersect 2 Done") 
             
            if self.m3: 
                intersect_t3 = intersect_simple(land3S, study_areaS, intersect_temp3) 
                update_field_area(intersect_t3, areaInicial_field) 
                feedback.pushInfo("Intersect 3 Done") 
             
        # Multipart to singlepart moment 1, 2 and 3 
        multisingle_t1 = multi_to_single(intersect_t1, multisingle_temp1) 
        update_field_area(multisingle_t1, areaInicial_field) 
        feedback.pushInfo("Multi to SinglePart 1 Done") 
 
        multisingle_t2 = multi_to_single(intersect_t2, multisingle_temp2) 
        update_field_area(multisingle_t2, areaInicial_field) 
        feedback.pushInfo("Multi to SinglePart 2 Done") 
         
        if self.m3: 
            multisingle_t3 = multi_to_single(intersect_t3, multisingle_temp3) 
            update_field_area(multisingle_t3, areaInicial_field) 
            feedback.pushInfo("Multi to SinglePart 3 Done") 
         
        # Feature selection moment 1, 2 and 3 
        select_t1 = select_att(multisingle_t1, areaInicial_field, ">=", min_size, select_temp1) 
        update_field_area(select_t1, areaInicial_field) 
        feedback.pushInfo("Patch 1 Done") 
 
        select_t2 = select_att(multisingle_t2, areaInicial_field, ">=", min_size, select_temp2) 
        update_field_area(select_t2, areaInicial_field) 
        feedback.pushInfo("Patch 2 Done") 
         
        if self.m3: 
            select_t3 = select_att(multisingle_t3, areaInicial_field, ">=", min_size, select_temp3) 
            update_field_area(select_t3, areaInicial_field) 
            feedback.pushInfo("Patch 3 Done") 
         
        # Join fields moment 1, 2 and 3 
        statsSum_1 = stats_by_AreaFID(select_t1, areaInicial_field, Fid_Field, area_1, freq_field_1) 
        create_field(study_areaS, freq_field_1, 0, 0, 32) 
        create_field(study_areaS, area_1, 1, 6, 32) 
        join_FID_AREA(study_areaS, statsSum_1, Fid_Field, freq_field_1, area_1) 
        feedback.pushInfo("Join fields 1 Done") 
 
        statsSum_2 = stats_by_AreaFID(select_t2, areaInicial_field, Fid_Field, area_2, freq_field_2) 
        create_field(study_areaS, freq_field_2, 0, 0, 32) 
        create_field(study_areaS, area_2, 1, 6, 32) 
        join_FID_AREA(study_areaS, statsSum_2, Fid_Field, freq_field_2, area_2) 
        feedback.pushInfo("Join fields 2 Done") 
         
        if self.m3: 
            statsSum_3 = stats_by_AreaFID(select_t3, areaInicial_field, Fid_Field, area_3, freq_field_3) 
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            create_field(study_areaS, freq_field_3, 0, 0, 32) 
            create_field(study_areaS, area_3, 1, 6, 32) 
            join_FID_AREA(study_areaS, statsSum_3, Fid_Field, freq_field_3, area_3) 
            feedback.pushInfo("Join fields 3 Done") 
 
        # Symmetrical Difference moment 1, 2 and 3 
        symmetrical_difference(select_t1, select_t2, symdif12) 
        feedback.pushInfo("Symmetrical Difference 12 Done") 
        multisingle_symdif12 = multi_to_single(symdif12, ms_symdif12) 
        feedback.pushInfo("Multi to SinglePart 12 Done") 
        create_field(multisingle_symdif12, sym12, 0, 0, 1) 
        calcField(multisingle_symdif12, sym12, 1, Fid_Field, "FID_2") 
        #processing.run('native:fixgeometries', {"INPUT":multisingle_symdif12, "OUTPUT": symdif12_fix}) 
         
        if pref: 
            feedback.pushInfo("Perforation 12 check") 
            selectPref(multisingle_symdif12, select_t1, prefBuff12, pref12) 
 
        fishnet_t3 = joinLocation(study_areaS, multisingle_symdif12, sym12, fishnet_temp3) 
 
        if self.m3: 
            symmetrical_difference(select_t2, select_t3, symdif23) 
            feedback.pushInfo("Symmetrical Difference 23 Done") 
            multisingle_symdif23 = multi_to_single(symdif23, ms_symdif23) 
            feedback.pushInfo("Multi to SinglePart 23 Done") 
            create_field(multisingle_symdif23, sym23, 0, 0, 1) 
            calcField(multisingle_symdif23, sym23, 1, Fid_Field, "FID_2") 
             
            if pref: 
                feedback.pushInfo("Perforation 23 check") 
                selectPref(multisingle_symdif23, select_t2, prefBuff23, pref23) 
                 
            fishnet_t4 = joinLocation(fishnet_t3, multisingle_symdif23, sym23, fishnet_temp4) 
             
            symmetrical_difference(select_t1, select_t3, symdif13) 
            feedback.pushInfo("Symmetrical Difference 13 Done") 
            multisingle_symdif13 = multi_to_single(symdif13, ms_symdif13) 
            feedback.pushInfo("Multi to SinglePart 13 Done") 
            create_field(multisingle_symdif13, sym13, 0, 0, 1) 
            calcField(multisingle_symdif13, sym13, 1, Fid_Field, "FID_2") 
             
            if pref: 
                feedback.pushInfo("Perforation 13 check") 
                selectPref(multisingle_symdif13, select_t1, prefBuff13, pref13) 
                 
            fishnet_t5 = joinLocation(fishnet_t4, multisingle_symdif13, sym13, fishnet_temp5) 
             
        # Fishnet evaluation 
        feedback.pushInfo("Finishing the process, please wait...") 
        if not self.m3: 
            if pref: 
                create_field(fishnet_t3, perforation12, 0, 0, 5) 
            create_field(fishnet_t3, presence_1, 0, 0, 5) 
            create_field(fishnet_t3, presence_2, 0, 0, 5) 
            create_field(fishnet_t3, var_area_12, 1, 6, 32) 
            create_field(fishnet_t3, var_NP_12, 0, 0, 32) 
            create_field(fishnet_t3, ToD_12, 2, 0, 50) 
             
            if pref: 
                calcField_byLocation(fishnet_t3, pref12, perforation12, 1) 
            calcField_bySelection_single(fishnet_t3, freq_field_1, ">", 0, presence_1, 1) 
            calcField_bySelection_single(fishnet_t3, freq_field_1, "=", 0, presence_1, 0) 
            calcField_bySelection_single(fishnet_t3, freq_field_2, ">", 0, presence_2, 1) 
            calcField_bySelection_single(fishnet_t3, freq_field_2, "=", 0, presence_2, 0) 
 
            calcField_Clear_doubleSub(fishnet_t3, [area_1, area_2], var_area_12) 
            calcField_Clear_doubleSub(fishnet_t3, [freq_field_1, freq_field_2], var_NP_12) 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t3, [var_area_12, var_area_12], [">=", "<="], [-100, 100], "AND", var_area_12, 0) 
 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t3, [var_area_12, var_NP_12], ["=", "="], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "A - No change") 
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            calcField_bySelection_triple(fishnet_t3, [var_area_12, var_NP_12, sym12], ["=", "=", "="], [0, 0, 1], ["AND", "AND"], ToD_12, 
"A1 - Spatial shift") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t3, [var_area_12, var_NP_12], ["=", ">"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "B - Fragmentation 
per se") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t3, [var_area_12, var_NP_12], ["=", "<"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "C - Aggregation per 
se") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t3, [var_area_12, var_NP_12], [">", "="], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "D - Gain") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t3, [var_area_12, var_NP_12], ["<", "="], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "E - Loss") 
            if pref: 
                calcField_bySelection_triple(fishnet_t3, [var_area_12, var_NP_12, perforation12], ["<", "=", "="], [0, 0, 1], ["AND", 
"AND"], ToD_12, "E1 - Perforation") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t3, [var_area_12, var_NP_12], [">", ">"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "F - NP increment by 
gain") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t3, [var_area_12, var_NP_12], [">", "<"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "G - Aggregation by 
gain") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t3, [var_area_12, var_NP_12], ["<", "<"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "H - NP decrement by 
loss") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t3, [var_area_12, var_NP_12], ["<", ">"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "I - Fragmentation by 
loss") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t3, [presence_1, presence_2], ["=", "="], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "Study object is 
absent") 
             
            layer = QgsVectorLayer(fishnet_temp3, "", "ogr") 
        else: 
            if pref: 
                create_field(fishnet_t5, perforation12, 0, 0, 5) 
                create_field(fishnet_t5, perforation23, 0, 0, 5) 
                create_field(fishnet_t5, perforation13, 0, 0, 5) 
            create_field(fishnet_t5, presence_1, 0, 0, 5) 
            create_field(fishnet_t5, presence_2, 0, 0, 5) 
            create_field(fishnet_t5, presence_3, 0, 0, 5) 
            create_field(fishnet_t5, var_area_12, 1, 6, 32) 
            create_field(fishnet_t5, var_area_23, 1, 6, 32) 
            create_field(fishnet_t5, var_area_13, 1, 6, 32) 
            create_field(fishnet_t5, var_NP_12, 0, 0, 32) 
            create_field(fishnet_t5, var_NP_23, 0, 0, 32) 
            create_field(fishnet_t5, var_NP_13, 0, 0, 32) 
            create_field(fishnet_t5, ToD_12, 2, 0, 50) 
            create_field(fishnet_t5, ToD_23, 2, 0, 50) 
            create_field(fishnet_t5, ToD_13, 2, 0, 50) 
 
            if pref: 
                calcField_byLocation(fishnet_t5, pref12, perforation12, 1) 
                calcField_byLocation(fishnet_t5, pref23, perforation23, 1) 
                calcField_byLocation(fishnet_t5, pref13, perforation13, 1) 
            calcField_bySelection_single(fishnet_t5, freq_field_1, ">", 0, presence_1, 1) 
            calcField_bySelection_single(fishnet_t5, freq_field_1, "=", 0, presence_1, 0) 
            calcField_bySelection_single(fishnet_t5, freq_field_2, ">", 0, presence_2, 1) 
            calcField_bySelection_single(fishnet_t5, freq_field_2, "=", 0, presence_2, 0) 
            calcField_bySelection_single(fishnet_t5, freq_field_3, ">", 0, presence_3, 1) 
            calcField_bySelection_single(fishnet_t5, freq_field_3, "=", 0, presence_3, 0) 
 
            calcField_Clear_doubleSub(fishnet_t5, [area_1, area_2], var_area_12) 
            calcField_Clear_doubleSub(fishnet_t5, [area_2, area_3], var_area_23) 
            calcField_Clear_doubleSub(fishnet_t5, [area_1, area_3], var_area_13) 
            calcField_Clear_doubleSub(fishnet_t5, [freq_field_1, freq_field_2], var_NP_12) 
            calcField_Clear_doubleSub(fishnet_t5, [freq_field_2, freq_field_3], var_NP_23) 
            calcField_Clear_doubleSub(fishnet_t5, [freq_field_1, freq_field_3], var_NP_13) 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_12, var_area_12], [">=", "<="], [-100, 100], "AND", var_area_12, 0) 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_23, var_area_23], [">=", "<="], [-100, 100], "AND", var_area_23, 0) 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_13, var_area_13], [">=", "<="], [-100, 100], "AND", var_area_13, 0) 
 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_12, var_NP_12], ["=", "="], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "A - No change") 
            calcField_bySelection_triple(fishnet_t5, [var_area_12, var_NP_12, sym12], ["=", "=", "="], [0, 0, 1], ["AND", "AND"], ToD_12, 
"A1 - Spatial shift") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_12, var_NP_12], ["=", ">"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "B - Fragmentation 
per se") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_12, var_NP_12], ["=", "<"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "C - Aggregation per 
se") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_12, var_NP_12], [">", "="], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "D - Gain") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_12, var_NP_12], ["<", "="], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "E - Loss") 
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            if pref: 
                calcField_bySelection_triple(fishnet_t5, [var_area_12, var_NP_12, perforation12], ["<", "=", "="], [0, 0, 1], ["AND", 
"AND"], ToD_12, "E1 - Perforation") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_12, var_NP_12], [">", ">"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "F - NP increment by 
gain") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_12, var_NP_12], [">", "<"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "G - Aggregation by 
gain") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_12, var_NP_12], ["<", "<"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "H - NP decrement by 
loss") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_12, var_NP_12], ["<", ">"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "I - Fragmentation by 
loss") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [presence_1, presence_2], ["=", "="], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_12, "Study object is 
absent") 
             
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_23, var_NP_23], ["=", "="], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_23, "A - No change") 
            calcField_bySelection_triple(fishnet_t5, [var_area_23, var_NP_23, sym23], ["=", "=", "="], [0, 0, 1], ["AND", "AND"], ToD_23, 
"A1 - Spatial shift") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_23, var_NP_23], ["=", ">"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_23, "B - Fragmentation 
per se") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_23, var_NP_23], ["=", "<"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_23, "C - Aggregation per 
se") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_23, var_NP_23], [">", "="], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_23, "D - Gain") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_23, var_NP_23], ["<", "="], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_23, "E - Loss") 
            if pref: 
                calcField_bySelection_triple(fishnet_t5, [var_area_23, var_NP_23, perforation23], ["<", "=", "="], [0, 0, 1], ["AND", 
"AND"], ToD_23, "E1 - Perforation") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_23, var_NP_23], [">", ">"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_23, "F - NP increment by 
gain") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_23, var_NP_23], [">", "<"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_23, "G - Aggregation by 
gain") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_23, var_NP_23], ["<", "<"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_23, "H - NP decrement by 
loss") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_23, var_NP_23], ["<", ">"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_23, "I - Fragmentation by 
loss") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [presence_2, presence_3], ["=", "="], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_23, "Study object is 
absent") 
             
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_13, var_NP_13], ["=", "="], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_13, "A - No change") 
            calcField_bySelection_triple(fishnet_t5, [var_area_13, var_NP_13, sym13], ["=", "=", "="], [0, 0, 1], ["AND", "AND"], ToD_13, 
"A1 - Spatial shift") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_13, var_NP_13], ["=", ">"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_13, "B - Fragmentation 
per se") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_13, var_NP_13], ["=", "<"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_13, "C - Aggregation per 
se") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_13, var_NP_13], [">", "="], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_13, "D - Gain") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_13, var_NP_13], ["<", "="], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_13, "E - Loss") 
            if pref: 
                calcField_bySelection_triple(fishnet_t5, [var_area_13, var_NP_13, perforation13], ["<", "=", "="], [0, 0, 1], ["AND", 
"AND"], ToD_13, "E1 - Perforation") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_13, var_NP_13], [">", ">"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_13, "F - NP increment by 
gain") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_13, var_NP_13], [">", "<"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_13, "G - Aggregation by 
gain") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_13, var_NP_13], ["<", "<"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_13, "H - NP decrement by 
loss") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [var_area_13, var_NP_13], ["<", ">"], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_13, "I - Fragmentation by 
loss") 
            calcField_bySelection_double(fishnet_t5, [presence_1, presence_3], ["=", "="], [0, 0], "AND", ToD_13, "Study object is 
absent") 
             
            layer = QgsVectorLayer(fishnet_temp5, "", "ogr") 
             
        # Finish process 
        (sink, dest_id) = self.parameterAsSink( 
            parameters, 
            self.OUTPUT, 
            context, 
            layer.fields(), 
            layer.wkbType(), 
            layer.sourceCrs() 
        ) 
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        for f in layer.getFeatures(): 
            sink.addFeature(f, QgsFeatureSink.FastInsert) 
            
        QgsProject.instance().removeMapLayer(layer.id()) 
        if not self.dstr: 
            del fishnet_t1 
        del layer, study_areaS, fishnet_t3 
        if self.m3: 
            del fishnet_t4, fishnet_t5 
         
         
        for root, dirs, files in os.walk(dirTemp): 
            for file in files: 
                path = os.path.join(dirTemp, file) 
                os.remove(path) 
        os.rmdir(dirTemp) 
         
        self.dest_id=dest_id 
         
        return {self.OUTPUT: dest_id} 
         
    def postProcessAlgorithm(self, context, feedback): 
        output = QgsProcessingUtils.mapLayerFromString(self.dest_id, context) 
        path=ProcessingConfig.getSetting('SCRIPTS_FOLDERS') + '\LDT4QGIS_2M_symbology.qml' 
        if self.m3: 
            path=ProcessingConfig.getSetting('SCRIPTS_FOLDERS') + '\LDT4QGIS_3M_symbology.qml' 
        output.loadNamedStyle(path) 
        output.triggerRepaint() 
        return {self.OUTPUT: self.dest_id} 
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ABSTRACT
Landscape transformations have been a central topic in landscape ecology 
due to their influence on ecosystem services and biodiversity conservation. 
Landscape dynamics can be very complex and one of the most difficult issues 
to analyse is the contribution and the effects of landscape composition 
and configuration changes to the overall impact. We enhanced an existing 
approach designed to assess landscape transformation via metrics 
combination. Based on the area and the number of patches, we defined a 
Landscape Dynamics Typology (LDT) with eight different dynamics. The agro-
forestry areas dynamics between 1990 and 2006, in Portugal, is presented 
as a practical example to show the implementation steps and the outputs 
obtained. A diagnostic tree is provided to help identify which dynamics are 
present. This new method provides detailed results concerning the location 
of the different dynamics within a landscape. The LDT is a versatile tool and 
is able to accommodate upgrades.

Introduction

Human-induced landscape changes often have important drawbacks such as habitat loss, degradation 
and fragmentation that have been implicated as the major causes of the recent biodiversity loss 
worldwide (Jaeger, Madrinan, Soukup, Schwick, & Kienast, 2011; Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 
2005). For that reason, habitat fragmentation has been widely regarded as a central issue in conservation 
biology (Saunders, Hobbs, & Margules, 1991; Wiens, 1996; Wilcove, McLellan, & Dobson, 1986). Natural 
landscapes can support high levels of biodiversity and also provide vital ecosystem services. Habitat loss 
and fragmentation are also responsible for diminishing ecosystems’ capacity to provide such services 
(Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005).

Fragmentation per se has been defined as ‘the breaking up of a habitat, ecosystem or land-use 
type into smaller parcels’ (Forman, 1995). Note that fragmentation is the process and the object can be 
habitat (which is species-specific), land cover or land use types, landscapes, ecosystems. In the same 
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line of thought, habitat loss is the difference between two amounts of habitats for a given species 
(more at first and less at the end). Not only do habitat fragmentation and habitat loss co-occur in a 
landscape, they also interact and depend on each other, making it difficult to isolate their independent 
effects (Fischer & Lindenmayer, 2007). Nevertheless, this separation is necessary to better understand 
their impacts on the landscape. Results from empirical studies on habitat fragmentation are frequently 
difficult to interpret and compare because measurements are made such that habitat loss and habitat 
fragmentation are not separated (Fahrig, 2003). Habitat loss, as noted by Fahrig (1997), is the main 
process driving landscape transformation, and yet it has received less research attention than expected 
(Fazey, Fischer, & Lindenmayer, 2005) especially since it is considered by many to be the leading cause 
of decline in native species (Fahrig, 1997; Foley et al., 2005).

Many indices have been developed to assess spatial arrangement of habitat patches, classes of 
patches and landscape characteristics like dominance, diversity, contagion and fractal dimension (Haines-
Young & Chopping, 1996; Turner, 1989), but few were specifically suited to measure fragmentation. 
An exception to that are the three metrics introduced by Jaeger (2000) that characterise landscape 
fragmentation in a geometric perspective: degree of landscape division, splitting index and effective 
mesh size. Long, Nelson, and Wulder (2010) highlighted the incorrect approaches that measure forest 
fragmentation considering forest loss and configurational change together because their ecological 
responses are different. Consequently, they developed a measure (proportion of landscape displacement 
from configuration) to quantify the relative contributions of forest loss and configurational change to 
the so-called forest fragmentation. Bogaert, Ceulemans, and Salvador-Van Eysenrode (2004) defined 
10 processes responsible for pattern change, looking not only at aspects related to habitat loss but also 
included transformation processes that cause expansion of the land cover of interest (habitat gain). The 
need to correctly assess the landscape dynamics distinguishing the effects of habitat fragmentation from 
those of habitat loss have been considered in recent studies (e.g. Johnstone, Lill, & Reina, 2014; Plećaš  
et al., 2014; Sauder & Rachlow, 2014; Steckel et al., 2014). This paper was inspired by the work of Bogaert 
et al. (2004) as the goals are similar and the methods follow those presented in their paper. We developed 
their foundations by introducing some variations and expanding the application possibilities. The 
objective of this paper was to propose a method for assessing habitat composition and configuration 
changes separating the processes of habitat loss/gain and habitat fragmentation/aggregation.

Our main contributions are:

•  The establishment of a ‘Landscape Dynamics Typology’ (LDT). This is a list of possible types of 
dynamics (transformation patterns) that can take place in a landscape (‘Landscape Dynamics 
Typology’ subtopic in the ‘Results’ section);

•  The supply of a diagnostic tree, which is a valuable tool to easily find out which dynamics are 
taking place in a focal area;

•  The presentation of a case study in Portugal, illustrating how the LDT can be applied in landscape 
analysis. Even though the method is designed to deliver an overall result (landscape-level analysis), 
which represents a broad simplification of the processes involved, we show how to use analytical 
units to obtain located and more detailed results (‘Case study’ topic in the ‘Results’ section).

Materials and methods

Conceptual framework and terminology clarification

A new conceptual framework is needed because some terms and concepts in ecology have become 
vague due to inaccurate use. Designations like ‘habitat fragmentation’ have become uncritically used 
(Lindenmayer & Fischer, 2007) and ‘habitat’ has become a vague concept (Mitchell & Powell, 2003).

In order to avoid misapplication of concepts and to minimise semantic confusion, in this section 
we define the study’s object and clarify some terms adopted. ‘Fragmentation’ has its opposite which is 
‘aggregation’ and ‘loss’ has the opposite aspect ‘gain’. As to the term ‘habitat’, it has been used in very 
different contexts, with different meanings, not always keeping in mind that ‘habitat’ is a species-specific 
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concept and therefore should be used in species-specific based studies (St-Laurent, Dussault, Ferron, 
& Gagnon, 2009) and should not be equated with native vegetation (Fischer & Lindenmayer, 2007).

We use the designations ‘Geometric Variation’, which comprises fragmentation and aggregation, and 
‘Amount Variation’ which includes loss and gain. The former represents the configuration changes and 
the latter represents the composition changes in the landscape. We do not use the term ‘habitat’. The 
correct term to use depends on the study context. It can be ‘habitat’, ‘landscape’, ‘biotope’, ‘land cover 
class’ or others, but it is important to be precise. In the case study presented in this paper, we worked 
with agro-forestry areas.

Landscape metric selection

Landscape metrics measure and in various ways describe the spatial structure of patches, patch classes 
or landscapes (Leitão, Miller, Ahern, & McGarigal, 2006). This capacity is relevant for ecological studies 
and thus plenty of metrics have emerged in the last two decades making it a complex choice regarding 
which ones are the best for specific analysis (Cushman, McGarigal, & Neel, 2008). Cushman et al. (2008) 
stated that landscape structure must be quantified using the smallest number of independent metrics 
possible. In this work, we use the land cover class amount (area in hectares) to measure composition and 
the number of patches (NP) to assess configuration. Class area is a measure of landscape composition 
which reveals how much of the landscape is comprised by a particular patch type and NP which 
represents a measure of the subdivision of the patch type and is linked with a number of ecological 
processes (Cumming & Vernier, 2002; McGarigal, Cushman, & Ene, 2012).

LDT establishment

LDT is a classification system in which landscape changes are aggregated according to the processes 
that give rise to the changes. The different dynamics are defined for a binary landscape (with two 
classes only: the land cover under study and other class that encompasses the different land covers) 
and obtained by considering how eventual composition and configuration changes are reflected by 
the two selected metrics, area and NP. Some dynamics are relatively easy to understand:

(i)  If, between two instants, the amount remains the same and the NP increases we are facing a 
fragmentation per se event (pure geometric variation).

(ii)  If, between two instants, the amount increases and NP decreases, it means that we are in the 
presence of an aggregation of patches due to an amount gain (geometric variation caused by 
an amount variation).

However, there are other patterns that reflect different metric combinations that are conceptually 
difficult to interpret. To answer elementary questions that arise after the analysis, such as ‘How far 
can this trend go?’ or ‘How will the landscape look if the agro-forestry areas increase?’ it is necessary 
to develop a moderately sophisticated forecast tool or protocol. We take the first step for this path 
through an approach based on the premise that the trend will continue. Using sampling units such as 
squares, we assume, for convenience, that the squares with amount gain will continue gaining, leading 
to a ‘total cover’ scenario, and the squares with amount loss will keep losing, eventually reaching a 
‘no cover’ situation. In each of these two paths towards the extremes, the squares can pass through 
different dynamics.

Finally, a dichotomous tree key was also created in order to assist the user to classify a dynamic in 
a prompt and easy way.

Case study, land cover data and procedures

To illustrate our approach, we studied the spatiotemporal dynamics of the agro-forestry areas in the 
Portuguese continental territory between the years 1990 and 2006. Agro-forestry areas were obtained 
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using ArcGIS 10.2 ™ (ESRI, USA) software and three shapefiles available online: two CORINE land cover 
shapefiles (years 1990 and 2006) (Caetano, Nunes, & Nunes, 2009) and the Portuguese Administrative 
Boundaries Official Map—2014 version. According to the CORINE land cover nomenclature, the agro-
forestry areas encompass annual crops or grazing land under the wooded cover of forestry species. 
This makes this land cover category not completely equivalent, but greatly coincident to one of the 
most important ecosystems in the Iberian Peninsula, the montado, in Portugal and dehesa, in Spain. 
The montado has suffered a decrease in the last decades (Godinho et al., 2016), which make it suitable 
to demonstrate our LDT method.

The ultimate task was to compare values of the metrics in the two moments (1990 and 2006) in order 
to be able to assign a dynamic. Aiming to do this not only globally (at the landscape scale) but also at a 
more detailed scale, a sampling scheme was needed. For that, we built a 10 × 10 km grid and used each 
square as an analytical unit, where area and NP of agro-forestry land cover category were computed. In 
summary, this task involved seven steps: (i) building a 10 × 10 km grid; (ii) extracting the agro-forestry 
areas from both CORINE land cover shapefiles; (iii) representing the presence of agro-forestry areas (for 
both years) in each square; (iv) calculating the metrics (Area and NP) of the agro-forestry areas (for both 
years) in each square; (v) joining the results of both calculations into a single table; (vi) calculating the 
variation between years for each metric and in each square; (vii) assigning each square to a dynamic 
(Figure 1). Selection and calculation tools (e.g. ‘select by attributes’ and ‘field calculator’) were used to 
automate the process avoiding the need to replicate the steps for each square.

Results

There are two major categories of results: those concerning the LDT and those regarding the practical 
implementation.

Landscape Dynamics Typology

The LDT is a list of possible landscape changes, defined by the metrics’ behaviour. Altogether it contains 
the dynamics, its designations, the metrics’ behaviour and a graphic representation of the change.The 
dynamics were integrated into a dichotomous tree, useful for a quick analysis of the transformation 
processes acting in the landscape (Figure 2). The tree has two main levels of analysis. In the first, we 
must check whether the land cover class amount remained the same (ΔA = 0), increased (ΔA > 0) or 
decreased (ΔA < 0). Having done that, the second task is to verify whether the NP remained the same 
(ΔNp = 0), increased (ΔNp > 0) or decreased (ΔNp < 0). These two steps will guide us through the tree 
and lead us to a specific dynamic.

Figure 1. LdT implementation steps.
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The LDT forecast scheme shows how the dynamics are interconnected in a trajectory for amount gain 
or loss (Figure 3). In the presence of area gain: dynamic G (aggregation by gain) will continue eventually 
until it reaches a ‘total cover’ situation; dynamic F (NP increment by gain) can progress to a point when 
the amount is such that it will trigger the dynamic G (aggregation by gain); dynamic D (gain) has two 
possible trajectories before it reaches total cover: if there is only one patch, it can continue growing to 
the maximum extent; if there are multiple patches, their expansion will at some point create aggregation 
(dynamic G) and after evolve to total cover.

In the presence of area loss: dynamic H (NP decrement by loss) is going directly to a ‘no cover’ scenario 
when the last patch disappears; dynamic I (fragmentation by loss) is a predecessor of the dynamic H, 
meaning that the fragmentation produces small patches that will disappear thereafter; dynamic E (loss) 
can go directly towards a ‘no cover’ situation if there is a single patch in the area, or head to the dynamic 
H before that, if there are multiple patches. Finally, aggregation per se (dynamic C) and fragmentation 
per se (dynamic B) are not mentioned in the LDT forecast scheme because both processes only occur 
when ∆A = 0 (Figure 2).

Case study

From the total 1012 squares, agro-forestry areas in 1990 or 2006 were found in 417. They were present 
in 416 squares in 1990 and in 413 squares in 2006. Agro-forestry areas were present in both 1990 and 

Figure 2. LdT auxiliary diagnostic tree. dynamics: (a) If there is no change in an area or in the number of patches (np), we assume 
that landscape (or the analytical unit extent) did not change; (B) If the area remained the same but the np increased, it means a 
fragmentation occurred; (c) If the area remained the same but np decreased, then an aggregation took place; (d) If the area increased 
and the np is equal, it represents a gain of area; (e) If the area decreased and the np did not change, there is a loss of area; (F) If both 
area and np increased, it led to new patch creation; (G) If the area increased and np decreased, an aggregation occurred due to area 
gain; (h) If both area and np decreased, a patch decrement occurred due to area loss; (I) If area decreased and the np increased, it 
means that fragmentation occurred due to area loss.
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2006 in 412 squares. In the 1990 map, there were 2977 patches of agro-forestry systems with a total 
area of 634,862 hectares and in the 2006 map these values were 3028 patches and 621,495 hectares. 
The global balance shows a variation of +51 patches and −13.358 hectares, suggesting the occurrence 
of fragmentation due to a loss of agro-forestry amount at the study area scale.

The use of analytical units provides more detailed data such as the number of squares with area loss, 
gain or maintenance (Figure 4(a)) and the number of squares with NP loss, gain or maintenance (Figure 
4(b)). The number of squares displaying negative area variation was much larger than that displaying 
positive area variation. Almost half of the studied squares registered an agro-forestry areas loss between 
1990 and 2006. Regarding the NP variation, the majority of the squares remained unaltered. Besides 
those, more squares revealed NP increment than decrement, which suggests more fragmentation than 
aggregation.

Regarding agro-forestry areas variations among squares, an analysis based on area size classes 
provided new insights about the studied land cover dynamics (Figure 4(c)). The number of squares with 
loss is much larger than those with gain (200 against 104), which suggest the loss was not confined to a 
certain region but instead was spread throughout the study area. An additional perspective is provided 
by Figure 4(d), which shows the number of squares assigned to each dynamic. More than a quarter of 
the 417 squares with presence of agro-forestry systems showed no changes between the two dates 
(dynamic A). Pure geometric variations (‘aggregation per se’—dynamic B and ‘fragmentation per se’—
dynamic C) were not found at all. There were more squares classified as dynamics related to loss (NP 
decrement by loss—dynamic G, Loss—dynamic H and Fragmentation by loss—dynamic I) than related 
to gain (NP increment by gain—dynamic D, Gain—dynamic E and Aggregation by gain—dynamic F).

The implementation of the LDT using analytical units took the analysis one step further. It allowed 
to obtain more detailed results (Figure 4) and to get an insight of where each dynamic was acting in 
the study area (Figure 5).

Discussion

Landscape Dynamics Typology

Dynamic A symbolises a ‘no change’ situation that may look improbable in land cover studies but there 
are a few reasons why a reasonable number of analytical units are assigned to this dynamic: (1) we are 

Figure 3. LdT forecast scheme. d—gain; e—loss; F—number of patches increment by gain; G—aggregation by gain; h—number 
of patches decrement by loss; I—fragmentation by loss.
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working with binary landscapes, which means only the changes affecting the land cover category of 
interest are detected; (2) small changes may not be detected due to the minimum map unit or due 
to generalisation procedures during cartographic production; (3) decisions concerning the minimum 
patch size to analyse during LDT configuration can also make small changes undetected. In summary, 
the uncertainty present in the outputs is a function of the cartographic errors (we advise checking the 
producers reports for error estimation) and the user decisions.

Other than dynamic A, the dynamics can be divided into three classes: (i) geometric or configuration 
related, (ii) amount or composition related and iii) both geometric and amount related. Dynamics B 
(fragmentation per se) and C (aggregation per se) represent pure geometric changes. These are not easy 
to find in nature because they are supposed to occur without any amount change. However, we kept 
them in the LDT because they have theoretical justification as a landscape could be fragmented without 
amount change if the patches could be physically rearranged (Wang & Cumming, 2009). Also, it makes 
sense to test and simulate with these two types of transformations for environmental compensation 
purposes or ecosystem/habitat mitigation or enhancement. Dynamics D (gain) and E (loss) regard pure 
amount changes. These are expected to occur frequently and constitute the basis for the dynamics 
that display both composition and configuration dynamics. Dynamics F (NP increment by gain), G 
(aggregation by gain), H (NP decrement by loss) and I (fragmentation by loss) reflect geometric changes 
engendered by amount variations.

The dynamics that we showed in this work are no different from the classical landscape transformations 
processes recognised in the literature. They are built from the notion of what happens in real landscapes 
and from theoretical premises. Because we focused markedly on conceptual and terminology 
clarification, although the underlying processes are the same, our designations may differ from others. 
The graphical representation for each dynamics (Figure 2) helps to interpret and to compare it to other 
designations proposed by other authors. We adopted these terms instead of the original for two main 

Figure 4. number of squares vs. area variation (a), area variation with classes (b), number of patches variation (c) and assigned 
to each dynamic (d); dynamic a ‘no change’; dynamic B ‘Fragmentation per se’; dynamic c ‘aggregation per se’; dynamic d ‘Gain’; 
dynamic e ‘Loss’; dynamic F ‘np increment by gain’; dynamic G ‘aggregation by gain’; dynamic h ‘np decrement by loss’; dynamic I 
‘Fragmentation by loss’.
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reasons. The first was to be coherent with the conceptual framework. For instance, we split composition 
and configuration apart and defined fragmentation per se as a configuration-related process. Knowing 
that the term ‘fragmentation’ is usually applied to a transformation which includes amount loss we 
felt the need to adjust the nomenclature in order to clarify our message. The second reason why we 
adapted the transformation processes designations was directly linked with the underlying intent 
of using the LDT in large data-sets via GIS. For that, some simplification/abstraction was needed and 
some dynamics were not included in the LDT. That was the case for three transformation processes that 
are usually present in the literature, deformation, shift and perforation, that were absent in the LDT. 
Deformation is characterised by shape change, shift occurs via patch translocation and perforation is 
a loss of amount that originates a hole within the patch (Bogaert et al., 2004).

Regarding the scenario forecast possibilities, it is important to stress that LDT does not intend to be 
a robust and sophisticated scenario simulation tool. One cannot use LDT to thoroughly predict what 
the metrics values will be on a given date. Yet, it is possible to assume a time sequence to show the 
trajectory of a landscape or analytical unit. This is possible because it is known that some transformations 
precede others. For instance, Forman (1995), having defined five processes in land transformation 
(by order: perforation, dissection, fragmentation, shrinkage and attrition), states that these processes 
overlap through the period of land transformation beginning with perforation and dissection that 
evolve to fragmentation, then to shrinkage and finally to attrition. Jaeger (2000) includes a phase called 

Figure 5. spatial distribution of different dynamics of landscape dynamics identified between 1990 and 2006.
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incision between the perforation and dissection and thus considers six processes. In the same work, 
the author studies the metrics behaviours by testing them for different fragmentation phases. Because 
these phases often cannot be separated in real landscapes it is important to work with metrics that 
behave consistently (increase or decrease continuously) in all phases. Although it may seem the LDT 
mechanism is different because the detection of changes are reflected on squares being reassigned 
to a different dynamic, one must keep in mind the dynamics reflect combinations of metrics. For that 
reason, LDT metrics should be as consistent as possible.

Limitations

Although the dynamics considered here are realistic, such an exercise is necessarily a simplification 
of reality because landscape dynamics can be very complex and thus hard to fully replicate with this 
or any other approach. The LDT can provide good outputs and useful information but has limitations 
and should only be implemented within its range of applicability. One aspect to keep in mind is that 
this method only interprets binary landscapes and, like every method that does so, it encompasses an 
abstraction of the landscape complexity, oversimplifying the reality. For instance, the selected metrics 
would not be able to find ‘deformation’ or ‘shift’ because both processes would produce outputs of 
∆A = 0 and ∆Np = 0. For that reason, they would be interpreted as ‘no change’ (dynamic A). Also small 
changes that occur may not be detected due to mapping errors and end up being assigned to dynamic 
A. Similarly, ‘perforation’ wouldn’t be distinguishable from the dynamic E (‘loss’), as the metrics variations 
of both would be ∆A < 0 and ∆Np = 0. To track such changes by individually inspecting each square is 
by no means compatible with the LDT’s pragmatic and expedited utilisation perspective. The viable and 
foreseen alternative is to improve the LDT by integrating new metrics and/or error measures.

LDT is a method to detect changes in the landscape and can be used to study fragmentation at proper 
scales. Plus, it indicates the composition trend (amount gain or loss) originating from fragmentation 
or aggregation. Yet, fragmentation, in the broad sense, is a landscape-scale process and should be 
measured at that scale. For this reason, the use of analytical units in such a study should probably 
be avoided or at least very well pondered. Paradoxically, one of LDT’s strengths, the possibility to 
apply analytical units, can also bring some weaknesses to the approach. Although there are valuable 
advantages provided by the use of analytical units, we must highlight the modifiable areal unit problem 
(MAUP) (Gehlke & Biehl, 1934; Openshaw, 1984). The MAUP refers to the fact that the areal units can be 
set arbitrarily and are modifiable. Results based on aggregated data following areal units can change 
if the same data are aggregated under different areal units (Waller & Gotway, 2004). In our example, 
we used squares as a mask and accounted for the agro-forestry areas in each square. If the squares 
had a different size and/or a different location, the content in terms of agro-forestry areas would also 
be different (scale effect and zonation effect, respectively). Long et al., 2010 pointed out the same 
problem, highlighting that MAUP has impacts in the results, and suggested a multiscale approach 
when implementing their metric ‘proportion of landscape displacement from configuration’ (Py) to 
limit scale-related bias. Simply put, one reality can have numerous representations, even if using the 
same method, just by varying the analytical unit limits.

Strengths and implementation scope

Looking at the LDT’s strengths, we must point out it is simple to understand as it is based on ordinary 
tools and concepts like landscape metrics and transformation processes well established in the literature.

Concerning applicability we highlight the LDT’s versatility in the sense that it systemises a procedure 
but does not imply the use of specific data formats or software. Besides that, the steps are editable 
and the parameters adjustable. For instance, the application of analytical units is possible but not 
required. When using analytical units they can be designed in terms of size, form or location to fit the 
user’s purpose. Finally, it is important to stress how the results are easy to interpret because it all rests 
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upon metric values and variations. Moreover, using geographic information software it is possible to 
visualise and to represent the information preserving its spatial attributes.

The LDT was designed to detect landscape transformation processes and thus its range of application 
is vast. The two most evident applications for LDT are monitoring tasks, in a diagnosis context, or 
forecasting, in a territory planning framework. Whenever the LDT is well adapted to a certain study 
subject and context (e.g. a certain land cover class from a specific region, obtained from a given 
cartography), it can be chosen as a monitoring tool for that territory. Depending on the scope and 
depth of the analysis outline, LDT can either provide the final information required or can be the first 
step to evaluate more detailed processes related to biodiversity, resource planning, ecosystem services 
among others. The principles and methods of landscape ecology have been used by landscape planners 
and architects in order to preserve, restore and enhance biological diversity (Collinge, 1996) and LDT 
can help in that mission.

Case study

From 1990 to 2006, both an amount decrement and a NP increment of agro-forestry areas occurred, 
at the study area scale, suggesting the landscape transformation was characterised as fragmentation 
due to area loss. This conclusion reflects an oversimplification of the transformations present in the 
territory because such an approach hides several dynamics, occurring at the same time and in the same 
landscape that hardly manifest at large scales. This happens because the ultimate result will always be a 
combination of a value of area change and a value of NP change, for the entire landscape. A multiscale 
approach is needed to diminish the generalisation and obtain more detailed results. When we look 
at study area global values, the expected transformation processes are: fragmentation by loss, NP 
decrement by amount loss, aggregation by amount gain or NP increment by amount gain. This leaves 
out the raw gain and loss, which are only traceable at smaller scales as they usually concern single 
patches. If a patch expands or compresses, but not enough to link it to or split it from another patch, 
this is a composition-related process without relevance in the configuration (concerning the metrics 
we selected). A gain, if big enough, can lead to an aggregation (by gain) and a loss, if big enough, can 
lead to fragmentation (by loss). To sum up, the use of a single value for an entire landscape or study 
area is not viable to track the pure gains or losses, because of its aggregative effect.

In this example, we used maps from two dates only. The observed variations between 1990 and 2006 
reveal a loss of agro-forestry areas. However, an intermediate map could show us that the agro-forestry 
areas were even fewer on that date and in 2006 were recovering. The values would be right but the trend 
would not. It is always possible to complete or corroborate incomplete data with auxiliary information. 
For instance, the agro-forestry areas decrement in the Iberian Peninsula in the last decades (Godinho 
et al., 2016; Plieninger, 2006) is a well-known phenomenon that helps to corroborate our results.

In order to identify dynamics at a local level, it is possible to use analytical units such as squares, 
hexagons or even irregular forms, if the task demands it. This can be understood as a type of spatial 
generalisation with the purpose of better representing the data for a specific analytical purpose. Data 
are often collapsed and aggregated in order to make it more workable, to gain understanding of the 
phenomenon in question and to uncover patterns masked by the noise usually found in observations. 
Although the use of analytical units is neither risk-free nor always recommended, it is frequently used 
(e.g. Cumming & Vernier, 2002) and we think it deserves to be considered as it can be useful to some 
extent. In our opinion, the use of analytical units represents an important extension to the method 
proposed by Bogaert et al. (2004). The form and size of the analytical units can be defined by several 
criteria such as operational (e.g. other data or variables are available in a defined format and a consistent 
approach is needed or preferential), ecological (e.g. the unit must be big enough to accommodate the 
phenomena under study), relationship to land management planning units or ownership.

The analysis based on squares reinforced what was revealed by the overall values for the entire 
study area, a trend of agro-forestry amount loss and a NP increment. Based on the raw values for the 
whole landscape, we could only speculate this combination would result in fragmentation due to loss. 
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Through the use of squares, we can achieve more detailed results because we can identify not only 
fragmentation by loss (dynamic I) but also NP decrement by loss (dynamic H) and pure loss (dynamic E), 
not considering the squares with gain. There were 92 squares with loss, 45 with NP decrement by loss 
and 63 with fragmentation by loss (Figure 4(d)). NP decrement by loss and fragmentation by loss are 
more likely to occur in the presence of greater losses. The larger number of squares with loss (dynamic 
E) when compared with those of dynamic H and I indicate that in most squares the losses were small. It 
is more likely for small landscape changes to take place than big ones, thus it is expected to find fewer 
squares showing big changes and more squares showing small changes. This pattern is identifiable, 
although with some exceptions, in the different size classes represented in Figure 4(c).

Using Py, Long et al. (2010) were able to demonstrate its ability to differentiate between landscapes 
primarily experiencing forest loss, concurrent forest loss and configurational change, and those primarily 
experiencing configurational change. In their study, significant forest loss occurred more frequently 
than configurational change. Our results are similar in the sense that we detected pure amount 
changes, a variety of configuration changes originated by amount changes but no strictly geometric 
transformations.

The case study is demonstrative and does not involve an actual deep analysis of the agro-forestry 
areas or the drivers that are influencing them. An actual study could use the information provided by 
the LDT and consider the dynamics locations and probable evolutions, study them, relate them with 
other variables of interest and come up with valuable insights and practical recommendations.

Conclusions

Future work and improvements

LDT is neither a final nor a closed tool. On the contrary, it is a tool in progress and allows users to 
make their own modifications. Future works can either be theoretically based or experimentally driven. 
Theoretical improvements can include the adoption of new paradigms, other ecological concepts or, 
more likely, fitting the LDT approach in broader analytical contexts. Through practical experiments 
it will be possible to evaluate the MAUP effects, to test operational specifications like the minimum 
mapping unit and to include different metrics. Simple metrics that landscape managers will find easy to 
understand and implement may be more useful but more complex and sophisticated metrics can also 
be used for quality and accuracy reasons. For instance, after comparing several metrics according to a 
set of criteria, Jaeger (2000) concluded that the NP should be replaced by the ‘effective mesh number’ 
and the ‘average patch size’ (not the area, though related) should give place to the ‘effective mesh 
size’. Another contribution to reduce the confounding effects of habitat abundance in configuration 
measurements was made by Wang and Cumming (2009) by introducing normalised versions of three 
widely used configuration metrics (core area, inter-patch distance and mean patch shape) that can 
detect and discriminate between positive and negative effects of habitat fragmentation independent 
of initial habitat abundance. Expected progression can come from new versions of LDT integrating 
findings and proposals of other authors like the previously mentioned or additional recommendations to 
include in the procedure. A slightly adapted version of the LDT is being used to assess the spatiotemporal 
dynamics of the montado land cover in South Portugal at large scales, as well as for testing for MAUP 
effects. The transition of the LDT as a protocol to an ArcGIS toolbox is an obvious step to take that should 
facilitate its usage and consequently increase its reproducibility.
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A B S T R A C T   

The “LDTtool” python toolbox is introduced. This ArcGIS toolbox can be applied to assess land cover or land use 
changes between two or three moments, considering landscape composition and configuration. The development 
of LDTtool occurs in a time when the studies on landscape dynamics looking at amount and configuration 
changes are becoming mainstream. The use of analytical units, whether regular polygons like squares or irregular 
like districts, allows to study at broad as well as at detailed scales, depending on the base maps spatial resolution 
and intrinsic quality. The ultimate goal of the toolbox is to assign each analytical unit to a type of dynamic. The 
paper shows how to operate the toolbox and provides a case study regarding the olive groves dynamics in 
Portugal in the period 1990–2018.   

1. Introduction 

Significant and/or quick landscape changes often disrupts ecosystem 
functioning interfering with ecological processes and thus jeopardizing 
their capacity to provide vital services for population (Millennium 
Ecosystem Assessment, 2005). Substantial landscape changes have such 
impact on biodiversity that habitat loss and fragmentation are often 
pointed as one of the major causes of biodiversity loss (Jaeger et al., 
2011) in some regions and therefore regarded as a central issue in 
conservation biology (Saunders et al., 1991; Wiens, 1996). Since land-
scape patterns influence ecological processes (pattern-process relation-
ship; McGarigal et al., 2012; Turner, 1990), landscape metrics became 
popular among the landscape ecologists. 

To interpret landscapes as discrete patches of different land cover 
classes (Forman, 1995), there are two main types of changes to consider: 
composition and configuration changes. The former relates to what 
constitutes the landscape and its amounts (e.g. land cover types and how 

much) – What exists in the landscape. The latter has to do with the shape 
and location of the elements – How it is distributed. Although both types 
of changes co-occur, interact and even depend on each other (Linden-
mayer and Fischer, 2007), the separation of their independent effects is 
necessary to better understand the impacts. Looking at a single measure 
of change without separating the contribution of the composition and 
configuration make studies difficult and sometimes impossible to 
compare (Fahrig, 2017, 2003). An increasing number of studies has been 
considering the importance of distinguishing the different effects of 
amount and geometric changes in landscape analysis (e.g. Johnstone 
et al., 2014; Plećaš et al., 2014; Sauder and Rachlow, 2014; Steckel et al., 
2014). 

Many metrics, methods and software with distinct specificities have 
been developed to measure landscape characteristics. Some examples of 
well-known software are FRAGSTATS (McGarigal et al., 2012), Conefor 
Sensinode 2.2 (Saura and Torné, 2009), Patch Analyst (Rempel et al., 
2012), Circuitscape (McRae et al., 2013), Graphab (Foltête et al., 2012) 
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and Land-metrics DIY (Zaragozí et al., 2012). Overall, landscape study 
does not seem to lack tools but new ones keep being developed in order 
to improve the existing analytical capabilities (e.g. landscapemetrics by 
Hesselbarth et al. (2019); gDefrag by Mestre et al. (2019) For a broader 
notion of the quantity and variety of landscape analytical software 
existent, especially free and open source, we recommend the works by 
Steiniger and Hay (2009) and Steiniger and Hunter (2013). 

The focus on accounting for both amount and geometric changes is 
the foundation of the Landscape Dynamic Typology (LDT) method 
(Machado et al., 2018). LDT is a set of “Types of Dynamics” (ToD) that 
can occur in a binary landscape, obtained via combination of two met-
rics that can increase, decrease or remain the same in a period between 
two dates: Area to represent composition and Number of Patches (NP) to 
assess configuration (Table 1). 

LDT application can be straightforward but it can also require a 

heavy workload and for that reason, the transition of the original pro-
tocol to a software piece is regarded as essential to increase its adoption 
(Machado et al., 2018). In this paper we introduce the “LDTtool”, an 
ArcGIS (www.esri.com) toolbox designed to facilitate and automate the 
application of the LDT method. We provide a comprehensive description 
of the toolbox as well as an illustrative case study concerning the olive 
grove dynamics that have been occurring in southern Portugal. 

2. LDTtool 

The LDTtool is a python-based add-on ArcGIS toolbox operational in 
ArcCatalog and ArcMap as well as in ArcGIS Pro. It was developed using 
the 10.6 version and updates to future versions will be assured in order 
to keep the toolbox useable. 

It comprises five tools (Fig. 1). The first four tools (Landscape Dy-
namic Types) run the core LDT steps to calculate the dynamics occurred 
in the landscape. The 1.1 (2 M (Squares)) uses two moments of analysis 
and regular squares as analytical units. The 1.2. (3 M (Squares)), uses 
three moments of analysis and squares. The 1.3. (2 M (Districts) uses two 
moments of analysis and districts as analytical units. The 1.4 (3 M 
(Districts)) uses three moments of analysis and districts. 

Finally, the “2 – Forecast” calculates a hypothetical scenario 
assuming the ongoing trends will persist. The forecast tool considers 
how the types of dynamics can evolve from one to the other. For 
instance, in the presence of area gain, the ToD G (aggregation by gain) 
will continue eventually until it reaches a ‘total cover’ situation. In the 
opposite direction, in a situation of area loss, the ToD H (NP decrement 
by loss) is going to a ‘no cover’ scenario when the last patch disappears. 
For more detailed explanation see Machado et al. (2018). 

LDT works with binary landscapes and thus landscape Feature 
Classes must contain only one class with the polygons, that represent 
patches, under study (the habitat, the land cover category, etc.). 

Relevant recommendations to avoid possible errors or malfunction-
ing are: (i) using the same coordinate system in the data frame and all 
the input elements; (ii) using feature classes (requires a geodatabase) 
instead of shapefiles and (iii) delete unnecessary attribute fields. 

Table 1 
Landscape dynamic types (adapted from Machado et al., 2018).  

Type If and Designation Graphic Representation 

A ΔA =
0 

ΔNP =
0 

No change 

B 

ΔA =
0 

ΔNP >
0 

Fragmentation per 
se 

C 

ΔA =
0 

ΔNP <
0 

Aggregation per se 

D 

ΔA>0 ΔNP =
0 

Gain 

E 

ΔA<0 ΔNP =
0 

Loss 

F 

ΔA>0 ΔNP >
0 

NP increment by 
gain 

G 

ΔA>0 ΔNP <
0 

Aggregation by 
gain (NP 
decrement by 
gain) H 

ΔA<0 ΔNP <
0 

NP decrement by 
loss 

I 

ΔA<0 ΔNP>0 Fragmentation by 
loss (NP increment 
by loss) 

(A) If there is no change in an area or in the number of patches (NP) we assume 
that landscape (or the analytical unit extent) did not change; (B) If the area 
remained the same but the NP increased, it means a fragmentation occurred; (C) 
If the area remained the same but NP decreased, then an aggregation took place; 
(D) If the area increased and the NP is equal, it represents a gain of area; (E) If the 
area decreased and the NP did not change, there is a loss of area; (F) If both area 
and NP increased, it led to new patch creation; (G) If the area increased and NP 
decreased, an aggregation occurred due to area gain; (H) If both area and NP 
decreased, a patch decrement occurred due to area loss; (I) If area decreased and 
the NP increased, it means that fragmentation occurred due to area loss. Fig. 1. LDTtool structure in ArcToolbox.  
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The input’s quality also affects the overall quality of the analysis. For 
that reason, spatial and temporal resolution should be adequate to assess 
the phenomena under study and therefore reproduce accurately the 
landscape evolution. 

2.1. Preliminary steps 

The following preliminary steps are essential to ensure the toolbox 
correct functioning.  

1. Create a File Geodatabase.  
2. Make it the default Geodatabase (while creating it or after in: Menu 

File, Map Document Properties, Default Geodatabase (select).  
3. Import the feature classes into the Geodatabase. The feature classes 

should be the landscape moment 1, landscape moment 2 and land-
scape moment 3 (optional). Regarding the analytical units, the 
feature classes are the study area boundary (for squares) or districts.  

4. Add the “LDTtool” toolbox to ArcToolbox. 
5. Select the Geodatabase as “Current workspace” and “Scratch work-

space in Geoprocessing menu, Environments, Workspace (select). 
6. Select the Geodatabase as “Current workspace” and “Scratch work-

space” in the Arctoolbox Environments; Workspace. (select).  
7. Confirm the paths are correct within each tool by Right-clicking; 

Properties; Environments; check the Workspace box, Values button. 

2.2. Inputs and settings 

The inputs and settings required to run the tools are the following: 
Tool 1 – Landscape Dynamics Types.  

• Study Area Polygon: Polygonal feature class containing the study area 
boundaries.  

• Districts: Polygonal feature class containing the districts boundaries.  
• Landscape Moment 1: Polygonal feature class of the landscape in 

moment 1.  
• Landscape Moment 2: Polygonal feature class of the landscape in 

moment 2.  
• Landscape Moment 3: Polygonal feature class of the landscape in 

moment 3.  
• Squares width and height (meters): Analytic square size.  
• Keep patches equal or larger than (square meters): Minimum patch size 

to be analysed.  
• Output Feature Class: Name and path of the output file. 

Tool 2 - Forecast.  

• Landscape to forecast (Output of tool 1) 

3. The LDTtool demonstration 

In order to demonstrate the LDTtool implementation and outputs, we 
use the tool 1.1 and therefore there are two moments of analysis and 
squares are used as analytical units. We present an illustrative example 
of the olive grove dynamics occurred in Portugal between 1990 and 
2018. 

3.1. Background 

Traditional olive groves are a characteristic element of Mediterra-
nean landscapes. Besides its historical and cultural value, traditional 
groves often host many species making them relevant in terms of 
biodiversity. In Portugal, the quest for olives and olive oil self- 
sufficiency first, and exports increments after, led to a landscape 
change in the last years. New high-yielding intensive (and super- 
intensive) groves are fast expanding, often replacing biodiversity-rich 
but low-yielding traditional ones (Morgado et al., 2020). Not only 

traditional olive groves but also other land uses such as “non-irrigated 
arable land” and “permanently irrigated land”, have been transformed 
in large-scale plantations, often with high levels of intensification. 

In time, populations began to complain about several problems 
regarding agrochemicals among other issues. Regarding biodiversity, 
besides the initial land-cover change that represents a severe habitat loss 
for many species, it has recently been revealed that the mechanical ol-
ives harvesting at night leads to mass bird mortality (Silva and Mata, 
2019). At the landscape scale there is a marked homogenization of the 
territory provoked by large-scale plantations. It is urgent to assure that 
modern groves, essential to achieve high yield production, minimize 
their negative environmental impacts while simultaneously the tradi-
tional groves are promoted. This might be achieved through both po-
litical and/or market mechanisms. For instance, Moreira et al. (2019) 
suggested new labels should be created to provide consumers with de-
tails about the grove from which the product was sourced. 

3.2. Preliminary steps 

A File Geodatabase was built using ArcCatalog and the feature 
classes were imported into it (see 2.2 Inputs and Settings subsection). 
Next, a blank ArcMap project was created and both the default geo-
database and the scratch workspace were pointed to the built geo-
database. Then the “LDTtool” toolbox was added to the ArcToolbox and 
the feature classes were loaded into the project. 

3.3. Inputs and settings 

We used the continental Portuguese Administrative Boundaries 
Official Map (2018 version) as study area and the Olive Groves of 1990 
and 2018 extracted from the CORINE Land Cover maps. The analytical 
square size was defined as 10 km and the minimum size patch (to discard 
meaningless polygons resulting from intersect operations) as 50,000 m2. 
It is important the chosen dimensions are appropriated relative to both 
the base maps and the phenomena under study. Since CLC uses a min-
imum size patch of 25 ha (250000 m2), selecting smaller minimum size 
patches does not to improve the spatial resolution. Also, we knew be-
forehand the landscape changes in Portugal involving groves are mostly 
due to large scale plantations, often larger than 50,000 m2. 

The output feature class was named “LDT_OliveGroves” (Fig. 2a). 
This feature class was then used as input for “Tool 2 – Forecast” (Fig. 2b). 

3.3.1. Square size selection 
The tool allows the use of districts and squares as analytical units. 

Although the pros and cons are common to both types of analytical units 
(see subsection “3.5. Results and discussion” for more on the Modifiable 
Areal Unit Problem - MAUP), the districts are usually used for some 
specific reason and often exempted from further justification while the 
artificial sampling schemes such as regular grids tend to be more scru-
tinized. For example, a county boundary is as artificial for some natural 
processes as a square or an hexagon but it is commonly accepted that 
data has to be aggregated by county our any other administrative or 
statistical unit. In analytical terms the repercussions may be similar but 
when using an artificial sampling grid an extra attention is required to 
make sure the sampling scheme itself is not adulterating the raw data. 
Since there is not a single solution for this problem and there are a 
multitude of contexts and applications, users often have to find a way to 
assess quality and establish tolerance levels. Regular areas like squares 
can be used for no particular reason but many times are used because 
there are many associated data available in that format, thus allowing 
variable extraction for posterior analysis. One important aspect to 
consider is how well the sampling scheme preserves the integrity of the 
base data. For instance, in our case study, a single patch can be recog-
nized by the software as being multiple patches because it crosses 
several squares (or districts). Since the final calculations are based on 
the analytical unit and not on the patches themselves, the same patch 
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can be counted multiple times. Ultimately, the only way to solve this 
problem was to use the study area boundaries and discard the use of 
analytical units. The downside of such an option is the complete loss of 
spatial resolution and its associated benefits. In our view, a good 
compromise would be a grid size that minimizes patch intersection and 
still offers an adequate spatial resolution to assess the phenomenon 
being studied. To what NP are concerned, olive groves maps show 1613 
patches in 1990 and 1974 in 2018. After intersecting the grid composed 
by 1011 100 km2 squares, the NP was 2220 and 2685, respectively. This 
represents 607 artificial extra patches for 1990 and 711 for 2018. The 
intersections per square were 2,2 for 1990 and 2,7 for 2018. To improve 
the spatial resolution requires smaller squares that would make these 
numbers worse. On the opposite direction, to improve these numbers we 
would have to enlarge the squares and lose spatial resolution. 

As to patch size, the average olive grove was 1,72 km2 in 1990 and 
1,76 km2 in 2018. Thus, a 100 km2 square would be large enough to fit 
several patches and to minimize the original patches crossing several 
squares. Looking at the extremes of the patch size distribution, only one 
patch in 1990 and 2018 is larger than 100 km2. This suggests that the 
grid size is not too small. It could be larger but the larger the square is, 
the more patches it can fit and that increases the risk of hiding some ToD 
by losing spatial resolution. Overall, these values seemed acceptable for 
the task in hands but could the output be too influenced by the square 
size? To answer this question we reran the tool using 9 km, 10 km, 11 km 
and 12 km squares that differ 10% and 20% from the original 10 km 
grid. This allowed us to assess the MAUP’s scale effect. Having different 
sizes, the grids are distinct, the squares are not in the same place, and 
with that we were also assessing the MAUP’s context or zoning effect. 
With the 10 kmX10km squares as a starting point, we used R software (R 
Core Team, 2018) to run Chi-Squared tests against all the other grid 
sizes, based on the ToD counts. The results show the ToD counts display 
no significant differences and thus are considered similar. A comple-
mentary visual analysis of the ToD spatial distribution also reveals 
consistency among different square sizes, albeit some expected varia-
tions. The Chi-Squared test results and the maps are provided as sup-
plementary material. 

3.4. Outputs 

The final product is a feature class with the study area divided by 
squares, each one with the metrics calculated for both dates, their 
variation and assigned to a ToD (Figs. 3 and 4). 

3.5. Results and discussion 

The aim of this particular case study was to illustrate how to use the 
LDTtool and show the type of outputs it produces. The analysis was a 
broad one and did not intend to explain exhaustively the reality behind 
the olive groves increment in Portugal, which is a complex issue and 
would require more and different data with higher spatial resolution, 
possibly thematic resolution (distinguish between traditional and 
modern olive groves) and temporal resolution (use intermediary dates to 
better identify the paces in the land cover changes). 

Although other drivers may be responsible for local changes occur-
ring all over the country, it is hard to ignore the process of rapid agri-
cultural intensification going on in the Alentejo Region (Southern 
Portugal) and its relevance to the landscape transformation. The tradi-
tional extensive, multi-functional agricultural systems, adapted to the 
Mediterranean climate are being rapidly replaced by more intensive and 
irrigated cultures. This was made possible due to public investment in 
the Alqueva dam and its integrated irrigation system, together with 
national and EU agricultural policies (Silveira et al., 2018). As a result, 
large scale intensive and super-intensive olive groves have been imple-
mented in the last years in newly irrigated areas. 

According to CLC (CHA00, CHA06, CHA12 and CHA1218) the land 
covers that have been replaced the most by olive groves are “non-irri-
gated arable land” and “permanently irrigated land”, presumably land 
that was not irrigated before but has now access to water and land that 
was already irrigated but was used for other cultures. In opposition, 
some existing olive groves were replaced by, mostly, “non-irrigated 
arable land” and “transitional woodland-shrub”, what can reflect the 
low income obtained by traditional olive groves that were abandoned. 

Comparing the 1990 and 2018 feature classes we verify there have 
been an olive grove area increment of 692,84 km2 and a number of 
patches increment of 361. These overall values suggest the “Type of 
Dynamic F–NP increment by gain” has been the main change pattern 
taking place at the study area. The results based on the 100 km2 grid 
provide more detailed results. The number of squares assigned to each 
ToD at this spatial resolution is present in Fig. 5a). 

The “ToD F–NP increment by gain” was the most represented ToD 
with a total of 227 squares which is in line with the global trend pre-
viously mentioned. ToD F represents new olive tree plantations not 
adjacent to existing ones. The magnitude of ToD F reflects how vigorous 
the olive grove implementation in Portugal has been. Nevertheless, 
there were some local area losses, presumably traditional and less 
profitable groves. The second most identified ToD was the “H–NP 
decrement by loss”, present in 101 squares. It shows squares where the 
main dynamic was the shift from olive groves into other land covers. 
Looking at the number of squares it seems quite significant with almost 
half of the ToD F (101 vs 227). However, the relation does not stand 
when we compare olive grove area variation as ToD F involved an area 
gain of 817,57 km2 while ToD H involved an area loss of 159,61 km2 

(Fig. 5b). 
The other two ToD with variation in both configuration and 

composition are “G – Aggregation by gain” that reflects situations where 
new plantations or expansion of existing ones originated the fusion of 
patches (groves), and “I – Fragmentation by loss”, where the loss of area 
provoked the division of patches. ToD G was identified in only 16 
squares but totalled an area gain of 143,82 km2, while ToD I was 
identified in 55 squares and implied an area loss of 118,05 km2. 
Focusing on the ToDs that reflected only composition and had no in-
fluence in the NP, “D – Gain” was found in 49 squares and involved an 
area gain of 57,18 km2, while “E − Loss” occurred in 71 squares with a 

Fig. 2. Filled dialog boxes. a) Tool 1.1 - Landscape dynamics Types 2 M 
(Squares); b) Tool 2 - Forecast. 
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total loss of 47,83 km2. No squares were assigned to the ToD B or C, that 
represent pure geometric changes (without amount variation) and thus 
do not occur often. 

In summary, there were many changes in olive groves in Portugal 
between 1990 and 2018. Overall, the area increased despite some local 
losses. Most of the amount changes had implications on the olive groves 
configuration (shape and spatial distribution). In a situation (or sce-
nario) of olive groves substantial area increment, all the ToD related to 
area gain may contribute to landscape homogenization. Obviously, the 
area amount turned into olive groves is the main thing responsible for 
that contribution but considering a fixed amount, the way it is added to 

the landscape is also relevant. While pure gain, meaning the existing 
patches were expanded (ToD D – Gain), and the presence of new patches 
(ToD F–NP increment by gain) have influence mainly at the landscape 
granularity level, the fusion of patches (ToD G – Aggregation by gain) 
contributes directly to the landscape spatial homogenization. Also 
related to this, particularly if considering biodiversity issues, it is 
fundamental to verify the starting point of each square as a given 
amount of area change may have different meanings and effects. In other 
words, similar areal increments may have different impacts if the square 
had none of that cover, or if the square already had much of it. The LDT 
forecast tool should be used with caution as its purpose is to support the 

Fig. 3. Output attribute table. a) Output of Tool 1.1 - Landscape dynamics Types 2 M (Squares); b) Field originated by Tool 2 – Forecast.  

Fig. 4. Olive Groves in Portugal (1990–2018). a) Map produced by “Tool 1 - Landscape Dynamics Types 2 M (Squares)ˮ showing Continental Portugal divided by 10 
× 10 Km squares with assigned Types of Dynamics (ToD). b1) Detailed view of a square showing TOD G - Aggregation by gain. b2) Detailed view of a square showing 
ToD E − Loss. 
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thinking process of how the landscape may look like in the future and 
not to make accurate predictions. Based on the LDT forecast model, we 
can see that if there is an increasing trend, in time, the existing patches 
of a given land cover may expand so that they bridge the gaps between 
them and merge together (ToD D evolves to ToD G). New patches that 
are installed in the landscape may follow the same path (ToD F is fol-
lowed by ToD D which evolves to ToD G). Such analysis act as a diag-
nosis and projects a hypothetical future based on the current trend. 
Nevertheless, we must advise this tool is better suited for situations 
where natural processes are in place without management or with little 
human interference (e.g. vegetation recovery, afforestation, etc.). In 
some cases it could be useful to study different forms of ownership, for 
instance large landowners who manage intensively and a multitude of 
small owners who have no interest in management and this conse-
quently leads to abandonment of agricultural use. In the case of planned, 
highly managed olive groves (or any other agricultural land) the land 
use changes are mostly dependent of human decision. For instance, the 
tool shows us the ToD F and ToD D may end up originating a higher 
number of ToD G squares, which implies a greater spatial homogeneity 
than we have today. This may end up being true but it is hard to sustain 
this prediction because the olive groves will not expand naturally via 
dispersal. Instead they will appear and disappear due to human direct 
intervention in the territory. 

The analytical grid allowed us to identify local dynamics along the 
study area and visualize them in a map (Fig. 4a). This enhanced capa-
bility can be relevant for planning, management and decision making 
processes. Although there are valuable advantages provided by the use 
of analytical units, we must highlight the modifiable areal unit problem 
(MAUP) (Gehlke and Biehl, 1934; Openshaw and Taylor, 1979). The 
MAUP refers to the fact that the areal units can be set arbitrarily and are 
modifiable. Results based on aggregated data following areal units can 
change if the same data are aggregated under different areal units 
(Waller and Gotway, 2004). Commonly used in population-focused 
studies, data aggregation is often based on boundaries such as zip 
codes, census tracts and census block groups (Moon and Farmer, 2001). 
Regular grids are extensively applied in spatial analysis to avoid bias 
caused by administrative divisions (Swift et al., 2008) and/or to include 

the vast amount of data that is available in that format, such as remote 
sensing data, biological atlas or simply because there is a preference for 
working with squares (e.g. UTM) or hexagons as a reference. 

MAUP is a long standing issue in geography and spatial analysis that 
has no optimal solution and has been ameliorated by the researchers 
according to their study contexts. Among several attempts that were 
made to deal with the MAUP (Openshaw, 1984), proposed that areal 
units should match the optimal spatial variance or maximize a given 
statistic. This is a clear protocol that leaves no doubt as to how the units 
are designed, but at the same time it is easy to criticize as it allows re-
searchers to design spatial units in order to achieve a preferred result. 
According to Swift et al. (2008), areal units generated from Voronoi 
tessellations (Thiessen polygons) can be effective to reduce aggregation 
bias. The same authors point out that sensitivity analysis can be superior 
to other methods (e.g. optimizing the size and shape of areal units) since 
it does not rely on highly accurate measurements of spatial variables. 
Long et al. (2010) highlighted that MAUP influences the results, and 
suggested a multiscale approach when implementing their metric ‘pro-
portion of landscape displacement from configuration’ (Py) as a way to 
minimize scale-related bias. Butkiewicz et al. (2008) first introduced a 
geospatial visualization method and later provided a number of en-
hancements to help lighten the effects of the MAUP (Butkiewicz et al., 
2010). 

In our example, if the squares had a different size (scale effect) and/ 
or a different location (context effect), their content in terms of olive 
groves would also be different. Scale effect assessment would require 
testing different square sizes and context effect assessment would 
require changing their location. Although the current LDTtool version 
does not include such validation instruments, similar operations can be 
conducted by running the tool using different size grids (scale effect) and 
feeding the tool with edited grids (rotation, translation, etc.) via tool 1.3. 
or 1.4. (context effect). We took a similar approach and added a statis-
tical test to assess the outputs (see Supplementary Material). A future 
validation/quality control procedure to integrate LDTtool is likely to 
involve an automatization of such steps and will be incorporated in the 
existing tools or provided as separated analytical tools. 

4. Concluding remarks 

The newly developed LDTtool can add value to studies in a wide 
range of topics related to biodiversity conservation, invasive species, 
ecosystem services and natural resources planning, mainly if land use, 
land cover or habitat changes are a central topic of the study. After the 
toolbox functionalities were presented, a demonstration was provided 
using as an example the olive groves dynamics in Portugal in the period 
between 1990 and 2018. 

4.1. Strengths, limitations and future developments 

The LDTtool’s strengths and limitations are twofold: those intrinsic 
to LDT and those related to the software itself. Some of the LDT method’s 
virtues are its simplicity due to the fact of being based on simple spatial 
metrics and the easy interpretation of the outputs that come in the form 
of value variations and maps (Machado et al., 2018). LDTtool itself, 
being introduced as an ArcGIS toolbox is expected to be user-friendly. 
The toolbox configuration is straightforward and it runs smoothly and 
fast mostly because it uses the vectorial format. LDTtool is imple-
mented/coded in Python, which is a versatile language widely used in 
geoprocessing. Additionally the source-code is available and users can 
extract it and edit it to fit their purposes. The possibility to adjust pa-
rameters such as the minimum patch size and the analytical units also 
add versatility to the process. However, the use of analytical units 
(regular polygons such as squares or irregular polygons such as districts) 
does not come without a cost, which in this case is related to MAUP. 
Variations in how regions are delineated have an influence in how the 
data is aggregated. Scale has similar implications because local variation 

Fig. 5. a) Number of squares assigned to each Type of Dynamics; b) Olive grove 
area variation associated to each Type of Dynamics. 
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can be lost when aggregated into a larger region (e.g. 20 Km squares 
instead of 10 Km squares). Therefore, both scale and analytical units 
must be cautiously selected in order to fit the purpose of the study. 
Although this is up to the user, we are aware that an automated vali-
dation procedure that helps mitigate the MAUP implications would 
highly improve LDTtool. 

Also the use of binary landscapes facilitates the analysis but can be 
too simplistic to represent reality, mainly in biodiversity studies, 
particularly those involving habitat suitability or functional 
connectivity. 

The current version is not a final product but rather the first version 
of a tool that has room to improve and will be updated to assure its 
usability. LDTtool’s current limitations are identified and will be the 
base for future developments. Some upcoming improvements being 
considered at the moment are (i) quality (sensibility or robustness) 
analysis of the final results to minimize the MAUP limitations, (ii) 
expand the analytical possibilities beyond binary landscapes, and (iii) 
integration in other GIS platforms. 

Software availability 

Name: LDTtool. 
Availability and cost: LDTtool can be can be freely downloaded from: 

https://github.com/RDPMachado/LDTtool. 
(Includes a README file with description and instructions). 
License: GNU GPLv3; Developer: Rui Machado; Contact address: 

Departamento de Paisagem, Ambiente e Ordenamento, Universidade de 
Évora, Rua Romão Ramalho, n◦ 59, 7000-671 Évora, Portugal, E-mail: 
rdpm@uevora.pt. 

Year first available: 2020. 
Software required: ESRI® ArcMap™ 10.0 and later versions. 
Program language: Python. 
Program size: 6.97 Mb. 
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Supplementary material 

 

We ran Chi-Squared tests to assess MAUP. We tested the results (ToD counts) of the 10kmX10km 

squares against those of 8km, 9km, 11km and 12km. The results came with the same outcome: Not 

rejecting the null hypothesis that assumed the values are similar / equivalent (not significantly different). 

ToD 
Size 

8 10 

A 9 8 
D 76 49 

E 116 71 

F 296 227 

G 26 16 

H 153 101 

I 60 55 

Absent 803 484 

X-squared = 9.2028, df = 7, p-value = 0.2384 

ToD 
Size 

9 10 

A 11 8 

D 68 49 

E 95 71 

F 239 227 

G 25 16 

H 102 101 

I 66 55 

Absent 627 484 

X-squared = 6.8288, df = 7, p-value = 0.4469 

ToD 
Size 

10 11 

A 8 6 

D 49 43 

E 71 61 

F 227 202 

G 16 16 

H 101 77 

I 55 47 

Absent 484 389 

X-squared = 1.5007, df = 7, p-value = 0.9823 

ToD 
Size 

10 12 

A 8 7 

D 49 34 

E 71 39 

F 227 174 

G 16 15 

H 101 74 

I 55 49 

Absent 484 327 

X-squared = 4.8826, df = 7, p-value = 0.6743 



Maps showing consistent spatial distribution of ToD assigned to different square sizes. Despite the natural variation in the spatial resolution, the major 

patterns are still recognizable in all maps. 
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Supporting the spatial management of invasive alien
plants through assessment of landscape dynamics
and connectivity
Rui Machado1,2 , Liliana Neto Duarte3 , Artur Gil4,5, Nuno Sousa-Neves6,7, Janez Pirnat8,
Pedro Santos9

Invasive alien species are responsible for several negative impacts worldwide. Managing biological invasions is often difficult
and the success rate is quite low, but with good planning it is possible to achieve good results. Besides employing the correct
methods and techniques, an overall strategy based on landscape dynamics and expected spatial patterns can be fundamental
to achieve success. The decision of where to act can be embedded in a general strategy based on several criteria/goals such as
control of large populations, connectivity disruption, and so on. This work focused on Acacia dealbata in a Natura 2000 site
in Portugal, how the current amount and distribution can affect the spread pattern, and different possible strategies to
approach the management. Based on the species dispersal traits, we argue that not only the area but also the perimeter (there-
fore, the shape) and location of the patches should be considered when fighting the invasion. Three scenarios were designed and
compared using the perimeter–area ratio, a landscape dynamics analysis, and a connectivity index. Results show that removing
the patches with higher perimeter–area ratio (mostly small satellite patches) would be more impactful than removing the larger
patch or removing random intermediary perimeter–area patches first. After this approach based on landscape dynamics, the
employment of a connectivity assessment provided an ordered list of patches to remove sequentially. Overall, this approach can
be valuable in the early steps of the planning process, supporting better decisions regarding the available resources and contrib-
uting to maximize the effectiveness of the action.

Key words: Acacia dealbata, invasive alien plants, landscape ecology, restoration, spatial patterns

Implications for Practice

• In a task as challenging and expensive as restoring
invaded areas, planners need to know where the scarce
resources can be employed more effectively.

• Removing larger patches of invasive plants is not always
the most effective way to control the invasion.

• Patch size, shape, and location all contribute to the distri-
bution and dispersal of the invasive plant and should be
assessed to learn where a certain amount of work can pro-
duce optimal results.

Introduction

Invasive alien species (IAS) rank in the top five direct drivers of
change in nature (IPBES 2019), being responsible for several
negative impacts (Kumschick et al. 2015; Schindler et al. 2015;
Jones 2017; Diagne et al. 2020). Biodiversitywise, IAS are listed
among the major indicators of decline (Butchart et al. 2010) and
the secondmost common threat associated with recent extinctions
in five major taxonomy groups (plants, amphibians, reptiles,
birds, and mammals) (Bellard et al. 2016). Although biological
invasions are a major driver of ecosystem degradation, there is
no evidence that the rate of alien species introduction is slowing

down, and the number of those becoming invasive is even
increasing (Pyšek et al. 2020). Biological invasions are a
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pervasive component of global change impacting ecosystems in
several ways (Simberloff et al. 2013). Invasive alien plants
(IAP) can alter basic ecological processes such as nutrient cycling
or the change of soil biota (Marchante et al. 2008; Vilà
et al. 2011). They often benefit from competitive mechanisms
(Levine et al. 2003) or performance-related traits (Van Kleunen
et al. 2010), which includes long-lived seed banks (Gioria &
Pyšek 2015), disrupting intrinsic interactions among native spe-
cies (Callaway & Aschehoug 2000).

Management of IAS is frequently difficult and expensive
(Diagne et al. 2021), but with proper planning and resources,
biological invasions can be managed and mitigated (Pyšek
et al. 2020). First, it is important to define “impact” precisely.
More than focusing on evident negative impacts caused by
non-native species, appropriate management and policies bene-
fit from an understanding of impact in a broader sense, able to
consider, e.g. directionality and scale (Jeschke et al. 2014). Sec-
ond, it is essential to define what “success” is for each interven-
tion prioritizing both the species and the areas (van Wilgen
et al. 2012). According to the existing situation and the available
resources, the goal can be to control, contain, or even eradicate
the species (Simberloff et al. 2013). Control and containment
may seem similar concepts, but an instructive distinction is
made by Hulme (2006). Control aims to reduce the impact and
the abundance of an IAS to an acceptable level, although not
necessarily limiting its range. It can be interpreted as managing
and trying to minimize an inevitable or a bearable dispersion. On
the contrary, containment aims to limit the spread by acting
mostly at the periphery of the species range. This makes contain-
ment more appropriate for species that disperse slowly and over
short distances, while control may become more realistic when
dealing with larger peripheries typical of long dispersers with
higher expansion rates. Eradication implies eliminating all the
individuals and viable propagules of a species within the man-
agement unit (Parkes & Panetta 2009). It also requires that the
species has not been detected for a period equal to or greater than
its seed longevity (Panetta 2007), and therefore it is usually dif-
ficult to achieve once the species is established. According to
Mack and Lonsdale (2002), the record of eradicating invasive
plants consists of “few clear victories, some stalemates, and
many defeats.”Wemust accept the possibility that some ecosys-
tems will not completely recover and be aware that the idea of
“success” in a restoration project may change over time
(Cordell et al. 2016). Even if the natural vegetation is reestab-
lished, the associated fauna is not necessarily recovered. The
systems are usually complex, and the emphasis of the monitor-
ing is placed on the return of a few target groups such as plants
and do not consider the entire food web that they supported
before the invasion (Zedler & Callaway 2000; Gratton &
Denno 2005).

Many interventions see the removal of alien vegetation as the
final goal (Vosse et al. 2008), but that alone does not guarantee
the natives will come back and restore the ecosystem as it was
before the invasion (D’Antonio & Meyerson 2002; Harms &
Hiebert 2006). In fact, passive restoration approach often fails
to avoid reinvasions by the same species or secondary invasions
by other species, able to capitalize on the disturbance caused by

the removal operation (Holmes et al. 2020). Furthermore, eco-
system recovery may fail due to the IAP legacy, in the form of
reduced biodiversity, massive seed banks, altered soil chemis-
try, among other factors (Corbin & D’Antonio 2012). Clear
examples are provided by Marchante et al. (2008, 2019) regard-
ing the soil chemistry alterations due to invasion by Acacia
longifolia.

To achieve an actual recovery rather than an IAP removal
with ephemeral results, the elimination of the invaders must be
accompanied by strategies to overcome their legacies
(Konlechner et al. 2015). Such active approaches to restoration
are more complex and often involve revegetation with native
plants following IAP removal, which requires additional knowl-
edge about the species and the area itself. Aspects such as the
soil, the climate, the IAP ecological requirements to occupy hab-
itats, and the dynamics of native plant communities can be crit-
ical to the success of the operation (Duarte et al. 2020). Overall,
active approaches can be more expensive at the start but tend to
deliver better results in the long run (Gaertner et al. 2012).

More resources, mainly financial, allow for more extensive
operations and increased effort, such as follow-up treatments,
but the restoration should always be carefully planned to prevent
poor-quality implementation that results in the need for larger
budgets over time (Cheney et al. 2019). Besides the financial
issues, the feasibility of the restoration depends on the area itself
and on the invasion debt (the delayed spread after the introduc-
tion and the escalation of impacts over time) (Pyšek et al. 2020).
If the area is one of conservation priority or is surrounded by
quality matrix (natural or semi-natural habitats), active restora-
tion may be worthwhile, but if that is not the case, it may not
be practicable or reasonable (Gaertner et al. 2012). One way to
maximize recovery and reduce costs of active restoration is to
prioritize patches with higher natural restoration potential
(i.e. spontaneous succession potential). Higher recovery rates
may be anticipated in smaller, more distant, and younger patches
than in large, less distant patches that are probably older and
well established. Also the recolonization by the species that
were present before the invasion is probably faster in small than
in large species where the seed sources may be remote from the
center of the patch (Turner et al. 1994).

A multitude of relevant factors for IAP management are
included in comprehensive approaches or procedures intro-
duced by several authors. Higgins et al. (2000) developed a
broad conceptual model that includes parameters such as spread
patterns, time needed to eradicate the plants, costs of the action,
and a number of spatial variables to help define clearing strate-
gies. Krug et al. (2010) tested budget scenarios and the associ-
ated efficiency to better prioritize cleaning areas. The method
is versatile and can accommodate key factors for the spread of
the species under study. Roura-Pascual et al. (2009) based their
study on multiple environmental and socioeconomic factors and
developed a comprehensive framework for prioritizing areas for
managing woody IAPs. Their results for a South Africa fynbos
case study highlight the fire-prone nature of the ecosystem and
the invasive stands characteristics as relevant features for man-
agement. To account for uncertainty in the analytical procedures
regarding the management of woody IAPs, Roura-Pascual
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et al. (2010) developed a framework for a spatially explicit sen-
sitivity analysis including factors related to fire risk, IAP spread
and density, and others. Our work focuses on spatial prioritiza-
tion of control operations and can produce useful data on spatial
patters and connectivity of IAP, to feed broader analytical proce-
dures. It is essential to decide where to employ the efforts con-
sidering the available resources and anticipating what the
expected outcome will be. In other words, given the available
resources, where can the intervention get the maximum return
by employing adequate techniques? More precisely, this work
addresses the landscape patterns, particularly the abundance
and distribution of the invasive species and where its removal
could be more beneficial.

The pressure that individual patches suffer from the surround-
ing matrix is something to consider. In that context, edges are
critical because they are the interface between the interior and
the exterior. Decreasing the ratio of edges to interiors helps to
minimize exposure from external influences. However, when
an IAP patch is spreading it successfully exerts its influence in
the matrix or the surrounding patches. If the patch gains area
by advancing gradually as a front, it uses its edge to pressure
the contiguous land-covers. Therefore, the less edge the better,
to halt the patch expansion. Area becomes particularly relevant
when dealing with species with long-distance dispersal mecha-
nisms because regardless of howwell the edge is contained, they
can always spread long distances and start new foci. The relative
importance of edge length and area may vary according to the
species but they are both relevant as they depend on the patches’
size and shape. For this reason, the perimeter–area ratio (PAR)
may be particularly useful to select which IAP patches to
remove (first). Using PAR as the main criterion, the smaller
patches are expected to be selected first because they usually dis-
play higher PAR values, but larger and irregular patches may
also rank in top positions.

It is appealing to remove the larger patches of IAP because
they seemmore threatening than smaller patches; because it pro-
duces more noticeable work; or simply because the impacts do
not become evident and problematic until the invaders are
well-established and cover large areas (Moody & Mack 1988;
Pyšek et al. 2020). Nevertheless, many authors have suggested
that removing smaller patches is crucial to slow down the inva-
sion rate and stop the spreading in the future (Campbell 1993).
The dispersal mechanism is dependent on the species, but gener-
ally, after the introduction, the spreading takes place via a patch
that advances as a front (usually large patch[es]) and may be the
source of “satellite” populations (smaller patches) (Radosevich
et al. 2003). Long-distance dispersal events can also produce
scattered satellite populations (foci) that grow with time and
accelerate the invasion rate (Minor & Gardner 2011). This pro-
cess is not exclusive of invasive species. According to Higgins
and Richardson (1999), the mismatch often found between
observed plant migration rates (faster) and ecological spread
models (slower) can be explained by the fact that rare long-
distance dispersal events can lead to substantial increase in the
spread rate.

Without control, the source population continues to grow,
and so do the foci that can become further sources of populations

themselves. In fact, these small patches tend to expandmore rap-
idly and cover a greater area than does the progressing front of a
large patch (Cousens & Mortimer 1995). For that reason, the
preferred containment strategy would be to remove the local sat-
ellite populations as soon as possible before they reach consider-
able growth rates (Moody & Mack 1988). Mack and Lonsdale
(2002) argued that the ideal eradication campaign would be to
destroy all the individuals of a potentially invasive species
immediately upon their arrival or, if this approach fails, to
remove all the small foci quickly. Also, the more established a
population is, the more difficult it is to restore the area success-
fully. According to Holmes et al. (2000), an additional reason to
clear the invaded sites early on is that the intensity of restoration
intervention required is proportional to the invasion duration.

Although it is not an infallible solution or a generally recom-
mended line of action, the bibliography suggests that removing
more small patches of IAP rather than few large ones may, in
many cases, be beneficial for the efforts of fighting the invasion
(Campbell 1993). This work aims to identify which strategy is
best, based on land-cover changes and landscape connectivity
criteria, to halt Acacia dealbata invasion in a Natura 2000 site
in central Portugal.

Methods

Study Area

The study area corresponds approximately to the Special Area
of Conservation “Serra da Lous~a” (PTCON0060) in central
Portugal. Lous~a mountain’s highest peaks range between 800
and 1,200 m and display some very steep slopes and narrow
valleys. The rough orography and influences by Atlantic and
Mediterranean climates, contribute to diversified vegetation
and make the site relevant from the landscape standpoint. The
15,157 ha of the SAC are almost entirely covered by forest
(12,008 ha) and shrublands (2,423 ha). The forest is mainly
formed by Pinus pinaster (58.5%) and Eucalyptus globulus
(16.6%). The invasion by alien species is one of the main con-
cerns, especially when considered together with the threat of
wildfires, from which some of these species (e.g. Acacia deal-
bata, Hakea sericea) can capitalize to increase their distribution
rapidly. Considerable efforts have been made to preserve the
site’s biodiversity and prevent further invasion. Measures to
minimize invasion or to restore invaded areas are common to
different projects and plans that coincide in the area, from broad
forestry plans to explicit projects such as the recently concluded
“GANHA—sustainable management of Acacia spp: natural
control and further methods to restore habitats in classified
areas” (https://www.invasoras.pt/pt/gest%C3%A3o-sustent%
C3%A1vel-de-plantas-invasoras [accessed 21 May 2021]).
GANHA project aimed to control 20 ha of A. dealbata and some
additional Acacia melanoxylon foci in riparian galleries (Fig. 1).

Acacia dealbata. Australian acacias include some of the most
important plant invaders globally (Richardson &
Rejm�anek 2011). Their vast seed banks enable them to dominate
when an opportunity unveils, whether due to natural or
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anthropogenic disturbances (Lorenzo et al. 2010; Fuentes-
Ramírez et al. 2011). The invasion usually results in landscape
homogenization and associated loss of biodiversity and degra-
dation of ecosystem services over time (le Maitre et al. 2011).
The silver wattle A. dealbata was first introduced in Portugal
in 1850 for ornamental reasons and soil stabilization. Nowa-
days, the species is present all over the country and known for
its high invasive potential. The most extensive patches are pri-
marily located in the north and center of Portugal. Still, it grows
nation-wide along water stream banks and roadsides (Plantas
Invasoras em Portugal 2020). Although the strips of IAPs in
the stream banks and roadsides may cover small areas and
therefore appear harmless or least concerning, they have elon-
gated shapes and consequently high PAR. They can also act as
a reservoir of propagules that can be liberated in disturbance
events (Parendes & Jones 2000) and are usually important vec-
tors of invasion into protected areas (Landres et al. 1998).

Regarding dispersal processes and patterns, the A. dealbata
seed bank is mainly located under the tree canopy and its density
declines steeply away from canopy (Passos et al. 2017). The
seeds are mainly ant-dispersed which also limits their spreading
distance (Gibson et al. 2011). Exceptions to these short-distance

dispersal processes are the casual dispersal by humans (seeds
inadvertently transported in clothes, tools, machinery, etc.) and
the abiotic dispersal by water. Overall, A. dealbata is more
prone to advance as a front than to display frequent long-
dispersal events. In this regard, Minor and Gardner (2011) found
that species with a high probability of random long-distance dis-
persal are best managed by focusing on the largest patches,
while species more prone to short-distance dispersion are best
managed considering the landscape configuration of the
patches.

Base Maps, Preliminary Steps, and Scenarios

The 2018 official land-cover map of Portugal (Carta de
Ocupaç~ao do Solo 2018) was used to extract the invasive species
patches (Direç~ao-Geral do Territ�orio 2019). Due to its detailed
and heterogeneous land-cover classification scheme, quality,
and reliability, this cartography is widely used to support the
most relevant land planning and management-related policy
procedures and scientific studies developed in mainland
Portugal. The map has a minimum map unit of 1 ha and a min-
imum distance between lines of 20 m. The land-cover category

Figure 1. Study area. (A) Iberian Peninsula; (B) Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) in mainland Portugal; (C) SAC “Serra da Lous~a” and Acacia dealbata;
(D) detailed view of the 100-m buffer; (E) incorporation of the buffer and intersected A. dealbata patches in the study area.
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“Invasive Species Forest” includes more than one species. After
exploring the area, it was noticeable that A. dealbata is by far the
most abundant invasive species, and the same is corroborated by
the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (https://www.gbif.
pt/). Considering the minimum map unit of 1 ha, it is safe to

assume that most—if not all—the patches classified as “Invasive
Species Forest” represent A. dealbata. Thus we assume, in the
context of this methodological demonstration, the land-use cat-
egory “Invasive Species Forest” as A. dealbata forest patches.

Table 1. Landscape dynamic types (adapted fromMachado et al. 2018). Variation in area and number of patches (NP) in a spatial extent between two moments
may originate different types of dynamics.

ToD ΔArea ΔNP Designation Spatial pattern

A =0 =0 No change

B =0 >0 Fragmentation per se

C =0 <0 Aggregation per se

D >0 =0 Gain

E <0 =0 Loss

F >0 >0 NP increment by gain

G >0 <0 Aggregation by gain (NP decrement by gain)

H <0 <0 NP decrement by loss

I <0 >0 Fragmentation by loss (NP increment by loss)
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The study area was defined based on the official Natura 2000
Network map, namely the Special Areas of Conservation
(SAC) shapefile. We extracted the SAC “Serra da Lous~a”
(PTCON0060), applied an outward 100-m buffer, and included
the acacia patches intersected by the buffer. The decision to
include the nearest patches outside the SAC is based on the

premise that removing the invader within the SAC and leaving
patches in the adjacent area would probably result in reinvasion
in the short term (Landres et al. 1998). This way, we avoid over-
looking the processes occurring in nearby territory that may be
influencing the landscape patterns in the SAC (Pauchard
et al. 2003).

Figure 2. Initial and scenarios’maps. In all scenarios the area of Acacia dealbata removed is similar. In scenario 1 the largest patch is removed. In scenario 2, five
patches with intermediary perimeter–area ratio values are removed. In scenario 3, the 25 patches with higher perimeter–area ratio are removed.

Table 2. Area, edge length, and number of patches in the initial situation and in the three scenarios. The values in brackets are the differences between the sce-
nario and the initial situation. Numbers in bold show the edge length and number of patches (NP) are more affected in scenario 3.

Initial Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Area (ha) 429.76 323.14 (�106.62) 322.26 (�107.49) 330.82 (�98.94)
Edge length (m) 75,760 62,279 (�13,481) 57,700 (�18,060) 45,848 (�29,912)
NP 33 32 (�1) 28 (�5) 8 (�25)
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The first task was to calculate the PAR for every Acacia patch
in the SAC. Then, three intervention scenarios were defined.
The first scenario involves removing the largest A. dealbata
patch (area = 106.61 ha). The second scenario involves remov-
ing intermediary PAR patches that total an area as close as
possible to the area of the largest patch (n = 5; total
area = 107.49 ha). The third scenario involves removing the
highest PAR patches up to an area as close as possible to the area
of the largest patch (n = 25; total area = 98.94 ha).

Landscape Dynamics Analysis

To know what type of dynamics the different interventions
would produce, considering landscape composition and config-
uration, we ran the simulations using LDTtool in ArcGIS 10.7
(Machado et al. 2020) (Table 1). Because we did not know
beforehand which spatial resolution would be appropriate,
we calculated the resulting types of dynamic for each scenario
using 500 � 500–m2, 1,000 � 1,000–m2, and 2,000 �
2,000–m2 grids.

Figure 3. Types of dynamics for scenario 1 calculated using different grid sizes.
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Connectivity Analysis

Once there is a set of patches identified for removal, several cri-
teria can be used to rank them and help decide where to act first.
A valuable aid would be to know beforehand how important
each patch is for the species’ connectivity in the study area.
We assessed each patch’s role to connectivity using the Conefor
Sensinode software (Saura & Torné 2009) via the metric:

dM %ð Þ¼ 100:
M�Mafter

M

where M is an overall connectivity metric when all patches
are present in the landscape and Mafter is the metric value
after a determined patch is removed. Running the simulation
for all A. dealbata patches, we obtain each patch contribution
to the species connectivity in the study area. The higher the
dM, the more important the patch is for the connectivity
and the higher it should be ranked in the removal list. As
overall connectivity metric (M), we used the numerator of
the integral index of connectivity (IICnum) (Pascual-Hortal &
Saura 2006) given by:

Figure 4. Types of dynamics produced by the different scenarios.
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IICnum ¼
Xn

i¼1

Xn

j¼1

ai:aj
1þnlij

where n is the total number of patches in the landscape, ai and aj
are attributes of patches i and j, and nlij are the number of links
between patches i and j. The threshold distance used was
100 m and PAR was pointed as the patch key attribute/
characteristic.

Results

The analytical outcomes are (1) basic instrumental data
intrinsic to each scenario (area, edge, and patches removed
and remaining); (2) concrete results regarding landscape
dynamics; and (3) complementary results based on the

connectivity assessment; and (4) final list of patches to
remove according to a combined analysis of the previous
elements.

Scenarios

The existing situation and the resulting scenarios are spatially
represented in Figure 2 and the associated values (and varia-
tions) of area, edge, and number of patches are present in
Table 2. It is noticeable that for similar area amounts, the
removal of many smaller patches instead of fewer larger ones
causes the removal of a substantial extra edge length. For
instance, removing the larger patch (scenario 1) subtracts
13,481 m of edge, while removing the smaller patches totaling
a similar area (scenario 3) leads to a decrement of 29,912 m
of edge.

Figure 5. Ranking of Acacia dealbata patches based on their relative importance for the species’ overall connectivity in the study area. Calculated using
perimeter–area ratio as the key attribute. From 1—patch that contributes the most, to 33—patch that contributes the least.
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Landscape Dynamics Analysis

To ascertain which spatial resolution would fit the analysis bet-
ter, all scenarios were run using 500-m, 1,000-m, and 2,000-m
grids (Fig. 3). The smallest squares cover 2.5 ha each, and as
the minimum map unit is 1 ha, the probability of a patch being
included in a square is very low. These squares are only two
and a half times bigger than the smallest patch; therefore, there
will be a high number of patches that belong to more than one
square, a situation that should be minimized to keep the analysis
effective. The largest squares solve that problem but are so large
that important changes could go unnoticed. This grid size is
usable, but there is no reason to select it if it is possible to use
a higher spatial resolution without compromising the analysis.
Based on these reasons, we decided to analyze with the interme-
diary 1,000-m grid.

Looking at the results obtained using the 1,000-m grid, in
scenario 1 there is Type of Dynamic H in few contiguous
squares (n = 6), in scenario 2 there are more H squares
(n = 13) and more spread across the study area, and finally,
scenario 3 displays even a higher number of H squares
(n = 22) (Fig. 4). Overall, for a similar area of intervention
(approximately 106.62 ha), the elimination of a large patch
constitutes a more localized intervention. In contrast, the
elimination of multiple smaller patches means a more spa-
tially widespread intervention.

Connectivity Analysis

The connectivity analysis reinforces the spatial aspects and pro-
vides information about patch importance for the species

Figure 6. Ranking of Acacia dealbata patches to remove toward scenario 3 and considering connectivity aspects.
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connectivity. The output is a map where the A. dealbata patches
are ranked according to how much they contribute to the species
overall connectivity in the study area (Fig. 5).

Combined Analysis

The landscape dynamics analysis showed that scenario 3 pro-
duces more squares with ToD H—“NP decrement by loss” by
removing many smaller patches than other scenarios where
fewer but larger patches would be eliminated. The connectivity
analysis showed that the patches have contributed differently,
due to PAR and location, to the global species connectivity
and may be ranked according to this criterion.

Combining both approaches, we propose a strategy to aim for
scenario 3, which involves removing the higher PAR patches
(mostly smaller patches), beginning with those with higher con-
tribution to connectivity, as depicted in Figure 6.

Discussion

Restoring areas invaded by IAP is challenging and every mea-
sure to increase the success probability should be deployed.
We highlight the importance of decisions that need to be made
before the fieldwork starts: where to act (first) and why? In an
IAP intervention program it is important to remove the more rel-
evant patches early due to the difficulty to correctly estimate the
required investment needed to succeed (Panetta 2009). A patch
ranking list can help managers decide which patches to elimi-
nate first, mainly because the resources may not be enough to
eliminate all the patches or if the task is not expected to be com-
pleted in a single period. Ultimately, it is up to the manager to
decide what is feasible according to the available resources (time
included). From the operational point of view, it might be easier
to remove one large patch, but the opposite strategy of removing
the smaller patches may be more effective to achieve the end
goal. In this case study, scenario 2 illustrates how an intermedi-
ate compromise may be a solution. Removing several patches
instead of just one poses logistical challenges (dispersed team,
need for additional transportation, time spent cruising from
one workplace to another, etc.) that must be taken into consider-
ation. Thus, it is crucial to have a decision-support tool or proce-
dure that provides insights of how far the efforts should go. For
instance, choosing scenario 2 instead of scenario 1 would
remove additional 4,689 m of edge length by subtracting four
more patches. Implementing scenario 3 instead of scenario
2 would require the removal of 20 more patches to reduce the
edge by an additional 11,852 m. It is up to the manager to estab-
lish the cost–benefit threshold for the contexts at hand.

In general terms, the control of invasive species is intended to
reverse the associated impact by recovering the structure and
composition of natural communities and reducing the area cov-
ered and preventing their expansion (Zalba & Ziller 2007). In
our case, preventing the expansion is more efficiently achieved
by eliminating the higher PAR patches due to their potential to
boost the invasion rate.

More foci mean greater opportunity for more spatial connec-
tivity that, in time, may lead to an exponential increase in spread

rates (Higgins & Richardson 1999; Doren et al. 2009; Hern�an-
dez et al. 2014). Therefore, one advantage of removing satellite
patches first is that it prevents them frommerging with other sat-
ellite patches or from being absorbed by the parental patch in the
future (Pauchard et al. 2003). That situation, represented by ToD
G—Aggregation by gain, provokes landscape homogenization
and therefore should be prevented. Conversely, if invasion rate
is more worrisome than homogenization, removing a patch that
belongs to a cluster of patches, even if it highly contributes to
connectivity, may not be a priority. In such case, the (configura-
tion/geometric) expansion potential would be naturally limited
due to the proximity to other IAP patches while isolated IAP
patches could represent a more significant chance to quickly
and vastly occupy adjacent territory. Such a situation is present
in the northern part of the study area where some patches are
clustered and removing some of them can make sense to affect
the IAP connectivity but do not necessarily represent the major
impact in terms of halting the potential spreading.

Mack and Lonsdale (2002) alerted that ignoring small foci of
IAP while focusing on major infestations provides time for the
once-inconspicuous satellite populations to flourish. A clear
example is Schinus terebinthifolius, which was introduced as
an ornamental to South Florida but did not explode across the
landscape until decades later (Ewel 1986). Many widely sepa-
rated foci can be more difficult to eradicate than a single larger
infestation but detection and eradication of all nascent foci
may be more important than attacking large centers of the inva-
sion (Mack & Lonsdale 2002). Konlechner et al. (2015) went
even further, stating that managers should prioritize preventing
its spread into uninvaded areas over its removal from invaded
sites once an invasive species has been established. A practical
example of how satellite populations can be a more significant
threat than the parental patch was provided by Ghersa
et al. (2000). After studying Johnsongrass Sorghum halepense,
they observed that small foci uniformly distributed over a previ-
ously vacant area occupied that area more quickly than did the
advancing front of an adjacent source population.

Our proposal for dealing with Acacia dealbata in the SAC
“Serra da Lous~a” follows the same line of thought of removing
the higher PAR, and thus mostly the smaller patches. Among
them, those potentially boosting ToD G—“Aggregation by
gain” should be eliminated first. Once the small foci are
removed and the probability of rapid expansion is lowered,
one can focus on the large patches. In many cases, eradication
is unlikely, but area reduction and prevention of further spread-
ing are achievable goals. In this particular case of invasion by
A. dealbata, the edge must be controlled using adequate tech-
niques according to the plant’s size: herbicide spraying of sap-
lings and herbicide application after cutting of adult plants
(le Maitre et al. 2011; Souza-Alonso et al. 2013). Preferably,
saplings should be hand-pulled and larger trees debarked
(i.e. removes bark and cambium layers to the ground cutting
the nutrients flow and killing the roots) (personal observation).

The adjacent land-covers have different permeability to the
invasion, and that must be taken into consideration. Focusing
on forests because that is the main cover of the study area, it
was suggested that invasions are hindered by the edge response
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of the adjacent patches, especially those with a dense wall of
bordering vegetation that reduces interior light levels and wind
speeds (Brothers & Spingarn 1992). Cadenasso and Pick-
ett (2001) clearly stated that a way to fight invasion expansion
is to keep forest edges intact to function as a barrier to the flux
of seeds while actively removing the established IAP on the
edge. An associated question is: how far in goes the edge effect?
It depends on several factors such as species, age, and density,
among others, but it is always influenced by the patch size and
mainly by its shape (Laurance & Yensen 1991). For that reason,
landscape configuration should be considered when selecting
restoration measures (Reis et al. 2020). In our case study, the
IAP patches were almost entirely surrounded by forest, mostly
pine, and only one was completely surrounded by shrublands
and thus supposedly facing less resistance to expansion. We
had no further information about the stand age, density, edge
composition, or other variables that could be used as additional
criterion to enrich the ranking process.

It is essential to mention that although this work theorizes,
points strategic lines, and suggests concrete actions; it is not an
actual plan for the SAC. The main reason why this cannot be
seen as a plan is because that would require more accurate and
updated data. A proper inventory of the populations is vital to
avoid missing isolated patches or individuals that can then inval-
idate the possibility of success (Hélia et al. 2019).

We used the official land cover map of mainland Portugal,
COS 2018 (Direç~ao-Geral do Territ�orio 2019), which has a min-
imum map unit of 1 ha and does not represent (highly relevant)
smaller patches. According to Martins et al. (2016), who
mapped A. dealbata in a nearby location using remote sensing
techniques, the species is spread in patches smaller than
0.5 ha. Consequently, the invaded area is expected to be much
higher than reported in the official maps and statistics. Recently,
Ferreira et al. (2021) also compiled a map using several sources,
and their patch size evaluation based on photointerpretation of
orthophotomaps from Portugal included a class of patches smal-
ler than 0.1 ha. Another aspect to consider is that despite the
advances in remote sensing technology, ground surveys can still
play a relevant role in the detection of new source and satellite
populations (Radosevich et al. 2003). Therefore, thorough field-
work would be fundamental to complement remote sensing-
based maps and ultimately obtain a more reliable representation
of the actual situation in the terrain.

We suggest this approach for this species in this context and
thus the analytical procedure here presented should not be seen
as a “one-size-fits-all” approach. The location of management
actions may be selected according to several criteria. We used
a spatially explicit strategy focused on the satellite populations
and incorporated connectivity information to enrich the analysis
and support better decision-making. However, different con-
texts and species demand different approaches. An alternative
option would be to focus the control on large populations
because they produce the most significant number of dispersal
propagules to the next generation (more suitable for long-
distance dispersal species) (e.g. Shmida & Ellner 1984).
Another approach related to connectivity would be integrating

dispersal biology into the management strategies, such as limit-
ing access to vector pathways (e.g. roadsides) and focusing on
specific vectors, as discussed by Davies and Sheley (2007).
Weighing the pros and cons and considering the resources and
constraints, the manager should be able to make an informed
decision and adopt an appropriate strategy.

This analytical method can be applied to large extensions of
terrain but that does not mean that is the best approach. The
procedure will always calculate the ToD and connectivity,
regardless of the study area size but since the resources are usu-
ally scarce, the area can be divided in sectors based on other,
more operational, criteria. A national scale ranking of patches
is not necessarily more useful than the same type of informa-
tion on a more workable scale, say regional or local. As Krug
et al. (2010) stated: “The financial resources available deter-
mine the extent of the area which can be cleared, while the pri-
oritization identifies the location of the areas to be cleared.”
For that reason, there is no need to prioritize an area much
larger than the area that can be covered with the actual
resources (e.g. estimate to clear 100 ha and conduct an analysis
to prioritize 10,000 ha).

A useful case we can anticipate for this method is the screen-
ing of large areas in early phases to support decision-making
afterward. For example, if the graph-based connectivity analysis
identifies large A. dealbata components or “connected regions”
(groups of patches isolated from the other patches; Pascual-
Hortal & Saura 2006) in the landscape it could make sense to
focus efforts on a single component, prioritize its patches
according to the criteria found relevant and act to prevent ToD
G—“Aggregation by gain.”

Although developed based on a case study in Portugal, pro-
vided that the principles and main premises apply, this method
is viable for use in different geographic contexts for this species
(and others with similar dispersal behavior). Since it is based on
spatial metrics (NP, area, and PAR) and their relations, the ratio-
nale is transferable to other similar contexts. However, excep-
tions may apply (e.g. due to differences in environmental
conditions) and managers should be aware that regardless of
how useful a method may seem it is important to adjust prioriti-
zation strategies to the particulars of each region (Roura-Pascual
et al. 2010). In summary, our method for supporting the control
planning of A. dealbata constitutes a strategy based on land-
scape dynamics fine-tuned with complementary connectivity
information so that we end up with a clear, ordered list of
patches to remove.
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Abstract

Context The Portuguese montado is an agro-sil-

vopastoral system, similar to the Spanish dehesa,

known for its cultural, economic and ecological value.

Despite its importance, contrasting processes such as

land abandonment and land use intensification,

together with several other factors, have been respon-

sible for montado degradation in the last decades.

Biodiversitywise, assuring high levels of connectivity

is vital for many species that, in turn, contribute to the

natural processes on which a healthy and sustainable

montado relies.

Objectives To study the montado connectivity in the

recent decades and infer what the changes represent to

the short and medium dispersal species regarding

habitat availability.

Methods The study was conducted in an area

delimited by biogeographic boundaries in Southern

Portugal where montado is abundant. We used a graph

theory based approach and montado maps of 1984,

1999 and 2014 derived from remote sensing.

Results The results show a loss of montado associ-

ated to increasing fragmentation over time. This led to

a global connectivity decrement likely to have nega-

tive implications for montado species. The most

affected species are those more dependent on habitat

characteristics, such as forest specialist birds, and

those with lowmobility that have lost great amounts of

habitat not only due tomontado loss but also due to the

increasing fragmentation that makes suitable patches

unreachable.

Conclusions Given the montado environmental rel-

evance, measures should be taken in order to stop its

loss and preserve the core areas that have guaranteed

the connectivity over time.
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Introduction

Landscape connectivity, defined by Taylor et al.

(1993) as the degree to which the landscape facilitates

or impedes the movement among resource patches, is

vital for ecosystems stability (With et al. 1997;

Collinge 1998). Connectivity has direct influence in

animal movements and population persistence (John-

son et al. 1992) and thus, is a major issue for wildlife

survival and biodiversity conservation (Fahrig and

Merriam 1985). Concerning plant populations and

communities, different responses can be found to

landscape/habitat connectivity depending, on their

character (positive or negative), of the plant functional

traits, life stages, matrix permeability and/or distur-

bance regime (Ibáñez et al. 2014). Although some

species may benefit from patch isolation as a result of

decreasing predation frequency or herbivory intensity

(e.g. Farwig et al. 2009), the negative effects are more

prevalent. Patch isolation may negatively affect

genetic flow (e.g. Steffan-Dewenter and Tscharntke

1999; Seltmann et al. 2009) or seed dispersal (e.g.

Kiviniemi 2008; Herrera and Garcı́a 2010); and

barochoric (gravity-dispersed plants) and self-incom-

patible species are particularly susceptible to frag-

mentation (McEuen and Curran 2004; Aguilar et al.

2006; Lopes and Buzato 2007). However, zoochoric

plant species may also present limitations as a result of

connectivity loss if they are dispersed over short

distances (French et al. 2011) or if the landscape

matrix is not sufficiently permeable to allow animal

movements (Eycott et al. 2012; Astudillo et al. 2019).

Connectivity is central to the long-term persistence

of Iberian agro-silvopastoral landscapes dominated by

cork and holm oaks (e.g. Puerta-Piñero et al. 2012), in

the same way these land use systems (hereafter

montados or dehesas, designation used in Portugal

and Spain, respectively) are critical to achieve

sustainable territorial development in biophysically

constrained regions due to the multiple products,

values and services they provide (Martı́n Vicente and

Fernández Alés 2006; Surová et al. 2018). The low

intensity and balanced management associated with

the different vegetation layers promotes an heteroge-

neous landscape harboring biodiversity of high con-

servation value (Bugalho et al. 2011; Godinho et al.

2011), in accordance to the rule

‘‘The low intensity greater the habitat variety, the

greater the species diversity’’ (Rosenweig 1995). For

instance, more than 95% of the terrestrial mammal

species of continental Portugal can be found, occa-

sionally or frequently, in montados (Pinto-Correia

et al. 2013).

In this context, montados and dehesas are recog-

nised as High Nature Value Farming systems, accord-

ing to the European Environmental Agency

classification (Paracchini et al. 2008; Pinto-correia

et al. 2018). Despite these evidences, the sharp decline

of these unique open oak woodlands persists and their

long-term sustainability is threatened due to system

simplification resulting both from land use intensifi-

cation in the more productive areas and land aban-

donment of the marginal ones (Pinto-Correia and

Mascarenhas 1999; Godinho et al. 2016c).

Montado fragmentation and lack of tree regenera-

tion can result directly from the use of heavy

machinery or due to grazing intensity above the

carrying capacity of the available resources (Dinis

et al. 2015; Almeida et al. 2016; Arosa et al. 2017;

Pinto-Correia et al. 2018). The cumulative and inter-

active effects of ecological and anthropic disturbance

regimes over a long time period have affected

significantly the regenerative capacity of Mediter-

ranean ecosystems (Blondel 2006) and, therefore,

multiple recruitment limitations are also evident in

less intensively used areas covered by these evergreen

oak systems (Acácio et al. 2007).

Several authors argued that poor seed dispersal, low

seedling survival due to predation or long-term

drought, and scarcity of viable seeds are among the

constraints to tree recruitment (e.g. (Leiva and

Fernández-Alés 2003; Gómez-Aparicio et al. 2004;

Pulido and Dı́az 2005). The dominant overstory

species (Quercus rotundifolia—or Q. ilex—, and

Q. suber) are mast-seeding evergreen trees (Pérez-

Ramos et al. 2010) and their dispersion occurs through

barochory and synzoochory mainly by the European

jay (Garrulus glandarius) and the wood mice (Apode-

mus sylvaticus) (Gómez 2003; Muñoz and Bonal

2007). Puerta-Piñero et al. (2012) stress that patch

connectivity has opposing indirect effects on holm

oaks recruitment and survival, by increasing the
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activity of acorn dispersers like jays, but also of seed

predators such as wild boars, which also have negative

effects on the abundance of acorn-dispersing rodents

(Muñoz et al. 2009). However, low patch connectivity

seems to be more critical for acorn dispersion than for

predation since the negative effects of wild boars on

the abundance of holm oaks seedlings and saplings can

be seen throughout the landscape and thus, are less

dependent of patch connectivity (Puerta-Piñero 2010).

Management type and intensity can, in turn,

mediate the effect of ecological disturbances on

montado (Acácio et al. 2017), both abiotic such as

drought (Camilo-Alves et al. 2017) and fires (Guiomar

et al. 2015), and biotic such as plant pathogens

(Camilo-Alves et al. 2013) or insect pests (Tiberi et al.

2016). High-intensity large fires are function of the

fuel connectivity both at the stand (Fernandes 2009)

and landscape (Fernandes et al. 2016) levels and,

therefore, montados and dehesas can act like fire-

friction landscapes in the fullness of their productive

functions (Azevedo et al. 2013; Fernandes 2013;

Guiomar et al. 2015) since understory management

allows the maintenance of low fuel loads. Shrub

encroachment is more likely to occur in the more

fragmented areas (Acácio et al. 2007; Guiomar et al.

2015), increasing wildfire susceptibility and also the

probability of extreme fire behavior under severe

weather conditions. Thus, abandoned and fragmented

montados and dehesas are not only less resistant to fire

spread, but also less resilient (Guiomar et al. 2015).

As other wood pastures and agroforestry systems

throughout Europe, tree aging and recruitment failure

must be reversed to guarantee the persistence of these

multifunctional landscapes (Bergmeier et al. 2010;

Plieninger et al. 2010; Roellig et al. 2018). The

traditional ‘‘land sparing’’ strategies are insufficient to

reverse the current trend of decline of these multi-

functional landscapes and should be complemented by

‘‘land sharing’’ strategies (Grass et al. 2019), to adjust

land use intensity by the carrying capacity of the

system (Garcı́a de Jalón et al. 2018). However,

landscape-scale approaches must be promoted to

define priorities for conservation and operationalise

concepts such as the High Nature Value Farming

systems. From the biodiversity stand point, it is also

essential to monitor the montado spatial–temporal

dynamics as it supports a large variety of species. To

achieve this, the assessment of the relative contribu-

tion of the different montado patches to their global

connectivity, and their evolution over time, is a critical

requirement.

Graph theory based approaches (Urban and Keitt

2001; Foltête et al. 2014) have been widely used in

connectivity studies to approach distinct topics such as

forests, protected areas, wildlife corridors design and

ecological restoration (Saura et al. 2011; Pirnat and

Hladnik 2016; Santini et al. 2016; Pereira et al. 2017;

Hofman et al. 2018; Volk et al. 2018). Not surpris-

ingly, a variety of connectivity related tools has also

been developed to fill the researchers’ needs (Fuller

and Sarkar 2006; Saura and Torné 2009; Foltête et al.

2012; Mestre et al. 2019).

In this study we use graph theory to analyse the

multi-temporal montado connectivity in the years

1984, 1999 and 2014 with the goal to find out what the

changes represent to the short and medium disperser

species in terms of habitat availability. Based on the

literature, which reveals a montado loss trend (God-

inho et al. 2016c), we anticipate there has been a loss

of habitat affecting many montado faunal species and

that low mobility species may be particularly affected

since their low mobility implies a lower habitat

availability. In the end, we intent to provide biodiver-

sity related information useful for future montado

planning and management.

Methods

Study area

The study area covers 856,720 hectares in Southern

Portugal (Fig. 1) (centre of the study area: 388 440

27.6000 N; 78 410 31.2000 W), in a region where

montado is a typical land use system (Bugalho et al.

2009). The Portuguese montado is a multifunctional

agro-silvopastoral system, similar to the Spanish

dehesa, that covers most of the Southern region of

the country, Alentejo (Pinto-Correia et al. 2011). The

tree cover is composed of cork oaks (Quercus suber)

and/or holm oaks (Quercus rotundifolia) in different

densities (Godinho et al. 2016a) and the management

practices also shape the understory that may be

cultivated or a natural pasture (Canteiro et al. 2011).

Thus, the montado is a complex system that depends

not only on site variability (soil, climate, topography,

etc.) but also on the conjunction of production

activities (agriculture, livestock, etc.) that share the
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same space in the landscape (Pinto-Correia 1993). The

system has found economic sustainability for centuries

based on a diversity of products such as cork, cereal

and livestock, but also complementary products such

as wool, firewood and charcoal, among others (Gaspar

et al. 2007).

The climate is markedly Mediterranean charac-

terised by hot and dry summers and wet and cold

winters. Mean annual precipitation varies between 550

and 650 mm. The elevation ranges from 40 to 645 m

and is characterised by soft relief. The study area,

selected according to the biogeography boundaries,

comprises the Alto Alentejano Superdistrict (Costa

et al. 1998).Montado covers about 44.8% of the study

area, being the predominant land use system in the

region, followed by arable land (27.9%).

Montado land cover maps production

The Landsat program provides the largest temporal

records of space-based Earth observations, having

been acquiring images of Earth’s surface for more than

40 years (Roy et al. 2014). The spatial and spectral

resolutions of the multispectral data acquired by the

Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM), Enhanced Thematic

Mapper Plus (ETM?), and Landsat Operational Land

Imager (OLI) make it suitable for mapping and

monitoring montado ecosystem at a 30 m spatial

Fig. 1 Study area
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resolution since the early eighties. However, produc-

ing accuratemontadomaps is a challenging task due to

the fuzzy boundaries, in great part caused by tree

density variability (Van Doorn and Pinto-correia

2007). Nevertheless, recent works have shown that

by combining remote sensing with machine learning

algorithms it is possible to produce such maps with

fairly good accuracy levels (Godinho et al. 2016a, b;

Allen et al. 2018). In this study, satellite imagery from

Landsat TM, ETM?, and OLI sensors (path 203 and

row 33) were used to produce the montado land cover

maps for 1984, 1999, and 2014, respectively. For each

year, two Landsat scenes of the same study area were

acquired, one in spring and the other one in summer, to

ensure that inter-class separability benefited from

phenological variation of the vegetation cover (Ro-

driguez-Galiano and Chica-Olmo 2012; Godinho et al.

2016b). Due to the absence of cloud-free Landsat

images over the entire spring season of 1984 and 1999,

the images from April and June of 1985 and 2000,

respectively, were used instead. As a pre-processing

step an atmospheric correction was applied to the

Blue, Green, Red, NIR, SWIR1 and SWIR2 Landsat

bands using the FLAASH (Fast Line-of-sight Atmo-

spheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes) method

(FLAASH 2009). After atmospheric correction, six

vegetation indices were computed for each season as

auxiliary variables in image classification procedure:

Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI), Short-Wave Infra-

red Ratio (SWIR32), Carotenoid Reflectance Index 1

(CRI1), Green Chlorophyll Index (CIgreen), Nor-

malised Multi-band Drought Index (NMDI), and Soil-

Adjusted Total Vegetation Index (SATVI)—for more

details about the effectiveness in using these indices in

semi-arid environments such as the one here addressed

see Godinho et al. (2016b). For each year, a layer stack

with Landsat bands and derived vegetation indices

was produced and classified into eleven representative

land cover types: (1) montado, (2) pine forest, (3)

eucalyptus forest, (4) olive groves, (5) vineyards, (6)

irrigation agriculture, (7) dry crops/pastures, (8)

shrublands, (9) water bodies, (10) bare soils, and

(11) urban areas. Stochastic Gradient Boosting (SGB)

algorithm (Friedman 2002) was used to classify

Landsat scenes using 1300, 1301, and 1549 sample

points (80% for training and 20% for validation) for

the years 1984, 1999, and 2014, respectively. Sample

data collection was performed based on a stratified

approach by land cover types (Table 1) and through

Landsat image-interpretation and posterior cross-val-

idation process using different auxiliary georeferenced

information; (i) the national Land Cover Map of 1990

(scale 1:25,000) in the case of 1984; (ii) the high-

resolution true-color orthophotomaps (0.5 m resolu-

tion) produced in 2005 by CNIG—National Center of

Geographic Information for the 1999 period; and (iii)

the high-resolution imagery from 2011 to 2013

available in Google Earth for the 2014 moment. In

addition, for the 1999 and 2014 periods, and taken the

advantage of the panchromatic band in ETM? and

OLI sensors, a true-color composition at 15 m spatial

resolution of the summer season was produced for

improving the photo-interpretation process.

For the accuracy assessment of the land cover

products, the validation data set was used to produce

the confusion matrix and compute four accuracy

measures: overall classification accuracy (OA), pro-

ducer’s accuracy (PA), user’s accuracy (UA) and

Kappa coefficient (K) (Congalton and Green 2009).

Montado connectivity assessment

In a graph theory framework, landscapes are repre-

sented as graphs and their elements correspond to

graph elements. In this study, montado patches are

considered nodes that are surrounded by the non-

montado land cover that is less suitable or unsuit-

able for the montado species. Distances between

montado patches associated to the species threshold

Table 1 List of land cover types and number of sample points

used for classification

Class code Class name Number of sample points

1984 1999 2014

MO Montado 417 417 420

EF Eucalyptus forest 80 83 117

SL Shrubland 80 81 81

PF Pine forest 80 80 80

WT Water 90 85 89

OG Olive grove 110 102 148

IA Irrigation agriculture 80 81 101

C/P Dry crops/pastures 123 117 213

BS Bare soil 80 80 81

UB Urban 80 80 80

VI Vineyards 80 95 139
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dispersal distances (d) dictate if a link exists between

two nodes. A group of linked nodes forms a connected

region, known as component in the graph theory

terminology (Pascual-Hortal and Saura 2006). There-

fore, amontado component encompasses the available

habitat for a given specimen because it cannot reach

other montado components.

Global connectivity

Connectivity analysis was approached via graph

theory using the software ‘‘Conefor 2.6’’ (Saura and

Torné 2009). The analysis was based on the Integral

Index of Connectivity (IIC) (Pascual-Hortal and Saura

2006) that adequately detects different relevant

changes in the landscape (Saura and Pascual-Hortal

2007). The IIC is given by:

IC ¼
Pn

i¼1

Pn
j¼1

ai�aj
1þnlij

A2
L

n—total number of nodes in the landscape; ai and aj—

attributes of nodes i and j; nlij—number of links

(shortest path) between patches i and j; AL—maxi-

mum landscape attribute.

When the nodes are representing habitat patches

and the attribute is the area then AL is the total area of

the analysed region, habitat and non-habitat. IIC

ranges between 0 (no habitat present in the study

area) and 1 (all the study area covered by habitat).

Although our goal was to assess how connectivity

changed over time, the study did not focus on a

particular species. Instead, IIC was calculated for each

date using several d: 50 m, 100 m, 200 m, 300 m,

500 m, 1500 m and 2000 m. This wide range of

d encompasses a large variety of important species for

biodiversity conservation in the montado ecosystems

(Sutherland et al. 2000; Martı́n-Martı́n et al. 2013),

such as small and medium mammals (Rosalino et al.

2009), reptiles (Godinho et al. 2011), amphibians

(Ferrand de Almeida et al. 2001) and passerines

(Godinho and Rabaça 2011).

The parameter d, that is not present in the IIC

expression but instead is provided to the software

during the analysis, highly affects the IIC because it

has direct implication in the number of links.

Individual patch importance

The relative importance of each patch to the global

connectivity is given by the dIIC. The values are

obtained by simulating a change in the network, such

as the removal of a certain patch (Pascual-Hortal and

Saura 2006). dIIC is given by:

dIIC ¼ 100 � IIC � IIC0

IIC

where IIC is the value of the global connectivity before

the change and IIC’ the value of the same index after

the change. We used dIIC values to produce maps

showing the different patches contribution to the

global connectivity for the three dates. This task was

performed using a conservative d = 200 m because

species with moderate dispersal abilities are more

likely to be affected by landscape changes related to

connectivity (Saura and Rubio 2010).

IIC is constituted by three partial indices, IICintra,

IICflux and IICconnector. The first represents the intra

patch connectivity, the second considers the fluxes in

the landscape (inter patch connectivity) and the third

calculates the importance of each patch in keeping

others patches connected. Derived from these, there

are dIICintra, dIICflux and dIICconnector, which represent

the partial contribute of each patch to these primary

indices (Saura and Rubio 2010).

dIIC ¼ dIICintra þ dIICflux þ dIICconnector

Top component analysis

A component is a patch or group of patches isolated

from the other patches of the same land cover. By

definition, an individual lives in one component

(single or multi-patch) and is unable to reach other

patches of the same habitat. In this work, the term

‘‘habitat’’ should be understood as equivalent to the

land cover type montado. We calculated the compo-

nents for the different dates using d = 50 m, 100 m,

200 m, 300 m, and 500 m, in an attempt to assess how

the montado availability/reachability varies for spe-

cies with different moving abilities. Next, we focused

on the five larger components, analysed them in terms

of area and number of patches (NP) and produced

maps showing their spatiotemporal dynamics for

d = 200 m.
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Results and discussion

Montado land cover maps production

The performed SGB classification using multi-sea-

sonal Landsat spectral bands and selected vegetation

indices showed an overall moderate agreement and

good accuracy for all the years: 1984 (OA = 81.85%;

K = 0.78), 1999 (OA = 75.58%; K = 0.71), and 2014

(OA = 80.07%; K = 0.77). Regarding the montado

areas, the SGB classification also produced reasonable

accuracies: 1984 (PA = 89.2%; UA = 74.7%), 1999

(PA = 91.6%; UA = 80.0%), and 2014 (PA = 85.7%;

UA = 75.8%). Based on the confusion matrix com-

puted for each year (see Supplementary material), it

can be seen that some areas of montado were

misclassified as olive groves, vineyards and dry

crops/pastures, and vice versa. As outlined in Godinho

et al. (2016b), these errors occurred due to the spatial

variability in tree density in montado ecosystem, as

well as the sparse nature of the vegetation cover in

olive groves and vineyards. Specifically, in low-

density montado areas (tree cover between 10 and

30%), olive groves and also in vineyards, the high

reflectance from the understory vegetation and soils

can overwhelm the reflected components of the sparse

canopies contributing to a lower inter-class separabil-

ity between these land cover types (e.g. Berberoglu

et al. 2000, 2009; Fisher et al. 2016). In order to deal

with this context-specific nature of the montado

ecosystem, the use of high spatial, spectral and

temporal resolution data such as the ones provided

by the Sentinel-2A and 2B sensors may be explored

(Godinho et al. 2018). Nevertheless, despite these

errors in montado areas classification, which were in

fact consistent over the three years studied, the

comparison between the montado maps produced for

each year seems acceptable considering the average

classification accuracy obtained for 1984 (81.9%),

1999 (85.8%), and 2014 (80.8%). The montado

patches were then extracted from these original land

cover maps and used for the subsequent analysis

(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Land cover and montado maps
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The totalmontado area in 1984, 1999 and 2014, was

respectively 426.062 ha, 401.118 ha and 327.178 ha,

therefore totalizing a loss of 98.884 ha. This result is

in line with the trend reported by Godinho et al.

(2016c) in a study focused on montado, using distinct

methods and a larger study area. Regarding NP, it

showed an opposite trend, increasing from 5411 to

5603 to 6131, resulting in an increment of 720 patches

(Fig. 3). Considering partial and overall changes, the

trends are the same: montado area decreased and the

number of montado patches increased. The area loss

reveals a change in the montado composition (how

much there is) and the NP increment shows a change in

the montado configuration (how it is distributed). The

combination of both suggests the existence ofmontado

fragmentation due to area loss (Machado et al. 2018) at

the landscape scale.

Montado connectivity analysis

Global connectivity

Montado connectivity as a whole, expressed by IIC,

has been decreasing over time. The 1984 year values

are higher than those of 1999 which are higher than

those of 2014 (Fig. 4). Probable reasons for ‘‘frag-

mentation by loss’’ dynamics having caused lower

connectivity are (i) the montado loss direct influence

in the IICintra and (ii) the fragmentation’s potential

contribution to the loss of links, mainly for smaller

d. The results also show that connectivity increases

with the increment of d, which is expected because the

amount of available montado depends on the species

dispersal ability. More mobile species, able to cross

non-montado areas to reach other montado patches,

use a larger portion of the existing montado in the

landscape (Saura and Rubio 2010). Results show that

IIC for species with d = 500 m, was around four times

less in 2014 (& 0.1) compared to 1984 (& 0.025).

Even species with d & 2000 m suffered similar

impacts in what general connectivity is concerned

(Fig. 4).

Individual patch importance

Focusing on the patches individually allows us to

assess which ones contribute the most to preserve

connectivity (Jordán et al. 2003). The dIIC changes

Fig. 3 Montado area and number of patches over time
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indicate the patches’ relative importance to the global

connectivity has varied over time. Particularly, the

multi-temporal analysis using d = 200 m (Fig. 5)

showed a noteworthy variability in the importance of

some patches and makes clear that the ‘‘fragmentation

by loss’’ occurred in the montado led to a reduction of

its connectivity. Some resilient patches that have been

fundamental to preserve the global connectivity, and

kept high importance over time, have been losing area.

This trend is particularly concerning given the amount

of Natura 2000 sites present in the study area. See for

instance the loss of importance of the montado in the

‘‘Monfurado’’ and ‘‘São Mamede’’ Special Areas of

Conservation (PTCON0031 and PTCON0007, respec-

tively) and ‘‘Évora’’ Special Protection Area

(PTZPE0055).

Once a patch can contribute to connectivity with

several functions and play different roles in the

network (Estrada and Bodin 2008; Saura and Rubio

2010) we must go beyond dIIC in order to get more in-

depth information. A patch can be important due to its

size (provides intra connectivity), because its location

facilitates fluxes in the network (provides inter con-

nectivity) and/or because it connects two or more

patches or groups of patches that would otherwise be

disconnected (act as connector). The maps in Fig. 6

show the evolution of dIICintra, dIICflux and dIICcon-

nector over time. The variations of all indices in the

years 1984, 1999 and 2014 are evident. Intra connec-

tivity (dIICintra) depends only on the patch size and not

on d or how the patch is connected to other patches

(Saura and Rubio 2010). For that reason, it reflects

directly the montado amount and changes in patch

size. Area gain originates higher dIICintra and area loss

originates lower dIICintra. Intra connectivity showed

moderate relevance in the central/western part of the

study area in 1984, increased its importance until

1999, and kept high values although losing area by

2014.

Inter connectivity (dIICflux) depends on the patch

area and on its position within the network (Saura and

Rubio 2010). Therefore, changes result from both

montado composition and configuration. This means

not only the quantitative dynamics (loss and gain) of

montado are important but also the geometric dynam-

ics (NP increment or reduction as each patch position

is relevant for establishing links/paths). Inter connec-

tivity was very relevant in the central, western and

northern zones of the study area in 1984. After, it lost

some of its value in the centre and west, and most of it

in the north (1999). Finally, in 2014, it is possible to

see some recovery of the value but a loss of area is also

noticeable.

dIICconnector depends exclusively on the topological

position of a patch in the landscape network (Saura

and Rubio 2010). Patch area is irrelevant for this index

Fig. 4 Global connectivity (IIC) for different d over time
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that reflects only the landscape configuration dynam-

ics. In this context, changes are consequence of

increasing or decreasing montado NP due to the role

some of them may play as stepping-stones keeping the

components’ cohesion. dIICconnector is the fraction

with the most variations of all three (Fig. 6). In 1984, it

was highly important in the northern part of the study

area and moderately important in the centre and west.

In 1999, it had lost most of the importance in the north

and kept stable in the centre/west. By 2014, it had

Fig. 5 dIIC maps for d = 200 m
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increased its value although its area decreased. These

variations are expected to have significant impacts in

the populations because the connector patches are

directly implied in habitat availability as their exis-

tence or inexistence determines more or less habitat at

disposal (Gurrutxaga et al. 2011). In a scenario of

habitat loss and increasing fragmentation, the connec-

tivity between patches becomes even more important

because it may be the only way in which enough

habitat can be made available for populations (Jordán

2001).

The importance of knowing the contribute of each

patch to the global connectivity is clearly demon-

strated in the work by Dondina et al. (2018). Their

study aimed at assessing connectivity in an agroe-

cosystem in the Lombardy region (Italy) and was

focused on the hazel dormouse. By comparing actual

and simulated land covers, the authors found that

establishing hedgerows along new pathways would

promote higher connectivity gains than restoring/

improving existing corridors. In that particular case,

instead of trying to enhance relatively less important

Fig. 6 dIICintra, dIICflux and dIICconnector maps for a d = 200 m
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elements (with low dIIC, for instance), it would be

more beneficial to promote new ones.

Top component analysis

While dIIC analysis works at the patch level and

requires deeper understanding of the underlying

processes, landscape components analysis is a more

expedite and simple way to extract valuable informa-

tion (Neel et al. 2014). As previously mentioned a

component is a connected region and represents the

maximum habitat available for a given individual

(Pascual-Hortal and Saura 2006). Larger components

are expected to harbour more species than smaller

ones as they provide more suitable habitat, are less

prone to stochastic extinctions and thus are more likely

to maintain viable populations (MacArthur and Wil-

son 1967; Lande 1988). Besides the size, the number

of components (NC) also matters because it is directly

related to connectivity and habitat availability. For a

given area, more components are synonym of discon-

tinuity and less available habitat.

It is important to clarify that NC itself, is not good

or bad. For instance, a montado area gain located far

away so that it would remain disconnected from the

network, (e.g. a new plantation) originating a new

patch, would form a new component that would be

understood as beneficial. However, in our case study

we know the montado area has been decreasing and

the dynamics occurring is ‘‘fragmentation by loss’’

rather than ‘‘number of patch increment by gain’’

(Godinho et al. 2016c; Machado et al. 2018).

The numbers of components for different d in each

moment are shown in Fig. 7a. Naturally, the values

decrease as the d increase because species with a larger

d can reach more patches than a species with a smaller

d. For the former, there will be fewer components in

the landscape because there are fewer unreachable

patches. Conversely, for the latter there are more

unreachable patches and thus, more components. The

values of each d increased over time reflecting the

increasing number of isolated patches and consequent

lower connectivity. This also means that many com-

ponents are composed by a single patch with virtually

no influence in the montado connectivity.

The overall montado area reduction is noticeable

when we look at the five larger components. These

constitute the core structure of the montado and

comprise most of the available area for species with

d[ 200 m (Fig. 7b). For lower d (50 m and 100 m)

this is also verifiable for 1984 and 1999. By 2014,

changes in the montado had been so severe that more

components were needed to comprise a higher

percentage of montado area. For higher d (300 m

and 500 m) the values remain similar along the years

because the species are mobile enough to reach

montado patches despite the loss of area occurred.

This means the majority of the remaining montado

patches are closer than 300 m.

A comparable analysis considering the NP percent-

age instead of area percentage has similar results

showing that for a given d, the NP accessible has been

decreasing over time (Fig. 7c). Species capable of

movements of 300 m and higher have access to almost

all the montado patches in the landscape while species

with very limited moving abilities (50 m or 100 m)

only have access to a small percentage of patches.

A more detailed analysis for d = 200 m shows how

the available montado area has decreased over time.

It’s also noticeable the five larger components have

experienced little stability during the studied period

(Fig. 7d). Between 1984 and 1999, the top 5 compo-

nents lost 68,812 ha (401,362–332,550 ha). Between

1999 and 2014, the top 5 components lost 104,424 ha

(332,550–228,126 ha). Between 1984 and 2014, the

top 5 components lost a total of 173,236 ha

(401,362–228,126 ha) (Fig. 7c).

The maps in Fig. 8 show how the five largest

components changed during the studied period for

d = 200 m. Taking in consideration that one individ-

ual can only move within one component it is clear the

habitat has become more fragmented and less acces-

sible. For instance, a population living in the largest

(green) component in 1984 had its component split in

two by 1999 (green and yellow), which means those

patches were no longer linked and consequently the

population was divided.

Which species or group of species are the most

affected by the increasing number of montado

components?

First of all, it is important to stress the montado

biological value does not come from a single species,

nor there are any exclusive species to this land use

system. Instead, its richness in terms of biodiversity

results from the quantity of species it harbours. Thus,

changes in the montado, such as splitting components,

more than affecting a single species, are expected to

provoke changes in the species pool. Any species
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whose habitat is reduced and disconnected is affected

to some extent. In this particular analysis the resulting

components show how fragmented the montado has

become for species with d B 500 m (Fig. 7). Many

small mammals belong to these group, among them

the Apodemus sylvaticus (Dickman and Doncaster

(1989) that favours oak recruitment by spreads acorns

(Muñoz and Bonal 2007).

Many species live in the montado because the

system fits their habitat requirements but do not

necessarily depend on it. Others, more specialized and

less adaptable display a higher degree of dependence.

Focusing on birds as an example, farmland specialists

and forest specialists occur only in certain farmlands

and forests, respectively. Common farmland birds can

occur in a variety of open lands and the common forest

birds can live in several forest types. There are also

Fig. 7 Montado components in 1984, 1999 and 2014; aNumber

of components for different dispersal distances (d); b Montado

area (%) in the top 5 components for different d; c Montado

patches (%) in the top 5 components for different d; dMontado

area in the top 5 components for d = 200 m
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transition habitat birds that thrive in the interface of

open lands and forests. The montado structure with

pastures and different shrub and tree densities makes it

a land use type often used by all of the above groups,

except some farmland specialists that completely

avoid the presence of trees (Pereira and Godinho

2015; Catarino et al. 2016). Although montado

degradation can be harmful to many, the forest

specialists who live in the montado are the most

dependent on the system stability and thus are the most

affected by a level of loss and/or fragmentation that

breaks montado components apart. In our study area,

Sitta europaea and Dryobates minor are examples of

species well adapted to mature montados that are

likely to be more affected by the increasing NC.

Conclusion

The montado classification as high nature value

farming system helped to raise awareness to its

importance but the heterogeneity that differentiates

the montado has not been reflected in the policies.

Several policy instruments affect the montado and

have allowed its economic valorisation but do not

consider it as a whole, compromising the survival of

many montados in the medium-term (Pinto-Correia

et al. 2013). Concrete measures are needed that

effectively improve multi-functional farming systems

and support practices that preserve biodiversity such

as extensive grazing in high nature value farmlands

(Pe’er et al. 2020).

The biodiversity aspect is particularly relevant in

the montado because the system’s well-functioning

and sustainability is highly dependent on natural

processes. Without proper biological support, mon-

tado becomes a poor and unsustainable system

threatened by abandonment. Thus, it is essential to

guarantee suitable conditions for wildlife to prosper

and for that connectivity plays a key role.

Montado changes and its resulting connectivity in

the years 1984, 1999 and 2014 were assessed based on

accurate information derived from satellite remote

sensing multispectral data. In this period:

• Montado experienced a deep regression in terms of

area amount (- 98.884 ha) and an increase in the

fragmentation level (? 720 patches).

• The global connectivity decreased for all the tested

d, resulting in a negative impact for several

species.

• The relative importance of each montado patch to

the global connectivity varied over time due to

changes in spatial composition and configuration.

• The montado area represented by the top 5

components varied significantly and the amount

displays a decreasing trend. This implies that

species with dispersal abilities up to 500 m in 1984

had more montado connected areas than in 1999

and 2014. Ultimately, it means the populations are

increasingly more isolated in 1999 and 2014.

The most affected species by habitat loss and/or

fragmentation are those with low mobility that cannot

reach other viable patches via dispersal and those that

display higher levels of specialization and thus are

more dependent on the habitat’s characteristics. In the

montado, the former are mainly micromammals and

Fig. 8 Spatiotemporal dynamics of the montado top 5 components for d = 200 m. Larger components by size: 1st—green, 2nd—

yellow, 3rd—blue, 4th—red, 5th—black, remaining components—light grey
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the latter some forest specialist birds such as the Sitta

europaea and the Dryobates minor.

Everymontado patch (and component) is important

but the larger ones are more likely to display higher

specific richness, seem to be more resilient and

provide more intraconnectivity that is key to short

dispersal species, unable or unlikely to move success-

fully among suitable patches in a fragmented land-

scape. Hence, at the landscape scale, the priority

should be to preserve the core areas that have been the

support of connectivity (the larger components) and

avoid as much as possible the loss of more area that

will consequently provoke fragmentation. A more

fragmented montado (higher NC) can also mean that

more patches need to be preserved to guarantee high

habitat availability and therefore making conservation

prioritization harder (Pereira 2018). Biodiversitywise,

montado has value as a whole and given also its socio-

economic importance measures should be taken in

order to preserve it as much as possible. By reporting

the montado decreasing trend and highlighting some

of the associated impacts on biodiversity, on which the

montado itself depends upon, our work also con-

tributes to raise awareness and reinforce the need to

preserve and increment this unique land use system.
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